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The Story of Microsource

My passion for cosmetic tattooing started 
in 1979 on the beautiful island of Maui,

Hawaii.  I was a young lady doctor and mother of
six children, three of my own and three whose own
mother had died. Allergic to eye makeup, it seemed
like a good idea to have a tattoo artist tattoo on my

eyeliner.  I walked from the beachfront across the
street to Skin Deep tattoo parlor and asked the slender, dark-haired  lady
if she  would tattoo eyeliner.  I’ll never forget the look of surprise and dis-
belief in her eyes as she replied “What?  Why I’ve never heard of such of
a thing!”  I told her that if she could tattoo a line on the body then she
could tattoo a line around my eyes.  She warned me that it would hurt
and I promised to sit still while she attempted her first “eye” line.  The
pain was real.   My eyes were swollen shut for the next three days and I
had a barely visible blue/black color when finally healed.  Yet,  I was eu-
phoric to have makeup that wouldn’t wash off.  Anything was an im-
provement!

At the time I thought about how nice it would be to have something
to control the pain.  Fast forward to 1991 when I again had my eye-

liner and lips done for $1500 by a “makeup artist”.  The pain was excruci-
ating, my lips were swollen to twice their normal size and I ended up
with no color and never went back for a touchup.  She was using a 20%
Lidocaine cherry flavored liquid from Mexico.  But shortly after that I
learned about a new topical anesthetic named EMLA® so I was relieved
to not have to worry about making anything myself. Or so I thought.

Long story short, I bought two tattoo machines from two brothers in
New York in 1991 and tattooed a flower on my daughter’s ankle and

my son’s name on his ankle.  Then, in 1995, I met Helen Snow in
Phoenix, Arizona and she referred me to Dr. Kristanne Matzek of Califor-
nia for training in permanent makeup (micropigmentation).  That took
place in a hotel in Honolulu for two days.  I left with a 100% score on my
exam and a banana with eyebrows scrawled on as best I could “free-
hand” them.  I only placed a few dots on human skin.  Boy was I in for a
surprise when I actually tried to do eyeliner on a human being.  My vol-
unteers were in agony and I didn’t have anything to help them.  After in-
tense research I developed a topical anesthetic cream known as DOTC
Blue and shared it with other professionals at a conference.  I’ve never
looked back.  With the invaluable help of Tom Bethune, we developed
TAG 45 Gel, Numquick Pink Original Cream, NumQuick Spray and Gel,
Numpot Ointment, NumFast Green Cream, Microcaine® Eye-Safe pH 7.5
(same pH as tears), Liprotek7, Healquick and others to mention a few.

In 2000, my curiosity led to the study and development of needles just
for cosmetic tattooing, now known as Velvet Needles®.  In 1996 I

began researching pigment chemistry and physics.  In 2003, I began for-
mulating pigments, known as Kolorsource Brand pigments, in an effort
to help my girlfriend, Helen Snow, who was recovering from a second
bout with ovarian cancer.  She’s doing fine as of today.

The Miracle

The miracle happened sud-
denly and unexpectedly. It

was a July day in 2006.  I’m re-
ferring to the discovery and de-
velopment of the technique that
now bears my name.  Not one

or two ways to use a needle but nine
ways to use a single needle.  Imagine
working in the cupid’s bow with a

needle stroke that looks like a windshield wiper pattern.  Yet you can use
the same needle to make a graduated hairstroke so real you want to
“pick it off the skin”.  And areola colors just fly into the skin and soften
scars at the same time.  Lips are now everyone’s favorite procedure.
Imagine that!  So much good will come from the proper use of our spe-
cially designed sloped needles.  But hold on for MICROBLADING!

My feet have never touched the ground since Slope® needles and
now microblading.  It gives me great joy to share my knowledge,

passion and love of micropigmentation with you. It is one of the pur-
poses of my life.  Check out our VIDEOS ONLINE!
http://www.kolorsource.com and www.youtube.com
SEARCH: Linda Dixon MD or Dr. Linda Dixon

The Dixon Technique Color Logo

Look for this Dixon Technique logo near a machine.  It means
that specially tapered and textured Slope® Velvet Needles®

needles and tips can be used with that machine. 

Dr. Dixon teaching the Dixon Technique
with sloped needles in 2006-2010..Phoenix,

Honolulu, California, Mexico City, Japan,
Florida, Germany, Russia, Las Vegas

Linda H. Dixon MD
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New and Favori te Products

Order Toll Fre         e!  Tel: 888-452-4946, Fax 1/800-238-1203

Dual Chamber Pigment Rings
Streamlined comfort keeps pigment
and topical at your fingertips. design
by Dr. Dixon

Dual Chamber Pigment RingsDual Chamber Pigment Rings
Streamlined comfort keeps pigment
and topical at your fingertips. design
by Dr. Dixon

Dual Chamber Pigment RingsDual Chamber Pigment RingsDual Chamber Pigment Rings
Streamlined comfort keeps pigmentStreamlined comfort keeps pigment
and topical at your fingertips. design
by Dr. Dixon

MicroNeedling Serum™

Relax. Refresh. Repair.
Twice-a-Day Total Repair Serum Kit

Formulated for use after  Dry Needling of Scars and
Wrinkles.
•Promotes collagen deposition
•Improves microcirculation
• Detoxes and scavenges damaged cells
• Refines fine lines and wrinkles • Relaxes facial muscles
• Decreases dark circles • Two years in research and testing.

MICROBLADE 14 Curved Hairstroke Needle
#853 $2.00/ea

What’s inside:

UNREAL! says Dr. Dixon

Liner and Shader in a single
needle.  Meet DUO! V-Slope
Dixon Patented Needle.  Color
goes in like butter. For PRO

handpiece digital machines. 
#510 DUO Needles 5pk $73.00

#515 PRO handpiece $1049.95
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Permanent Makeup Text-
book by Dr. Zwerling and
Dr. Dixon Item #474

COMFORT CREAM™ Topical  Physiologic pH

When your patient is comfortable, so are you.  You

can work faster with less stress and get better re-

sults. Comfort is vital for the conduct of our busi-

ness.  We’re happy to share with you COMFORT

CREAM™ for eyelids (and lips too).  Look for our

youtube.com video:  Keyword COMFORT CREAM.

Call us Toll Free at 888-452-4946 Unit Dose Topicals.

Safe and effective since 1996. Item #592 Comfort

Cream.  $39/ea.  Squeeze it on!  Wait 20 min. Best for

Eyes and Lips!

Pp 24

Prices subject to change.

Conquer Tattoo Blues with “B2B” family. Corrects Blue
Brows and Eyeliner

B2B is short for “blue-to-
brown” or “blue-to-black”.
Control the unwanted
“Blues” from old tattoo ink
that turns blue over the
years.Here is a guide to their
use:  1) MEDIUM: Use for
most blue Brows #844
2) DARK Use for most blue

Eyeliner.  #839
3) LIGHT: only RUB into open

skin. Do not tattoo into skin. #838

Pp 22
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Call Toll Free

Order on-line at www.kolorsource.com

NEEDLE CHOICES

#14 CURVED #853 $2.00/EA

#13 CURVED #890 $3.95/EA
PATENTED, 2-EDGE MICROBLADE

#12 CURVED #876 $2.00/EA

#14 SOFTAP REGULAR CURVED #845 $3.50

#16 SOFTAP CURVED ULTRAFINE #822 $3.50

#U- CURVED NEEDLE #874 $2.00

#7 CURVE: RED #873 SMALL $1.25

Brown 16 point curved Click Cartridge
hairstroke ULTRA-FINE needles. #822
$3.50/ea

ULTRA-FINE needles. #822ULTRA-FINE needles. #822ULTRA-FINE needles. #822

Dk blue 14 curved Click Cartridge needle.
Best for brow hairs. #845  $3.50/ea

16

MicroBlade 14 Curved Hairstroke Needle
#853 $2.00/ea

MicroBlade 13 2-Sided Curved Hairstroke Needle
#853 $2.00/ea

MicroBlade 12 Curved Hairstroke Needle
#876 $2.00/ea

MicroBlade U-CURVE Needle
#874 $2.00/ea

MicroBlade 7 Curved Needle
#873 $2.00/ea

Disposable Handles let you measure too! $1.00/ea

A ruler is built into each hygienic, single use "Click" Handle for
Softap "Click" Cartridge needles. This handy handle works
with all cartridges. You may use a single handle with more

than one needle if needed for your client. Toss when you are
finished. Each handle has a ruler for measuring on-the-fly. EO

Gas sterilized. Do not autoclave.  Press the Click Cartridge
firmly into the opening.  When you hear a “click”, you’ll know

the needle is secure and ready to use. Item # 420  $5.00/5 pk.

Regular Handle for Manual
Needles

Reusable.  Autoclave or cold sterilization.
Item #1080 $12.00

MICROBLADING SUPPLIES
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Call Toll Free

Order on-line at www.kolorsource.com

MICROBLADING SUPPLIES

MICROBLADE PRACTICE KIT #8977

Microblade Practice
Hairstroke Face
$6.00 Item #879

Microblade Practice
Kit $51.00 Item #877

Contents of Kit

Leather Face
Silicone Face
Train your Brain
10 #14 Curve needles
Yellow/Black handle
3M 1” Microfoam tape
Dark Warm Stabrown

Brow Buddy Measuring Device for Brow Symmetry
Get perfectly cen-
tered brows and
identical arches and
tails. At last, Brow
Buddy does the
work for you.  Kit in-
cludes white pencil

and Brow Buddy. Brow Buddy Kit #341, $19.95Microblading Brow 
Colors help you get the
best results!

We’ve all learned that microblad-
ing hairstrokes takes special colors
that are dark enough yet soft
enough to look natural.  You now
have a choice of Almond, Brazil
and Choklat formulated just for mi-
croblading #892 Almond, #893
Brazil, #895 Choklat!  Save 25%:
Buy all three for just $83.25 Item No.
#899,  Offer ends July 31,2 014.

Topical Anesthetics

Numquick Pink
UltraDuration
Numpot
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Bootcamp SMART LIPS for Good to Great Lipcolor
Teaching DVD of Actual Case
• Pain control for lip procedures
•  Best Needle Choice for the Most Color
•  How to do Lipcolor in about 30 minutes with color that STAYS!
• Color Choices:  LipSmart™ Colors
• Equipment and Needles
• Aftercare: Liprotek #7 or Numstick 5% Lidocaine

Item #826  $39.95 includes Handout and DVD

Bootcamp AREOLA and Scar Management
Teaching DVD of Actual Case

• Considerations for Post Mastectomy and Reconstruction Patients
•  FACTS about breast cancer patients and special considerations

•  Proper Measuring and Placement of Areola
• Color Choices

• Equipment and Needles
• History

• Aftercare
Item #10028  $19.95 includes Handout and DVD

Bootcamp MICRONEEDLING- MCA, Dry Needling
Scars, Acne, Wrinkles, Pigmentation “Anti-aging” Use of Needles
• Medical History and Indications for Dry Needling
• Case Photographs and Discussion
• How and why Microneedling works (Keratinocytes and Fibroblasts)
• Equipment
• Microneedling Zones
• How to charge for services

Item #701  $29.95 includes Handout and DVD

www.microneedling.com 888-452-4946

Visit us online at www.kolorsource.com     

Bootcamp EYESHADOW and Good to Great Eye-
liner

Enhance Eyelids; add Soft Color and Contour
Special EYESHADOW MIST pigments

• Cover Blepharoplasty scars upper lid crease
• Natural, soft colors enhance eyes

• #36 Round (Softap®) needle for effective color and control
• Smudgy Eyeliner Techniques

• DVD shows 3 live procedures
Item #714  $19.95 includes Handout and DVD

Bootcamp Series  by Dr.  D ixon
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Infiniti YD Reliable Rotary 
Power and Precision at a price you can afford
Portable, Uses all Infiniti® tips and needles.

This kit includes a handpiece, power supply to plug into wall. Choice of 3 Speed settings.
On/Off button on hand piece. Speed control on wall switch.

An affordable, 
portable, 
solution!

Part Description Qty Price

9390 Infiniti YD  Handpiece/Wall adaptor 1 149.00

9420 Chambers: Disposable Infiniti 20 18.00

9400 1-point Needle 10 10.00

9401 3-point Needles 10 25.00

9669 3-slope 2” Needle 10 25.00

3130 3-round Velvet Needles 10 30.00

3135 3-Flat Velvet Needles 10 30.00

9671 5-slope 2” Needle 10 32.00

9402 5-point Needles 10 27.00

9403 7-point Needles Round 10 30.00

9404 7-Flat Needles 10 30.00

133 9- Magnum Needles 10 50.00

9405 14-point Needles 10 35.00

TIPS 521 Tips 1-3 Prong Round 10 6.00

TIPS 10037 TIPS 3-Slope® for Freedom/Infiniti 10 10.00

TIPS 522 Tips 5 Prong Round 10 6.00

TIPS 9715 TIPS 5-Slope® for Freedom/Infiniti 10 12.00

TIPS 231 Tips 5 Prong FLAT 10 6.00

TIPS 121 Tips 7 Prong Round 10 10.00

TIPS 9556 Tips 14 Prong Round 10 10.00

lll        
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l
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Machine Ki ts :  Budget

3 point Slope®

5 point round

5 point FLAT

5 point Slope®

7 point round

14 point round

1-3 point round

Tips

Infiniti YD
$269.00

Chamber Differences

Infiniti
Infiniti YD

Freedom
Hybrid

7
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Machine Ki ts :  Budget

At last a hygienic digital machine available you can afford.
Price plus performance AND Slope Needles.

NOUVEAU CONTOUR®

Nouveau Contour
SIMPLICITY™

No 10083
$1395.00

This kit includes a handpiece, Adjustable power Console, foot pedal, 
cable and 3 needles, plus a Dixon Slope® 

and 5 Free Pigments.

cablepower  supply
handpiece

Part Description Qty Price

10089 Simplicity®  Kit 1 1395.00

9633 1 point  cartridge 1 $7.00

9634 3 point  cartridge 1 $8.00

10092 3 point  OUTLINE 1 $10.00

10094 4 point FLAT Needle 1 $10.00

10098 5 point SHADER 1 $10.00

10099 5 point MAGNUM 1 $10.00

10101 7 point  LINER 1 $10.00

10102 9 point MAGNUM Needle 1 $10.00

10093 3 Slope®  Needle cartridge 1 $9.95

10101 5 Slope® Needle Cartridge 1 $9.95

l l
l

ll
l

l
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CrJhN5d7Rqg

Clean. Safe. Precise. Get yours today!

Simplicity™... Economical
Portable too!

Hybrid Cord-Free
Handpiece with

built-in battery
Free to work!

Basic Kit #728
$299.00

$299

Say Hello to the
new PURPLE HYBRID Handpiece with the

built-in battery that lasts up to 4 hours. Also
runs with wall-cord power which recharges the battery at the
same time.   The crystal-clear tulip “chamber” holds all needle
configurations, including. Dr. Dixon’s 3 and 5- Slope®. 

You’ll love the choice of two power settings
...enough for any procedure including 
Microneedling.  Offers all same needle
configurations as Freedom and In-
finiti machines.  6-mo. warranty.

Portable, great for backup
and touchups.

Save money and start doing the Slope® Technique today

HYBRID *PURPLE Machine

cable and 3 needles, plus a Dixon Slope® 

Part Description Qty Price

728 Hybrid handpiece/ Wall adaptor 1 299.00

9557 Chambers: Freedom & Hybrid 20 18.00

9400 1-point Needle 10 10.00

9401 3-point Needles 10 25.00

9669 3-slope 2” Needle 10 25.00

3130 3-round Velvet Needles 10 30.00

3135 3-Flat Velvet Needles 10 30.00

9671 5-slope 2” Needle 10 32.00

9402 5-point Needles 10 27.00

9403 7-point Needles Round 10 30.00

9404 7-Flat Needles 10 30.00

133 9- Magnum Needles 10 50.00

9405 14-point Needles 10 35.00

TIPS 521 Tips 1-3 Prong Round 10 6.00

TIPS 10037 TIPS 3-Slope® for Freedom/Infiniti 10 10.00

TIPS 522 Tips 5 Prong Round 10 6.00

TIPS 9715 TIPS 5-Slope® for Freedom/Infiniti 10 12.00

TIPS 231 Tips 5 Prong FLAT 10 6.00

TIPS 121 Tips 7 Prong Round 10 10.00

TIPS 9556 Tips 14 Prong Round 10 10.00

lll        

ll
l
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l
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l
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same time.   The crystal-clear tulip “chamber” holds all needle

finiti machines.  6-mo. warranty.

Portable, great for backup
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Machine Ki ts :  Best

Part Description Qty Price

10041 Intelligent Kit by Nouveau Contour 1 3495.00

10043 700 Kit by Nouveau Contour 1 2650.00

10044 Intelligent: Extra Handpiece Only 1 995.00

10070 3 Slope Dixon Needle Cartridge 10 106.40

10073 5 Slope Dixon Needle Cartridge 10 112.10

10047 1-Single Needle Cartridge 10 81.70

10048 3 Regular Liner Needle Cartridge 10 87.40

10055 3 MICRO Needle Cartridge 10 106.40

10051 3 Outline Needle Cartridge 10 106.40

10131 3 Power Needle Cartridge 10 106.40

10057 4 Flat Cartridge 10 106.40

10034 5 Magnum Cartridge 10 106.40

10058 5 Point  Round Shader [Square] 10 106.40

10080 5 Power Needle Cartridge 10 106.40

10064 7 Point Shader Cartridge 10 112.10

10082 7 Power Needle Cartridge 10 112.10

10067 9 Magnum Cartridge 10 117.00

All Needle pricing is for 10 per pack.  Also available in 1, 5 or 15 per
pack. Kits come with your choice of 10 Kolorsource Pigments FREE!

Part Description Qty Price

331 Nouveau Contour 1000 Kit 1 2795.00

333 Digital Handpiece- Universal 1 995.00

334 Digital Handpiece- Refurbished 1 450.00

10070 3 Slope Dixon Needle Cartridge 10 112.10

10073 5 Slope Dixon Needle Cartridge 10 112.10

10047 1-Single Needle Cartridge 10 81.70

10048 3 Regular Liner Needle Cartridge 10 87.40

10055 3 MICRO Needle Cartridge 10 106.40

10051 3 Outline Needle Cartridge 10 106.40

10131 3 Power Needle Cartridge 10 106.40

10057 4 Flat Cartridge 10 106.40

10034 5 Magnum Cartridge 10 106.40

10058 5 Point  Round Shader [Square] 10 106.40

10080 5 Power Needle Cartridge 10 106.40

10064 7 Point Shader Cartridge 10 112.10

10082 7 Power Needle Cartridge 10 112.10

10067 9 Magnum Cartridge 10 117.00

All Needle pricing is for 10 per pack.  Also available in 1, 5 or 15 per
pack. Kits come with your choice of 5 Kolorsource Pigments FREE!
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New for 2010.  Get better results.  Professional model. Portable too.

Nouveau Contour  Digital $2795

This digital is the latest in technology from the German manufac-
turer.  It is built to handle everything from the most delicate skin to
the most stubborn scars.  Warranty 2 years for handpiece and 3
years for console. Takes all cartridges including the DIXON Slope®
needles. Get 5 Kolorsource Pigments FREE  with the NC1000 kit pur-
chase from Kolorsource. 

9

Best digital.  Beautiful results begin with the Intelligent and Slope®

Intelligent.  Sheer genius.

“Good news!  Slope® Needles for the Dixon
Technique are available for the Nouveau Con-
tour.  Call today and get  Slope® chart.”  Get 10
Kolorsource Pigments FREE  with Intelligent Kit

purchase from Kolorsource. 

“Good news!  Slope® Needles for the Dixon
Technique are available for the Nouveau Con
tour.  Call today and get  Slope® chart.”  
Kolorsource Pigments FREE  with Intelligent Kit

purchase from Kolorsource. 

tour.  Call today and get  Slope® chart.”  

purchase from Kolorsource. 

“Good news!  Slope® Needles for the Dixon
Technique are available for the Nouveau Con
tour.  Call today and get  Slope® chart.”  tour.  Call today and get  Slope® chart.”  
Kolorsource Pigments FREE  with Intelligent Kit

purchase from Kolorsource. purchase from Kolorsource. 

Needles fit Hamonix machine
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Softap® Brand for Manual Method
Disposable Handles $1.00/ea

Hygienic, single use "Click" Handle for Softap
"Click" Cartridge needles. Fits all sizes. May use
a single handle with more than one needle if
needed for your client. Toss when you are fin-
ished. Each handle has a ruler for measur-
ing on-the-fly. EO Gas sterilized. Do not
autoclave.  Press the Click Cartridge firmly
into the opening.  When you hear a “click”,
you’ll know the needle is secure and ready to
use. Item # 420  $5.00/5 pack.

Handtool

Discouraged with lips?  No matter
how hard you try, you can’t good

color retention. Designed for the most
stubborn lips in mind, this 84-prong

“micro-needle” cartridge taps or
“pats” in the color quickly and easily.

You can use it along the lipline too
so you only need one needle.  Why

wait?  Try the Lip Needle today.
Best with Kolorsmart™ Lip colors by

Kolorsource.  Video by Dr. Dixon
with LipSmart Handout $39.95.
Needle Item # 743  $13.50/ea. 

For use with Click handle shown
below.

Green 39 point straight 3x13 Ultra-fine
Click Cartridge needle.  Best for eyeliner and

lipliner. #421  $6.50/ea

Red  42 point straight 3x14 regular Click
Cartridge.  Best for Brows, medium thick

upper eyeliner and scars. #421
$7.50/ea

Pink 84 point straight 4x21 Ultra-fine Click
Cartridge needle.  Best for full lipcolor.
#743  $13.50/ea

Dk Blue 87 point round
Click Cartridge.  Best for Eyeshadow, Areolas,
ultra- thick upper eyeliner and microneedling
around eyes.  #744  $13.50/ea

Pink 114 point straight Use when you
want lots of soft color such as lips or areola
or use “dry” for Microneedling.
#746  $15.50/ea

Brown 16 point curved Click Cartridge
hairstroke ULTRA-FINE needles. #822
$3.50/ea

ULTRA-FINE needles. #822ULTRA-FINE needles. #822ULTRA-FINE needles. #822

Navy Blue 18 point round Click Car-
tridge needle.  For soft lipline or eye-
liner border. #821  $3.50/ea

Blue 36 point round Click Cartridge needle.
Best for thick eyeliner, shadow above eye-
liner or shading in lip. #745  $6.50/ea

Healed: Before Touchup

Red 7 prong Click Cartridge needle.  Best for
eyebrow hair-like strokes. #824  $2.50/ea

Yellow 10 prong Click Cartridge needle.
Best for fine work (lipline). #825  $2.50/ea

Dk blue 14 curved Click Cartridge needle.
Best for brow hairs. #845  $3.50/ea

Teal 24 prong Click ULTRA-
FINE needles. #858  $5.50/ea

For very dense color on eye-
liner, lip liner and brows.
Needles are spaced very
closely together for DENSE
color where desired.

24

10

14

7

16

18

36

39

114

42

87

84
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Handtool
Needle holder for the manual method. 

QuickTouch™

Part Description Qty Price

1080 QuickTouch Handtool 1 12.00

428 Victory Classic  XL Precision Taper 10 50.00

118 Gemini  (brows) 915  2-in-1 needle 10 50.00

7500 Gemini 6-30LT Eyeliner Needle 10 45.00

9521 5 Slanted Needle for handtool 50 90.00

876 Microblade: 12 curved each 2.00

873 Microblade: 7 needles each 1.50

874 Microblade: U-shape each 2.00

853 Microblade: 14 curved each 2.00

l
l

l
l

l

l
l

l
l

l
l

l
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l
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Needle information
Definitions
• Gemini: two rows of needles
• Microblade 14 Curved: .22mm very

fine needles for eyebrow hairstrokes
•  Microblade 7 Curved:

for doing fine hair-
strokes over pow-
dered brow.

QuickTouch 
Yellow Black Handle $12.00

Perfect for 
eyeliner, brows, 

and lips.

US Patent 7,695,486

11

Budget Needles
50 pack

Blue 36 point round Click Cartridge needle.  Best for thick eyeliner,
shadow above eyeliner or shading in lip. #745  $6.50/ea

5-Slant Manual Needle
#736 50/ pk.  $45.00

MicroBlade 14 Curved Hairstroke Needle
#853 $2.00/ea

MicroBlade 7 Curved Needle
#873 $2.00/ea

MicroBlade U-
CURVE Needle
#874 $2.00/ea

7-Slant Manual Needle
#737 50/ pk.  $55.00

10-Slant Manual Needle
#738 50/ pk.  $70.00

Regular Handle for Manual Needles
Reusable.  Autoclave or cold sterilization.

Item #1080 $12.00

Brows done with MicroBlade 14 Curved Hairstroke Needle
#853: $2/ea  See photo on right
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PIGMENTS
742 Lipcolor RED #742 L

4400 Bubblegum M

9101 Nude Lip Mix L, A, M

9167 Neutral Flesh M, F, A

9908 Blonde Nubrown B

3312 CoCo Nubrown B, E

45 Dream Nubrown B, E

9371 Golden Girl Nubrown B

9907 Medium NuBrown B, M

9389 Smoke Gray B, E, M

9781 Pitch Black E

9268 Moss Green E

844 B2B: Medium Brow Modifier B

ACCESSORIES
10031 Dual Chamber Finger Rings 50

341 Brow Buddy® Kit 1
9283 FADE Pigment Fade Complex
6250 Mini-Pigment Mixer 1
4660 Eye Loupe to Examine Needles 1
5130 Microbrushes 100
7075 Practice Skin Pads 1
9697 Brow Razor Kit: Pkg of 3 1
9561 Black Gloves: Medium 1
4730 Taklon Fine Tip Makeup Brush 1

5760 Universal Brow Pencil/Stencil kit 1
338 Gloves 1
283 Germicidal Wipes 1

9430 Sharps Travel Container Cone 1
5080 Mouthguards 1
9425 Gel Eye Packs: 2 pack 1
425 MiniMax Surgical Marker 5/pk 1

10016 Purple Off 1
9699 Retain 3/pk 1
9785 Protective Dental Bibs 30 pk 1
9538 4-well Pigment/Topical holder 18/pk 1

PAIN CONTROL
190 Numpot Gold 1

5680 TAG #45 Gel 1

592 Comfort™ Cream 1

9790 Blue Buffing Blocks 1

5100 Liprotek 1

HANDTOOLS
849 Fish stick Handle 5 pk 1

858 #24 Ultra Fine 2-rows Softap® 2

824 #7 Slant Softap® Needle 2

Kit  includes 
• handpiece
• 10 ea. 3 and 5
round needles/tips •
10 ea. 5 Slope Nee-
dles/tips
• 20/ea Disposable
chambers. 
• Wall plug-in power
supply,

• Two speeds
• Battery lasts up to 4 hours.

Battery-in-the-handpiece
Finally... freedom from a cord!  Takes all
needles and tips of the Infiniti and TG-99.

Simplicity® Kit complete
with Basic Essentials Kit
$ 2235.20

This kit includes a handpiece, Adjustable
power Console, foot pedal, 

cable and 3 needles, plus Dixon 5-Slope®
needle cartridges.

cable

power  supply

handpiece

Machine and needles plus
footpedal are included. This
digital is the latest in tech-
nology from the German
manufacturer.  Built to han-
dle the most delicate skin to
the most stubborn scars.
Warranty 2 years for hand-
piece, 3 years for console.
Takes all cartridges including
the DIXON Slope® needles.* New PRO hand-
piece and needles work with this digital ma-
chine (sold separately).

NC 1000 Kit complete with
Basic Essentials Kit
$ 3487.45

KIT A-201: GOOD KIT B-203: BETTER KIT C-204: BEST

BASIC ESSENTIALS KIT - 200 shown below.  All items are included in Kits A, B, C and D or can be sold separately.

L: Lips, M: Mixing color, A: Areola, B: Brows, E: Eyes, F: Flesh

Hybrid Purple Kit complete
with Basic Essentials Kit
$ 1161.75

S T U D E N T  K I T SS T U D E N T  K I T S *

3X X

XXX

2X

W W W . K O L O R S O U R C E . C O M
TOLL FREE 888-452-4946.  Email: info@kolorsource.com
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S t u d e n t  K i t s :  p a g e  2S t u d e n t  K i t s :  p a g e  2

Welcome to the family of permanent
makeup.  You will find your new pro-

fession challenging, rewarding and prof-
itable.  Invest your time and money into
becoming the best you can be and you’ll
love permanent makeup more than you
dreamed possible.

We are here to support you with the
finest products, technology, experi-

ence, free DVD’s and educational materials.

Dr. Linda Dixon has personally chosen the
essential supplies for your beginning

kit.  From colors to machines, from pain
control to sanitation supplies and from
color wheels to aftercare, we’ve got you
covered.

Now you can focus on your newly
learned skills and do work that will put

a smile on your client’s face.  Permanent
makeup restores and enhances beauty.

Our toll free number is 888-452-4946.  Do
not hesitate to give us a call with your

questions or problems.  Dr. Dixon has spo-
ken with over 16,000 professionals since
1996 and she happily shares helpful infor-
mation, free DVD’s, youtube.com videos and
literature with you.

Follow us on twitter.com/kolorsource
Join us on Facebook.com: Kolorsource

This is a picture of the supplies that come with your kit. Choose your machine and you’ll be ready to go.

W W W . K O L O R S O U R C E . C O M
TOLL FREE 888-452-4946.  Email: info@kolorsource.com

Proof of training required.  Not for public use.*

13
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Microneedling DEVICE

Microneedling ACNE  patients helps

relax the scars and provide new colla-

gen and increased microcirculation to

the skin.  The texture and tone of the

skin improve with multiple treatments

and the remodeling of the skin which

occurs during the healing period.  The

best results often take over six months

to see.  Regular Microneedling treat-

ments at 4-6 week intervals for acne or

other scars is beneficial.  Do not over-

work the skin.  Allow time to heal.  Hy-

perpigmentation may occur and the

patient should be counseled about

this temporary event. Healing is rapid

in acne patients.  Often in as little as 3

days.  Acne is hormonal in women.

BEFORE IMMEDIATELY AFTER

We tested the Dermatude at the Las Vegas 2012

Bootcamp.  What a pleasant surprise!  The power and

ease of needling was very different than other machines, in-

cluding our tattoo machines. We preferred the #9 and #7

point microneedles.  However, we’re going to keep testing the

#18 point polycarbonate “floating” needle head as directed.

Worth $1997.00?  Yes.  You have a choice of speeds and 3

different needle configurations. #688: Dermatude Kit $1997;

#689 18-point Microneedle 4/ea. $68; #691 9-point

$47/box of 4; Item #692  7 point Microneedle 4/box

$43.00; #696 Extreme Lifting Serum $73; #695 Active

HydraBooster $73.  Toll Free 888-452-4946 Order on-

line: www.kolorsource.com  Search: Dermatude

™ MICRONEEDLING DEVICE



Order Toll Fre         e!  Tel: 888-452-4946, Fax 808/261-9070 15

1 Forehead: Blue Zone

2 Glabella frown and nose bunny lines
zone: Green

3 Smile Lines and beneath eye area
zone (upper eyelid optional): Pink

4 Upper Lip zone: Orange

5 Marionette lines Zone: Purple

6 Chin Zone: Turquoise

7 Cheeks: Acne Zone

8 Nasolabial Folds Zone: Lime color

9 Neck or Hairline Zone and/or around
ears: Dark Flesh Color

10 Body Zone:  Mauve Color

Acne

Brown Spots

Scars

Stretch Marks

Test

Wrinkles

Body 

Dixon Needling Zones 1 - 10
! Check each zone needled

Date:

Name:

Procedure:

Notes:

10: Body

Circle each Zone Needled

Needle Used: _  _ Ditto®  __ 5 Slope® __Dermatude® ___Dermapen
_______________________Other

Topical Used:  ___ Numquick Gel  ___TAG #45 Gel  ___Comfort Cream

Serum: _____________________________________________
Describe

Procedure by:_________________________________________
Signature

DIXONTechnique

Microneedling RECORD
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Item ID 248 $19  Photo Poster by Dr. Dixon
Includes 6 page Guide plus 11x17 poster

Wall Poster Guide

The problem: wobble
Wobble is when the needle tips move from 
side-to-side inside the tip, instead of just going up and
down.  When the tip is too large or the wrong shape for
the needle configuration then you get “wobble”, result-
ing in imprecise color placement.

The solution: digital machines
•  reduce or eliminate needle wobble
• cushion and guide the needle
• offer precision fit and control
• are clear so you can see your needles

Most plastic needle tips are uneven — too 
big or too small — for the needles, and only fit one ma-
chine.  The exclusive hygienic cartridges solve that prob-
lem.

What is digital? 
Digital is a clean signal that is composed of two ampli-
tude levels called nodes.  It’s all or nothing with digital
signals. Analog signals will remind you of waves above
and below a line.  They are continuous electrical signals
that vary in time.  Digital handpieces are control by a
microprocessor.  This ensures a steady, smooth and
uniform needle freqency and therefore the best results.
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Dependable Rotary Machine

Part Description Qty Price

9717 KP96 Kit complete: with footpedal 1 179.00

6210 KP96 Kit : without footpedal 1 169.00

8690 KP96 Handpiece only 1 129.00

6485 Footpedal only 1 25.00

6990 1 Point Needle 10 25.00

3135 3 Flat Needle 10 30.00

3130 3 Point Needle 10 30.00

7750 5 Point Needle 10 40.00

133 9 Point Magnum for lips and brow 10 50.00

290 5 Slope® Needle/Tips 10 40.00

7005 Small Peekaboo Tips 40 16.00

6960 Large Peekaboo Tips 40 16.00

9245 3-Flat Peekaboo Tips 40 16.00

6220 Disposable Sleeves 60 42.00

8755 O-Rings 3 2.00

7195 KP  Stand/10 inserts (see pg. 17) 10 15.00

7355 Inserts for KP Stand 10 7.00

7140 Disposable Chuck 20 15.00

disposable
sleeves

footpedal

l

lll

lll

llll l

lllll
llll

This kit includes the handpiece, needles, mineral oil, 
Universal Tip, and disposable sleeves.  Footpedal not included. 

lllll

Acrylic KP Stand 
Prevents back-
flow, with 10 in-
serts. #7195,
$15.00

Insert refills, 10
per pack, #7355
$10.00

Reliable..  Low power. Some wobble.
Takes Dixon 5- Slope needle..

KP-96
KP96 Kit

$169.00 without
footpedal

Reliable..  Low power. Some wobble.

KP96 Kit
without

footpedal

Reliable..  Low power. Some wobble.Reliable..  Low power. Some wobble.

KP96 Kit
withoutwithoutwithout

footpedal

The original
stainless steel

machine   .                     
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More Handtool  Needles
Patented dual-edge 2-in-1™

Victory Velvet Needles®

Stroker
#7270
$7.50
2pk

1(36)
#6990
$25.00
10pk

915 Gemini
#118

$50/10pk

Victory Classic 
#7050 

$40/10pk

XLT Victory
#428 

$40/10pk

Victory PLUS
#7060

$47.50/10pk
2” Velvet Needles 
for the KP machines

Stroker™
Needle puts
in two hair-
strokes at
one time
spaced
1mm
evenly
apart.

5 slant
#9521

$45 per 50

630LT Gemini
#7500

$45.00/10pk

530LT Gemini
#7470

$40/10pk

Hairstroke Microblading Needle
Curved Microstroke™

Use yellow/black handle
#853 $2.00/ea.

QuickTouch Black/Yellow Handle
#1080: Regular handle
For use with all flat Slope® handtool needles. $12

#458: FX handle for round needles 
For use with Shadow FX ROUND handtool needles. $15

Introducing the Special Effects  (FX)
Velvet Needles for:

Smudgy Eyeliner, Eyeshadow
and Eyeliner.  Just touch the

skin and the color’s in!

Blue 36 point round Click Cartridge needle.
Best for thick eyeliner, shadow above eyeliner
or shading in lip by Softap®. #745  $6.50/ea

Navy Blue 18 point round Click Cartridge
needle.  For soft lipline or eyeliner border.  

by Softap #821  $3.50/ea

Go to page 9 for handtool needles and handle

Order Toll Fre         e!  Tel: 888-452-4946, Fax 1/800-238-1203

Revolutionary 
Slope® Needles

For rotary pen machines such 
as the Hybrid or Infiniti. pp 7

Not recommended for angled 
handpieces such as
the KP96, Midas and
coil machine

5 Slope®
#9671
$32.00

3 Slope®
#9669
$25.00

17

Insider’s Tip:
Adjusting your slope needles:

If your machine does not run or the
needles are not moving freely, 

twist the sloped tip slightly 
clockwise or counterclockwise  until
the needles are aligned parallel with
the tip. Now adjust the needle depth

with the machine running.
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Insist on authentic products
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Original NumQuick Pink
Contains jojoba oil and aloe vera. Safe for use on
eyelids. Squeeze bottle makes application easy.
Do not use occlusive dressing on eyelids. Active
ingredients: Lidocaine 3%, Tetracaine 2%, 15 gm.
Item #7545
$39.00

NumQuick Spray/Liquid
Use as a spray or dab it on! Numb brows, areola or lips in 5 minutes.  Buffing Bars are the secret.
Simply buff the skin and spritz on Numquick Liquid.  Wait 5 minutes and begin.  No pain from
beginning to end. 2 oz.
Item #4010
$49.00

NumQuick Spray/Liquid
Use as a spray or dab it on! Numb brows, areola or lips in 5 minutes.  Buffing Bars are the secret.
Simply buff the skin and spritz on Numquick Liquid.  Wait 5 minutes and begin.  No pain from
beginning to end.
Item #4010
$49.00

NumQuick Spray/LiquidNumQuick Spray/Liquid
Use as a spray or dab it on! Numb brows, areola or lips in 5 minutes.  Buffing Bars are the secret.Use as a spray or dab it on! Numb brows, areola or lips in 5 minutes.  Buffing Bars are the secret.
Simply buff the skin and spritz on Numquick Liquid.  Wait 5 minutes and begin.  No pain fromSimply buff the skin and spritz on Numquick Liquid.  Wait 5 minutes and begin.  No pain fromSimply buff the skin and spritz on Numquick Liquid.  Wait 5 minutes and begin.  No pain from
beginning to end.beginning to end.
Item #4010Item #4010
$49.00$49.00$49.00$49.00

Handy Spatulas 
Use handy wooden spatula to
remove creams or oint-
ments from jars.  
50 per pack
Item #5630
$9.00

Step 1: Before Procedures
For Use On Intact Skin

Numfast™ 2%
Green Cream
2% Tetracaine
Cream. Great for
eyeliner because

it stays put and
doesn’t run into the

eye.  Great, long-lasting numbing action
for brows and lips too. 15 gm.
Item #9519 
$39.00

Microcaine®
Pure White. Eye-Safe.
5% Lidocaine cream
with the same pH as tears.
Apply to eyelid at crease
and spread downward into
lashes.  Set timer for 20 min. 15 gm.
Item #10018 
$39.00

DOTC Blue 
Original formula DOTC Blue is a favorite of PC  professionals.
Use before you begin for intact skin.  Apply with care to keep out
of eyes and wash eyes if accidental direct contact. 15 gm 
Item #4620
$39.00

Numpot Gold
Use this soothing ointment before, during, and after. This moisturiz-

ing topical contains Lidocaine 5% and is safe for use on eyelids, brows,
and lips. Most effective on broken skin after TAG 45 Gel. 1oz.

Item #190
$49.00

Comfort Cream™ 
Comfort Cream is the perfect
combination of safety and ef-
fectiveness.Physiologic pH
Apply at eyelid crease and
spread towards lashes. Use eye
wash for accidental contact.
Item #592
$39.00

NumStick 
A handy stick that should be applied frequently
and liberally in the 30 minute period before lip
procedures.  Single patient use.  Good for  3-4
procedures.  Active ingredient:  Lidocaine 5%
4 gm.
Item #5310
$8.00

Buffing Bars
Control pain in minutes with new, skin prep
buffing blocks. Cut blocks into 4 pieces. Buff
brow area evenly and spritz on Numquick™ 5%
spray or any Step 1 product.  Wait 5-10 min-
utes.  Use TAG #45 Gel and Numpot™ to keep
brows numb after the skin is broken 
10 per pack
Item #9790
$5.00

PAIN CONTROL

Pain ControlPain Control



PAIN CONTROL

 NumQuick Gel
Once line has been made, dab over area
and wait 3 minutes. Apply 2-3 more times
during procedure.  Contains: Lidocaine
4% with epinephrine. 2 oz.
Item #7370

$49.00

Order Toll Fre         e!  Tel: 888-452-4946, Fax 1/800-238-1203Order Toll Fre         e!  Tel: 888-452-4946, Fax 1/800-238-1203Order Toll Fre         e!  Tel: 888-452-4946, Fax 1/800-238-1203
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Step 2: During Procedures
For Use On Broken Skin

Step 3: After Care
Liprotek #7
Liprotek helps soothe and  moisturize full
lipcolor procedures AND has the added
protection  of a herpes inhibitor , local
anesthetic and herbal antioxidants  for healing. A real favorite!.   4 gm.
Item #5100
$12.00

HealQuick
Healing ointment stick with botani-
cals to soothe  and protect permanent
makeup during the healing period.
Safe  for use around eyes, brows and lips. Skin breathes through  this veil of
vitamin fortified balm.  4 gm.
Item #5390
$4.00

IMPORTANT!
No topicals are FDA approved for cosmetic tattoo.

Topical anesthetics used for permanent makeup are consid-
ered “off label use”.  The OTC topical anesthetics referred to

are for minor cuts, scrapes or abrasions or anorectal use.  Not
for use in the eyes or on mucous membrances.  Keep away

from children.  Store in cool place.

Ultra Duration
Liquid for Lips. A long-lasting local anesthetic  that can be
used alone or in addition to TAG #45. Keeps pain under
control longer. For best results put in a  separate large pig-
ment cup and apply over lips 2-3 times during lip procedure.
Buff lipline and apply for quick numbing.1 oz.,
Item # 9623
$40.00

TAG #45 Gel and Duration Gel
Control Pain, Bleeding and Swelling once the
skin is open. These Original Professional 
Formula topicals are everyone’s favorite.  Safe
AND Effective! Tetracaine free!  Original for-
mula for  professional use only or export. 
Contains: Lidocaine 4% with epinephrine. 1 oz.
TAG #45 Item #5680
$39.00 
Duration Gel Item #009
$39.00

Numpot Gold
Use this soothing ointment before, during, and after.
This moisturizing topical contains Lidocaine 5% and is
safe for use on eyelids, brows, and lips. Most effective on
broken skin after TAG 45 Gel. 1oz.
Item #190
$49.00

Numpot Gold
Keep a thin veil of soothing

Numpot on the skin before you
tattoo, especially shading.  Leave
Numpot 5% Ointment over the

tattoo when your client leaves and
they won’t have any burning or

aching.  1 oz..  
Item #190

$49.00

and wait 3 minutes. Apply 2-3 more times

Numpot Gold

and wait 3 minutes. Apply 2-3 more times

Numpot GoldNumpot GoldNumpot GoldNumpot GoldNumpot Gold

NumQuick Spray/Liquid
Simply buff the skin over the desired area.  Spritz on
NumQuick, then wait 3-5 minutes. Apply and begin.
No pain from beginning to end.  Get better color and
pain control. 2 oz. Spray
Item #4010
$49.00
Buffing Blocks
10 per pack
Item #9790
$5.00

For traditional tattooing

Retain Aftercare Ointment 
Superb aftercare ointment  for your clients.

Herbal formula protects and moisturizes. 
Excellent for eyes, lips, brows and scars. 

3 per pack
Item #9699
$6.00
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Step By Step Eyeliner
Make your own cocktail using a 50/50
mix of Numfast and Microcaine plus 2
drops of Ultra Duration. Mix well.

Step 1: Before
Use on Intact Skin

Apply Comfort Cream, Mi-1.
crocaine, NumQuick Pink, or
Numfast or your “cocktail” to
lower eyelid below eyelashes
and spread upward into lashes.
Gently close eyes, do not
squeeze them or blink once
topical is applied.

2. For upper eyelid, start high, and
apply any Step 1 product (or cock-
tail) at eyelid crease and  spread
downward and into lashes.

3.  Repeat on opposite eye.

4.  Set timer for 20 minutes.

Step 2: During
Use on Broken Skin
1.  After Quick Pass, apply TAG
#45 Gel or Numpot to desired area.
Let sit for a few minutes so the epi-
nephrine can shrink blood vessels. 

2.  Clean skin with Numpot oint-
ment.  Wipe off excess so you don’t
slip.  You only need to use TAG 2-
3 times.  Then use  Retain.

Step 3: After
Use on Finished Procedure
1.  After the procedure is finished
send your client home with Retain
or HealQuick to facilitate healing
and to sooth skin.

Note: Topicals cause temporary stinging if they enter the eye
and can be soothed with eyewash. Beware of prescription

strength topicals such as 4% Tetracainestrength topicals such as 4% Tetracainestrength topicals such as 4% Tetracaine

Use a 
Microbrush 
to apply 
TAG #45
100 per pack
Item #5130
$12.00 Use a 

Spatula
to apply
Numpot

30 per pack
Item #5630

$2.00

PAIN CONTROL

Use a 
Microbrush 
to apply 
TAG #45
100 per pack
Item #5130
$12.00

Step By Step Eyebrows
For the best pain control, open skin
first over a layer of TAG #45 Gel.
Or, you can buff the brow area,
apply DOTC Blue for 20+ min-
utes.  Then break skin & apply
TAG #45 Gel.

Use a 
Spatula
to apply
Numpot

30 per pack
Item #5630

$2.00

Step 1: Before
Use on Intact Skin
1. Spread TAG #45 Gel over entire
brow area
2.  Make a Quick Pass over brows
with needles (preferably Slope®) 
3. Reapply TAG Gel.

4.  Set timer for 10
minutes.
5.  Remove. Clean skin.

6. Design Brow. 
7. Begin.

Step 2: During
Use on Broken Skin
1.  After Quick Pass, apply TAG
#45 Gel, Numpot, Numquick
Spray or your cocktail to desired
area.  Let sit for a few minutes so
the epinephrine can shrink blood
vessels. 

2.  Clean skin with Numpot oint-
ment.  Wipe off excess so you don’t
slip.  

3. Repeat as needed.

Step 3: After
Use on Finished Procedure
1.  After the procedure is finished
send your client home with Retain
or HealQuick to facilitate healing
and to sooth skin.



Use Liprotek #7
several times daily
to heal and soothe.

Step 1: Before
Use on Intact Skin
1.  Lightly buff lips and apply Comfort
Cream for 20 minutes. Or, Prenumb lips
with Numstick 5% frequently and liber-
ally for 30 minutes prior to the proce-
dure and before making your Quick
Pass.  

Step 2: During
Use on Broken Skin
1.  After QuickPass with needles, apply
UltraDuration to opened lip.

2.  Lip and vermillion border will
blanche “white” when epinephrine
starts to work.

3.  Repeat 2-3 times as needed to stay
ahead of pain and swelling.

4.  Keep a thin layer of
Numpot on the lips at
all times. Numpot main-
tains pain control and is
soothing and moisturiz-
ing to the lips.  It also

helps clean the pigment.  Use frequently
as Numpot stops the “burning sensa-
tion” clients get when having their lips
done.

Step 3: After
Use on Finished Procedure
1.  After the procedure is finished send
your client home with Retain or Lipro-
tek #7 which helps control pain and to
protect against fever blisters

Step By Step Lips
Make your own cocktail using a
50/50 mix of Ultra Duration and 
NumbQuick Pink. Mix well.

PAIN CONTROL

Order Toll Fre         e!  Tel: 888-452-4946, Fax 1/800-238-1203Order Toll Fre         e!  Tel: 888-452-4946, Fax 1/800-238-1203Order Toll Fre         e!  Tel: 888-452-4946, Fax 1/800-238-1203
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Step 1: Before
Use on Intact Skin
1.  Buff  the areola area thoroughly,
including scars.  

2. Spray area with Numquick Spray.

3. Cover area with Saran Wrap
or Barrier Wrap

3.  Repeat on opposite areola.

4.  Set timer for 10 minutes.

Step 2: During
Use on Broken Skin
1.  Maintain pain control with
Numquick 5% Spray to control any
bleeding.  Swab area frequently
with Numpot Gold ointment to
maintain anesthesia and provide
soothing moisturization of the skin
and clean excess pigment.

2.  Clean skin with Numpot oint-
ment.  Wipe off excess so you don’t
slip.  

3. Repeat as needed.

Step 3: After
Use on Finished Procedure
1.  After the procedure is finished
send your client home with Retain
to facilitate healing and to sooth

skin.

Use Barrier Wrap
to facilitate 

numbing
Item #3810

$16.95

Step By Step Areola

Stay Ahead 
Of The Pain
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PAIN CONTROL
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Instructional DVDs

To learn how to use the  entire line  of Unit Dose prod-
ucts as well as any other permanent cosmetic technique taught by Dr.
Dixon.  New LIPS Video with Handout $39.95.  See page 4.  Areola
$19.95,  Microneedling Handout with DVD $29.95.  Pain Control
Free.  See youtube.com for more FREE videos by Dr. Linda Dixon.
Order online at www.kolorsource.com or call toll free 888-452-4946

Step 1: Before
Use on Intact Skin

1. Spread Numquick GEL over the
area with a spatula or cotton swab.

2.There is no need to set a timer
and wait, you can begin working as
soon as you are ready.

Step 2: During
Use on Broken Skin
1.  Using a 5-Slope ® needle, begin
dry needling the desired area of
skin.

2. Clean the skin as you work reap-
plying Numquick GEL frequently
and liberally ahead of the needling.

3. Stay ahead of the pain and reapply
as needed.

Step 3: After
Use on Finished Procedure
1.  After the procedure is finished
send your client home with Retain
to facilitate healing and to soothe
skin.

Normally used
for traditional

tattooing,
Numquick Gel
is perfect for
dry needling

Item #7320
$49.00

Step By Step Dry Needling

Why use Numquick GEL for Dry Needling?

Because it has less epinephrine in it than most gels
and this is important. To get optimal results you need
some blood with platelets that release growth factors
and attract fibroblasts that lay down new baby colla-
gen. The needled area takes months to improve and
“remodel” so educate your client to be patient.

Important Information
from Dr. Dixon...

Pain control and pigments are vital to the
conduct of our business. However, to date,
no pigments or topicals are FDA approved
for use in permanent cosmetics specifically.
Use of such products is considered off label

use and regards them as Over The Counter products. The FDA
does not regulate the end use of a specific OTC product. Users of
OTC drugs (whether health care professional or the general pub-
lic) necessrily take on the obligation of using them properly. The
FDA has recognized the use of topical anesthetics in permanent
eyeliner since at least 1993. Keep all topicals out of direct eye con-
tact and use eyewash to rinse the eye as needed in case of inadver-
tent entry into the eye. 

Do not use occlusive dressings over the eye as this will heat and
melt topicals that will then gain access to the eye.

Linda H. Dixon MD

Instructional DVDsInstructional DVDsInstructional DVDsInstructional DVDsInstructional DVDsInstructional DVDs

New! August 2013
Smart-Lip™ Video and
Lip Handout $39.95.
see pp 4.  Item #826
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Before (Intact Skin or Buffed Skin)

Microcaine®
pH 7.5-7.9 n n n n

Numfast 2%
Green Cream n n n n n

NumQuick
Pink n

Numpot Gold n n

Numstick n n

Numquick
Spray 

(with buffing bars)
n n n n

During  (Once skin is broken or after “Quick Pass”)

Tag 45 n n n n

Ultra 
Duration n n

NumQuick
Spray n n n n

Numpot n n n n n

After (Permanent Makeup OR Traditional Tattooing)

Retain n n n n

HealQuick n n n n n

Liprotek 7 n

Topical Anesthetics Guide
Eyeliner Brows Lips Areola Tattoo

Q&A on Numpot
Q. What is NumPot?
Numpot is a topical anesthetic ointment. The active ingredient is 5%
Lidocaine.  It also contains the botanical aloe vera and Vitamins A,D,E
and K. Numpot is also a soothing, moisturizing ointment that protects
the skin.  It reminds you at first glance of a petroleum jelly because it is
an ointment, but NumpotTM is a gentle yet very effective topical anes-
thetic, and works on thin skin and mucous membranes within about 15
minutes.  Once the skin is broken you will switch to ULTRA Dura-
tion™ liquid for lips or TAG 45 Gel for eyeliner, however, you will con-
tinue to use NumpotTM during the entire procedure and leave a light
veil over the affected area when you are finished.  Numpot is soothing
and doesn’t burn like some gels can after repeated use.

Q. Why should I use NumPot?
Numpot contains a single anesthetic, Lidocaine.  It is perfect for people
who are allergic to tetracaine.  Numpot is very soothing and keeps the
skin moist as well as traps surface pigment while you’re working.
Numpot is also good AFTER you’re done.  It can be used everywhere
from the eye to the areola to maintain anesthesia.  It can be used prior
to eyeliner or lipcolor and should be applied several times for a period
of 15 minutes to lips.  Only apply once to eyelids.

Q. Do I need a Prescription?
No.  Numpot is OTC (“over-the-counter”) strength and complies with
FDA regulations. Remember, any use of topical anesthetics for perma-
nent makeup is considered “off label use” by the FTC or FDA.

Q. When do I use Numpot?
Eyeliner: Use Numpot to get the eyelids numb before you start.  Then
reapply to keep eyelids numb and moist.  Numpot is a very soothing
topical anesthetic.
Lips: Use Numpot on lips for 15 minutes before you make your
“Quick Pass” (a technique taught by Dr. Linda H. Dixon).  Then apply
ULTRA Duration liquid a couple of times to control swelling and/or
bleeding.  Keep applying Numpot as you work on the lips for the entire
procedure.  Remember, Numpot contains soothing ingredients that
keep your lips moist and numb.

Q. Is Numpot safe?
Numpot is very safe. Your client may have a stinging sensation if it gets
into the eye but Numpot is not alkaline or acid.  It is neutral. Just use
eyewash liberally to wash out any Numpot.

Q. Does it really work?
Numpot works best for eyeliner and lips before you start. You’ll be
amazed that your clients will tell you they have less discomfort than
with previously used topical anesthetics.  Because it is an ointment,
tears and eyewash do not stop Numpot from working.  You’ll start
using Numpot on eyebrows too after you’ve broken the skin and ap-
plied TAG #45 Gel a couple of times.

Q. Where can I get Numpot?
Call Toll Free 888-452-4946.  Numpot is FDA approved for anorectal
use on intact skin.

™ Topical Anesthetics GuideQ&A on Numpot™ Topical Anesthetics GuideQ&A on Numpot™™

PAIN CONTROL



Accessories

Surgical Marker 
Use to mark skin; however, do not tattoo
over wet ink.   Make pinpoint dots.  Let
dry. Then begin with design or actual
procedure. Remove with EZ Kill Wipes

or Purple OFF.    #425, $5.00

Fade mineral PLUS saline paste is a medicinal kaolin that acts like a
poultice to draw impurities out of a wound. See page 19  for com-
plete product information and instructions. #9283, 14 gm., $22.00. 

Eyebrow Measuring Device
Feel confident with eyebrow
placement.  Don’t take a
chance with an eyebrow that
is too high or too low.  This
handy tool lets you put marks
just where you need them.
#9787, $4.00

Leather Practice Pad
Practice your technique and
brow shapes with handtool
until you see exactly what
you want. Face #7075  $3.00

Optivisor
3 X magnification adjustable
flip-up style headpiece for
precision work. 
#5320, $45.00 

Microbrushes®
Applicators for topical anesthet-
ics 100/ea, #5130, $12.00
Dispenser with 100 applicators
#5131, $14.00
Dispenser only, #5133,  $8.00
Refill 100 pack, #5132, $10.00

LipGuard 
For precision lining and filling
the lips; also keeps pigment
out of teeth. Reduces pain. 
Protects caps and
teeth. #5080
$3.95

Handpiece Cradle
The ultimate  “must-have” 

accessory for the busy professional. 
#9550, $15.00

Taklon Fine Tip Makeup Brush Make a precise guide for eyeliner and  lip proce-
dure. Dip into pigment and mark or paint desired area. #4730 Fine point tip $3.50

Surgical Marker Surgical Marker Surgical Marker Surgical Marker Surgical Marker 

Universal Brow Pencil  #5760  $18.00

Dixon Dual Chamber Clearview Finger Rings
Streamlined, 2-in-1 finger ring holds your choice
of pigments or topicals. No more reaching away
from your work area.  Save time and pigment with
econo-size wells.  Can autoclave.  #10031 $14.50/
50 pack.  Free Sample 2-pack #9734

Buffing Blocks
Prep brows, lips
and areola for
Numquick Spray
#9790, 10 per pack, $5.00

Taklon Slanted tip Brush for Dixon Technique #9873 $5.00

Closeup of tip

Visit us online at www.kolorsource.com     

Let’s the color out!
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Mini-mixers
A must for mixing colors evenly. Packed in black

zippered case with 2 stirrer rods. Requires 2
AA batteries (not included). 

Mini mixer #6250, $9.95 each

Stirrer rods, replacement pack
#9228, 4 per pack, $2.00

or Purple OFF.    #425, $5.00
procedure. Remove with EZ Kill Wipes

. Then begin with design or actual
Let

Surgical Marker 
Use to mark skin; however, do not tattoo

Let
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Accessories

Handy Caddy for Pigments and Topicals
Keep your colors and topicals within easy reach.

Holds 2 large and 4 small pigment cups (shown at
right). Tilted for easy access and viewing. 

White #3840,  2 per pack, $5.00 

Retain Aftercare Ointment 
Superb aftercare ointment  
for your clients. Herbal for-

mula protects and moistur-
izes. Excellent for eyes, lips,

brows and scars.
#9699, 3 per pack, $6.00

Brow Razor
Handy to get rid of excess

brow hairs during procedure
without tweezing.

#9697, 3 per pack, $3.00

10X Eyeloupe 
The easy way to inspect your
needles. Hold loupe against

skin eye. Then bring needles
up to your eye until in good

focus.  #4660, $5.00

Pigment Cups 
Large-Size 16, #4000

Small- Size 9, #4190
200 per pack, $7.50

Brow RazorBrow Razor
Handy to get rid of excess

brow hairs during procedure
without tweezing.

#9697, 3 per pack, $3.00

Brow Razor
Handy to get rid of excess

brow hairs during procedure
without tweezing.without tweezing.

#9697, 3 per pack, $3.00

Organizer E-18
9.5” x 5.5” x 1.5”. 

Single tier holds 18 bottles. 
Folded style.     #7735, $18.00

Work smarter. Organize!
These pigment holders help you organize your bottles..

See and find your colors quickly! Lightweight, yet sturdy.

Organizer D-24
9.5” x 7.5” x 3” . Two tiers holds 24 bottles.
#7740,  $25.00

Organizer D-24Organizer D-24
9.5” x 7.5” x 3” . Two tiers holds 24 bottles.
#7740,  $25.00

Organizer D-24Organizer D-24Organizer D-24
9.5” x 7.5” x 3” . Two tiers holds 24 bottles.9.5” x 7.5” x 3” . Two tiers holds 24 bottles.
#7740,  $25.00#7740,  $25.00#7740,  $25.00

Organizer E-18
9.5” x 5.5” x 1.5”. 

Single tier holds 18 bottles. 
Folded style.     #7735, $18.00

Organizer E-18

Single tier holds 18 bottles. 
Folded style.     #7735, $18.00

Organizer E-18
9.5” x 5.5” x 1.5”. 9.5” x 5.5” x 1.5”. 

Single tier holds 18 bottles. 
Folded style.     #7735, $18.00

Disposable pigment and topical caddy
Holds 4 products. Handy for multi-tasking. 
At your fingertips. 
#9538, 18 per pack, $9.50 

Organizer F-12  
9.5” x 4” x 1.5” .  
Single tier holds 12 bottles. Folded style. 
#9423,  $14.00

White #3840,  2 per pack, $5.00 

Disposable pigment and topical caddy
Holds 4 products. Handy for multi-tasking. 
At your fingertips. 
#9538, 18 per pack, $9.50 

White #3840,  2 per pack, $5.00 

Disposable pigment and topical caddyDisposable pigment and topical caddy
Holds 4 products. Handy for multi-tasking. 
At your fingertips. At your fingertips. At your fingertips. 
#9538, 18 per pack, $9.50 #9538, 18 per pack, $9.50 

Handy Caddy for Pigments and Topicals
Keep your colors and topicals within easy reach.

Holds 2 large and 4 small pigment cups (shown at
right). Tilted for easy access and viewing. 

White #3840,  2 per pack, $5.00 

Disposable pigment and topical caddy

Holds 2 large and 4 small pigment cups (shown at
right). Tilted for easy access and viewing. 

Handy Caddy for Pigments and TopicalsHandy Caddy for Pigments and Topicals
Keep your colors and topicals within easy reach.Keep your colors and topicals within easy reach.

Holds 2 large and 4 small pigment cups (shown at
right). Tilted for easy access and viewing. 

White #3840,  2 per pack, $5.00 

Disposable pigment and topical caddy

See and find your colors quickly! Lightweight, yet sturdy.

Organizer F-12  
9.5” x 4” x 1.5” .  
Single tier holds 12 bottles. Folded style. 
#9423,  $14.00
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Organizer F-12  
9.5” x 4” x 1.5” .  9.5” x 4” x 1.5” .  9.5” x 4” x 1.5” .  9.5” x 4” x 1.5” .  
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Handy Headbands
Keeps hair out of eyes and away
from eyebrows during proce-
dures.  Hygienic.  Use and toss!  
#5650, 24 per pack. $12

Protective Glasses
#9443,  Each $5.00

Procedure Mask w Earloops
#3790, Pink, Box of 50  $9.90
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Best Round Cotton Pads These soft, non-shedding, 2” stitched pads are
great for cleaning pigment from delicate skin.

Highly absorbent and so large so you’ll
only need 3-4 during the entire proce-
dure. A client favorite!  
Tip: Dip in ice cold witch hazel and place
over eyelids for 10 minutes after eyeliner.

#9627, 80 per pack, $4.00

Gel Eye Discs 
Apply soothing and cool gel pads after
eyeliner procedures to reduce swelling.
Very soothing to 
delicate eye area. Store in refrigerator.
Reusable. #9425, Pair of 2: $2.50; #9748, 10 pair, $20.00

eyeliner procedures to reduce swelling.

Reusable. #9425, Pair of 2: $2.50; #9748, 10 pair, $20.00Reusable. #9425, Pair of 2: $2.50; #9748, 10 pair, $20.00Reusable. #9425, Pair of 2: $2.50; #9748, 10 pair, $20.00Reusable. #9425, Pair of 2: $2.50; #9748, 10 pair, $20.00Reusable. #9425, Pair of 2: $2.50; #9748, 10 pair, $20.00

eyeliner procedures to reduce swelling.

Reusable. #9425, Pair of 2: $2.50; #9748, 10 pair, $20.00Reusable. #9425, Pair of 2: $2.50; #9748, 10 pair, $20.00Reusable. #9425, Pair of 2: $2.50; #9748, 10 pair, $20.00
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Handy Color Wheel
Color Definitions: Primary, Secondary and Tertiary Colors

Hue: Another name for color
Tint: Color + white

Tone: Color + gray
Shade: Color + black

Intensity or Chroma: The brightness or
dullness of a colorValue: The lightness or

darkness of a color #9919, Pocket Color-
Wheel $7.50

MicroNeedling Serum™
Relax. Refresh. Repair.
Drop-a-Day Total Repair Serum Kit
Formulated for use after  Microneedling of
Scars and Wrinkles.
•Promotes collagen deposition
•Improves microcirculation
• Detoxes and scavenges damaged cells
• Refines fine lines and wrinkles
• Relaxes facial muscles
• Decreases dark circles
• Three  years in research and testing.
New Spray Pump Bottle
Item 857: $39/ea. Apply once daily.

Softap® Lightning™ Pigment Exfoliator
Lighten unwanted pigment

Mistakes happen.  Let’s say the client has the wrong
color in the right place or the right color in the wrong

place.  So here is what you do! Tap Lightning™ into the
area where you have unwanted color such as an eye-

brow tail that is too long or a lipline that is too high.  Small
tube can be used for up to two applications.  May take re-

peated sessions.  Inform client they have alternatives such
as laser pigment removal.  Patience is vital on the part of the

client.  Do not overwork the skin. Use Informed Consent form
that is online at kolorsource.com:  Do a product search for Sof-

tap and you will find it there.  Complete instructions supplied with prod-
uct.  #9919. Two tubes $18.50 

NEW
!
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Colorful posters for every
woman 

Beauty is what our 
business is all about.  

These  colorful 11 X 17” posters are perfect for 
hanging on your walls. 

Green: Freedom ... to wakeup with makeup. #9531
Pink: Imagine...wakeup with makeup. #9533

Red: Wakeup with Makeup... Beauty that lasts! #9532
Purple: No worries ... my makeup won’t wash off. #9537

Aqua: Put Beauty back where it belongs. #9534
Orange: Freedom!... to always look your best. #9535

$15.00 each, 4 for $45.00. #9542

Our famous “Pink Brochure”
These brochures answer the most frequently asked
questions about permanent makeup, questions such
as: “Does it hurt?” and “How long does it last?”  
Personalize your brochure with your business name
stamped in the box provided on the back of the
brochure. Fits in an envelope for easy mailing. 
#8790, 50 per pack, $19.95

Item 857: $39/ea. Apply once daily.
brow tail that is too long or a lipline that is too high.  Small

tube can be used for up to two applications.  May take re-
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Green: Freedom ... to wakeup with makeup. #9531
Pink: Imagine...wakeup with makeup. #9533

Red: Wakeup with Makeup... Beauty that lasts! #9532

Pigment Shaker
Better, more even color.  You’ll wonder how
you ever lived without the “paint shaker”. No
more pigment will be lost from being settled
at the bottom of the bottle. Get better results
from a good mixture of pigments and a better
flow of the color to your needles AND the
client’s skin.  Prevents overworking the skin.
It’s simple. Strap the pigment in the holder,
press the little black button and voila`!
#7614, Electric 110v model,     $44.00
#7615, Battery (4 D batteries) $39.00
#7616 Shaker Straps 2-pack $6.00

uct.  #9919. Two tubes $18.

Pigment Shaker

uct.  #9919. Two tubes $18.uct.  #9919. Two tubes $18.

Pigment Shaker

Red: Wakeup with Makeup... Beauty that lasts! #9532
Purple: No worries ... my makeup won’t wash off. #9537

Orange: Freedom!... to always look your best. #9535

Our famous “Pink Brochure”
These brochures answer the most frequently asked
questions about permanent makeup, questions such
as: “Does it hurt?” and “How long does it last?”  
Personalize your brochure with your business name
stamped in the box provided on the back of the
brochure. Fits in an envelope for easy mailing. 
#8790, 50 per pack, $19.95

Red: Wakeup with Makeup... Beauty that lasts! #9532
Purple: No worries ... my makeup won’t wash off. #9537

Orange: Freedom!... to always look your best. #9535

Our famous “Pink Brochure”
These brochures answer the most frequently asked
questions about permanent makeup, questions such
as: “Does it hurt?” and “How long does it last?”  
Personalize your brochure with your business name
stamped in the box provided on the back of the
brochure. Fits in an envelope for easy mailing. 
#8790, 50 per pack, $19.95
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Scatter
Dispersal agent. Add 1-2 drops to dry,

clumpy, or thick pigments and shake  well
(this is where a pigment shaker really comes

in handy! #8370, 1/2 oz., $14.00

Scatter
Dispersal agent. Add 1-2 drops to dry,

clumpy, or thick pigments and shake  well
comes

in handy! #8370, 1/2 oz., $14.00

ScatterScatter
Dispersal agent. Add 1-2 drops to dry,Dispersal agent. Add 1-2 drops to dry,

clumpy, or thick pigments and shake  well
comescomes

in handy! #8370, 1/2 oz., $14.00

Extra Straps for Shaker 
Item #7616 2pk $6.00
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Permanent Makeup Textbook
Eleonora Habnit of Switzerland did an 

outstanding job on this textbook of 
permanent makeup. Keep it as a 

reference for your clients and students. 
Includes excellent color
theory and some not-

so-common sense.
She introduced us to

lip augmentation and
highlighting  techniques. Add it to your

order today. #9568, $39.00 
Eleonora Habnit

Author

Brow Pencil/Stencil Kit *Save $6.00 with KIT
Essential for shaping the perfect brow. 
Pencil and 3 stencils. (Sharpener optional). 
#8750 Brow Kit, $22.00
#5760 Universal Pencil $18.00
#243 Stencils 3 pk $10.00
#9698

Sharpener, $4.50

Purple Off! dabs off surgical marker fast
Erase stubborn surgical marker guide marks
quickly.  Moisten Q-tip and just dab and wipe
away marks.  Purple Off!#10016 $10.00

Pure White Petrolatum
Fragrance free.  Used for
after care. #9884
144 pks/box,  $20.00

Barrier Wrap Film 
Protect your handpiece from bodily fluids and
contamination.  Manufacturer recommended
for all digital and rotary machine handpieces.

#3800 Clear. 4x6” Finger lift sheets, $27.95

Dental Bib Clips
Keep your client’s clothes clean and
your bib fastened securely in place

with these dental bib clips. 
#9967 ---2 pack  $8.00

See Bibs Item #9785 30 pk. $4.00

Handy Spatulas 
Use handy wooden spatula to remove
cream from jars.   #5630, 30 per pack,

$2.00

#9965 Cotton tip Q-tips
for precision brow or lip design.  This

tiny toothpick has cotton tip to remove
the sllightest amount of color or pencil
as you design brows or lips.  100 pack

$4.90

#9909 Areola Ring: Large 1.5”/2.25”
#9747 Areola Ring: Small 1”/1.75”

for precision areola placement.  Use the
inner circle for smaller areolas and the
outer circle for larger areolas. Sanitize

with EZ Kill wipe after use. $5.00

Brow Buddy Measuring Device for Brow Symmetry
Get perfectly cen-
tered brows and
identical arches and
tails. At last, Brow
Buddy does the
work for you.  Kit in-
cludes white pencil

and Brow Buddy. Brow Buddy Kit #341, $19.95
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Own the definitive textbook
on Permanent Makeup: Mi-
cropigmentation Millenium

by Drs. Zwerling, Dixon,
Christensen and Goldstein.
The new standard for Per-

manent Makeup Profession-
als.  Easy to use format makes it a pleasure to

read. Item #474. $149.00

Accessories
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Safe, fast acting pain control 

Numpot is the industry’s Gold Standard for
pain control. Made with an all botanical for-
mula that’s rich in aloe vera, vitamins and
anti-oxidants, Numpot is
the pot of gold at the end
of the rainbow! Just dab

on the desired area, wait 12-
15 minutes, then remove and begin. Numpot is effec-
tive for eyeliner and lips.  #190 Numpot GOLD 2 oz.
$49.00

™

Use on lips with ULTRA Duration
Apply Numpot several times to lips
with cotton swab over 15 minutes.
Make a quick pass (see the KISS Lip
Video) to open lip, then dab liquid
ULTRA Duration over open lip.
Apply Numpot lightly as you
work. Reapply ULTRA Duration
liquid as needed.  Mix Ultra Du-
ration with Numquick Pink for the best lip
numb cocktail.  #9623 Ultra Duration $40.00

Use Numpot on eyelids then Tag
45 Gel. Apply Numpot to eyelid(s)
with cotton swab liberally. Set
timer for 12-15 minutes. Remove
with clean swab. After breaking
skin, apply TAG 45 Gel as
needed.  Continue to apply
Numpot with cotton swabs
throughout procedure. #5680
TAG #45 Gel 1 oz.  $39.00

anti-oxidants, Numpot is
the pot of gold at the end

then remove and begin. Numpot is effec-then remove and begin. Numpot is effec-then remove and begin. Numpot is effec

anti-oxidants, Numpot is
the pot of gold at the end

then remove and begin. Numpot is effecthen remove and begin. Numpot is effec-then remove and begin. Numpot is effec-then remove and begin. Numpot is effecthen remove and begin. Numpot is effec

ration with Numquick Pink for the best lip
numb cocktail.  #9623 Ultra Duration $40.00
ration with Numquick Pink for the best lip
numb cocktail.  #9623 Ultra Duration $40.00
ration with Numquick Pink for the best lipration with Numquick Pink for the best lipration with Numquick Pink for the best lip
numb cocktail.  #9623 Ultra Duration $40.00numb cocktail.  #9623 Ultra Duration $40.00numb cocktail.  #9623 Ultra Duration $40.00numb cocktail.  #9623 Ultra Duration $40.00

Numpot is easy to use! Scoop out about 1/2
tsp. with a disposable spatula and put on
your work area within easy reach. Keep cot-
ton swabs handy   .

Order Disposable spatulas page 10

Pure, all botanical formula

With your client calm 
and comfortable, 

you can work faster.
Everyone benefits!
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Eyebrow Measuring Device
• Helps you mark brows before procedure.
• Helps you spot a brow that is too high or low.
• Helps with corrections of brow shape, size, 

height and symmetry
• Dab pigment on dots and press on brow for 

template.  Adjust brow shape as desired.

• Hold eyebrow device against brows by handle..

• Handle does

not contact

the nose itself.

Part No.
9787
$4.00/ea

Handy SHARPS Sani-Cones
Sharps Cones are the ideal solution
for small quantity medical waste
such as used needles. Cones ea.
#9430, $10.00 

Classic Aluminum Case
11.5 X 7.5” X 4.5. Protect your 
investment, (and look smashingly

professional in the process) with this
sturdy aluminum case. Protects your

machine and other equipment from
damage, and keeps everything in one

safe place. #8630, $29.00

Classic Aluminum Case
11.5 X 7.5” X 4.5. Protect your 
investment, (and look smashingly

professional in the process) with this
sturdy aluminum case. Protects your

machine and other equipment from
damage, and keeps everything in one

safe place. #8630, $29.00

Classic Aluminum CaseClassic Aluminum CaseClassic Aluminum CaseClassic Aluminum CaseClassic Aluminum Case
11.5 X 7.5” X 4.5. Protect your 11.5 X 7.5” X 4.5. Protect your 
investment, (and look smashingly

professional in the process) with thisprofessional in the process) with thisprofessional in the process) with this
sturdy aluminum case. Protects yoursturdy aluminum case. Protects your

machine and other equipment from
damage, and keeps everything in one

safe place. #8630, $29.00safe place. #8630, $29.00safe place. #8630, $29.00

3 point MicroSingle Needle 3 point Round 3 point Outline

3 point Slope 5 point Slope

3 point Power

4 point Flat 5 point Magnum

5 point Shader 5 point Power

7 point Power 7 point Round

9 point Magnum

Nouveau Contour Needle Configurations
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Microcaine®

Remove Microcaine® from the jar
with a small wooden spatula and
place a dollop on the forehead.
Apply to lower and upper eyelids
with clean cotton swab. Microcaine
stays put. Set timer for 20 minutes.

Remove with cotton swab.Use TAG 45 after the skin is broken. Great
for brows and lips.

New Microcaine 7.52 is Eye-Safe. Same pH as tears.  Won’t melt and run into
the eye.  Easy to apply!  Works in 15 minutes.

Numfast Green Cream™ pH 7.6
Squeeze applicator puts cream exactly where you
want it.  Safe for eyes.  Long lasting. Put thin clear
occlusive strip over top eyeliner only to keep moist.

Product Instruct ions

Order Toll Fre         e!  Tel: 888-452-4946, Fax 1/800-238-1203

Fade works by letting the color out.
(Not for body tattoos.)

Fade is not a pigment removal
agent.  It is a neutral, purified 
mineral paste.  No acids.  You don’t need to add a thing
except perhaps a drop of lime juice.  Stir thoroughly to make the paste a
nice consistency that you can dab onto the area you wish.

Fade lets the color heal out
from the “bottom up” instead of
the “top down”.  When you
open the skin with your needles
and tap in Fade, you are pre-

venting the rapid restoration of the epithelial barrier.  Therefore, healing
does not  SEAL in color.  Instead, Fade fills the spaces temporarily while
the skin heals from the bottom up, or “from the inside out” you might say.
This process lets color work upward and outward during normal wound
healing. Pigment removal agents can be hard on the skin and cause
scars. So can overworking the skin with your needles in an effort to try to
remove pigment. 

How to use: Open the skin and rub it in! Open FADE jar with care to not
spill. Stir well with microbrush. Put a few globs in a pigment cup.

Buff brow or lip area and 1)
apply Numquick spray.  
Wait 5 minutes.

2) Open the skin with a handtool or
machine with about 10 taps per area.  (With a machine, the #3 or #5

slope needle and tip are recommended.)

NOTE: You should see a few tiny droplets of blood. 

3) Rub Fade into opened skin with cotton swab or mi-
crobrush. Set timer for  10 minutes.

4) Dab clean with eyewash and inspect the area. 

5) Repeat one time with care to not overwork the skin.
Rub in more fade or Neutral Flesh or Camelot.  Leave
alone and let dry with FADE.  Repeat  monthly as
needed.

Take good before and after photographs as 
improvement is gradual.

afterbefore

machine with about 10 taps per area.  (With a machine, the #3 or #5machine with about 10 taps per area.  (With a machine, the #3 or #5machine with about 10 taps per area.  (With a machine, the #3 or #5machine with about 10 taps per area.  (With a machine, the #3 or #5

Fade.  Let’s unwanted color out ...
one dot at a time

Remove Microcaine® from the jarRemove Microcaine® from the jar

place a dollop on the forehead.
Apply to lower and upper eyelids
with clean cotton swab. Microcaine
stays put. Set timer for 20 minutes.

place a dollop on the forehead.
Apply to lower and upper eyelids
with clean cotton swab. Microcaine
stays put. Set timer for 20 minutes.stays put. Set timer for 20 minutes.

with a small wooden spatula andwith a small wooden spatula and

Eyeliner Safe. Topicals that stay
put.  pH same as human tears.

Areola, Brows and Lips
NumQuick Spray/Liquid
Use as a spray or dab it on! Numb brows, 

areola or lips in 7 minutes.  Buffing Blocks or
a Quick Pass with the Slope® Needles are
the secret. Simply buff the skin and
spritz on Numquick Liquid.  Wait 7
minutes and begin.  No pain from
beginning to end.

See page 13 to order.  OR, Better
yet, Buff Brows and apply a mixture of
Comfort Cream for 20 minutes.  Score

brows lightly and apply UltraDuration.   Wait 5
minutes. Mark brows and begin. Lips: Comfort Cream x 20
minutes. Begin.  Use Ultra Duration on Broken Skin and Numpot.

Skin-Prep: Blue Buffing Blocks
Control pain in minutes with new,

skin prep buffing blocks.
Cut blocks into 3 or 4

pieces. Buff brow area
evenly and spritz on

Numquick™ 5% spray.
Wait 5-10 minutes. Mark

brow and begin. Use TAG 45 Gel
and Numpot™ to keep brows numb

while you work.  For lips and areola, buff gently and dab or spray
on Numquick 5%. 

Microcaine®
Fade works by letting the color out.
(Not for body tattoos.)

Fade.  Let’s unwanted color out ...
one dot at a time
Fade.  Let’s unwanted color out ...
one dot at a time

Fade works by letting the color out.
®

Fade works by letting the color out.Fade works by letting the color out.
(Not for body tattoos.)

Fade.  Let’s unwanted color out ...Fade.  Let’s unwanted color out ...Fade.  Let’s unwanted color out ...
one dot at a timeone dot at a time
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Sanitat ion

Visit us online at www.kolorsource.com     

EZ Kill Germicidal Wipes
Disposable

Quickly sanitize all your 
equipment, handpieces and
work surfaces. Kill MRSA, HIV,
Hepatitis and Tuberculosis. 
#283. 160 wipes, $14.00

Protective Glasses
#9443,  Each, $5.00

Cotton wrapped toothpick
This precision cotton-wrapped
toothpick lets you do precision
eyebrow shaping.  When you
want to remove just a “hair” of
pencil or pigment to adjust the
shape, use this handy pick and
then toss!

#9965, 100 per pack, $4.00

Hospital Disinfectant 
Deodorizer *STOPS MRSA*
Citrace™ is used in hospital to  kill se-
rious pathogens fast!  Kills Germs,
Fungus, MRSA (Staph), Tuberculosis,
HIV and Hepatitis C.

Prevents Mold and Mildew on Hard
non-porous surfaces.
Use after every case. Leaves fresh cit-
rus scent!  Smells great.

*Keep out of reach of children.
#10184, Spray Can 13 oz, $12.95

Sanitizer/Cleaner for your handpiece
Used by dentists, this spray cleans and san-

itizes your handpiece after each use.
#9962 Spray Can $12.00

Foaming Instant Hand Sani-
tizer

Doesn’t dry out your skin!
Absolutely the fastest safety

measure you can take for your
clients.  Just a squeeze of foam

and you’re good to go.
#731 $12.00

Workplace Hygiene and Safety

Kills Bacteria and Viruses
MRSA Staph, Hepatitis Virus,
Tuberculosis, AIDS Virus

Hygienic Arm Sleeve
Disposable, protective sleeve for each case.  Protects cloth-
ing from pigments and body fluids.  Prevent cross-contamination.

Toss after use, #9504, 20 per pack, $10.00

SHARPS Container safe, wide-mouth opening 1 GAL.
Choose this protective container for all

your disposable needles and car-
tridges.  Perfect for the Nouveau PRO

cartridges because it has a wide open-
ing. #665, $12.00/ea.
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Sanitat ion

Order Toll Fre         e!  Tel: 888-452-4946, Fax 1/800-238-1203

PINK Powder Free Gloves
We can make a difference in

breast cancer while we work in
these pink, secure-grip tip

gloves.  Cheerful, feminine pink!
#245 Small; #246 Medium;

#247 Large, 100/box $10.95

Sharps 1 Quart Round
Keep a couple of these handy
Sharps containers for all your

needles and cartridges.
#665 $10.00/ea

BLACK Powder Free Gloves
The gloves are a favorite for

our profession because they
don’t show our colors.  Nice

texture for secure grip too.
#9560 Small, #9561 Medium 

#9562, 100 per box, $10.95

PURPLE Latex Free Gloves
Latex allergy can be severe.

It’s important to keep a box of
these latex-free gloves in your

office. #3670  Large; #3680
Medium; #3690 Small

100/box, $16.95

Barrier Wrap Protects then Peels Off
Barrier film protects surfaces
from cross contamination. Use
it to wrap your handpiece,
cover a digital console or hand-
piece cradle.  I use it as a tem-
porary dressing over a cotton
round after areola procedures
to protect my patient’s clothes.
4”x6” #3800, $27.95

Tubing Protector
Protect your cords and hand-
pieces from cross contamina-
tion during procedures. 2.5”
diameter tubing. Used by den-
tists. Cut to desired length.
1200 foot roll #10023, $36.95

Dental Bibs protect
clothes; cover Trays.
13x18”
Lavendar; moisture bar-

rier dental bibs protect your
client’s clothes.  Also use for

your tray cover.  Waterproof barrier.
#9784, 10 pk, $1.50
#9785, 30 pack, $4.00

GRAPE Powder Free Gloves
Hygienic, “no slip” grip, 

Powder-free. Purple-Blue.
#337 Small, #338 Medium, 

#339 Large, 100 per box,
$10.95

Tubing Protector
Protect your cords and hand
pieces from cross contamina
tion during procedures. 2.5”
diameter tubing. Used by den
tists. Cut to desired length.
1200 foot roll #10023, $36.95

Protect your cords and hand
pieces from cross contamina

diameter tubing. Used by den

Tubing Protector
Protect your cords and hand
pieces from cross contamina
tion during procedures. 2.5”
diameter tubing. Used by den
tists. Cut to desired length.
1200 foot roll #10023, $36.95

Procedure Mask w Earloops
#3790, Pink, Box of 50, $9.90

rier dental bibs protect your
Lavendar; moisture bar

Dental Bibs protect
clothes; cover Trays.
13x18”
Lavendar; moisture bar

rier dental bibs protect your
client’s clothes.  Also use for
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client’s clothes.  Also use forclient’s clothes.  Also use forclient’s clothes.  Also use forclient’s clothes.  Also use forclient’s clothes.  Also use forclient’s clothes.  Also use forclient’s clothes.  Also use for

your tray cover.  Waterproof barrier.your tray cover.  Waterproof barrier.
#9784, 10 pk, $1.50

Gloves

Barrier Wrap Protects then Peels Off
Barrier film protects surfaces
from cross contamination. Use
it to wrap your handpiece,
cover a digital console or hand
piece cradle.  I use it as a tem
porary dressing over a cotton
round after areola procedures
to protect my patient’s clothes.
4”x6” #3800, $27.

Barrier film protects surfaces

cover a digital console or hand
piece cradle.  I use it as a tem
porary dressing over a cotton
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Barrier film protects surfaces
from cross contamination. Use
it to wrap your handpiece,it to wrap your handpiece,
cover a digital console or hand
piece cradle.  I use it as a tem
porary dressing over a cotton
round after areola procedures
to protect my patient’s clothes.
4”x6” #3800, $27.
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Color Correct ion

Visit us online at www.kolorsource.com     

Color Correction

Techniques
Opposites attract
There are many reasons we need to 
do color correction in our profession.  
Here are just a few of those reasons
including an explanation and the best approach to correcting them.

Color Correction Basics
Brown is not a color but is a blend of colors.  
Your basic brown consists of red, yellow and black or red, yellow and
blue.  Colors do not fade equally over time and therefore when black
fades first, you’re left with the typical orangey, pinky brow with inor-
ganic pigments such as iron oxides.  With organic colors, you’re more
likely to see purple “eggplant” brows over time because the red and
blue, minus yellow, create purple.

Sunlight and chemicals fade pigments.
Remember that each color fades at a different rate.  Color fastness is a
measure of how fast a pigment fades when exposed to light.

Red is the opposite of green, so to correct a red or orangey brow
you’ll need a good bit of green.  Reach for Green toner to “ash out” red
brows.  Tattoo in the Green Toner and then “rub in” the desired brow
color.

Color Correction Steps
An effective approach to color correction includes these steps:

Step 1 Control the undesired color first.  
You can do this several ways, depending on your situation.
1.  Cover undesired color
2.  Neutralize undesired color
3.  FADE desired area
4.  Open desired area with dry needles only and rub in correc

tive color, for example: Neutral Flesh

Step 2 Rub Desired Color into area... set timer for 10 minutes
At the end of 10 minutes dab off excessive color.  For scars and camou-

flage cases you may wish to repeat the procedure of dry needling
and then rubbing in the desired color and waiting 10 minutes.

corrective colors

B2B Medium
839 Use B2B Medium to control unwanted blue brows

Bubblegum
4400

Use Bubblegum to control unwanted blue in lips
or eyeliner.  Use it alone to prime blue lips before
doing another lipcolor.

Camelot
163

Camelot is a harmonious blend of your skin’s
own color. Use it to tint (lighten) other colors or
soften mistakes in brows and also camouflage.
Just finished brows too dark?  Just rub Camelot
over both brows and wait 10 minutes.  Clean
brow gently and apply thin veil of Numpot.

Eyeliner Blue
Fix

334

Neutralizes and controls old tattoo
blue/black eyeliner.  Cover eyeliner com-
pletely with Eyeliner Blue Fix and then use
desired color such as NuBlack.

Green Toner
9641

Use over brow or eyeliner that has turned orangy
or has too much red.  Neutralizes and ashes out
that cantelope color.  Then use your desired color.
You can also add Green Toner to any brow color
to ash out.  Controls red on the spot.

Neutral Flesh
9167

Rub in Neutral Flesh after you have dry needled
an area with an undesired color.  “I very rarely
tattoo flesh colors into the skin”, says Dr. Dixon.

Perfect Flesh
9788

Rub in Perfect Flesh after you have dry needled
an area with an undesired color.  Set timer for
10 minutes and repeat as necessary.  Blend
with brow colors to tint naturally lighter.

Pink Brow Fix
9207

Pink or Peach Brow Fix for mild correction; can be
used alone too.  Helpful in Blondes because it is
not too dark.  Use Green toner as needed too.

Strawberry
Brown
9718

Strawberry Brown was formulated for red-
heads.  We learned it is  not only for Redheads.
Use Strawberry Brown to correct gray brows
and to warm up any brow that is too ashy.

Try this

Your first step in color correction may be to use
dry needles over the area with undesired color.
Then you may RUB a corrective color into the skin
instead of tattooing the color into the skin.  This is
a good test to see if you will get a good result.
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Blue (9644) Forget about blue being taboo on eye-
liner.  This rich, smokey blue enhances blue and brown
eyes.

Brown (9646) Great color to smudge over black eye-
liner or use on the bottom eyelid only.  Softens hard
blacks.

Grape (9647) Don’t be afraid to smudge this rich
grape edging on burgundy.  Women love it.

Green (9645) For those green-eyed beauties or red-
heads.  Very soft, rich color.

Pewter (9648) The best smudgy color for universal
use.  Subtle yet visibly enhances the eyes.  Can use
over eyeliner.

eyelid highlighters

smudgy eyeliner

eyeliner
Colors you can trust since 1996.

Aqua (171) For those women who love aqua or
turquoise.  Usually blondes who are dramatic and
can wear it well.
Blu’ Moon (173) Subtle, blue whisper of a color bor-
dering on gray.

Brown Sugar (472) Favorite.  Use with Plum Mist too.

Copper (177) For that rare woman who wants this
rich yet earthy tone.
Gold Dust (170) Gold heals soft yet rich for that sub-
tle highlighting of the eyelid.

Jade Mist (174) Softest green.  Elegant.  Understated.
You’ll never guess it’s permanent cosmetics.
Mauve Mist (172) By far the most popular color. Add
Plum Mist for more color or in the crease.  A favorite!
Plum Mist (176) Also very popular, this rich color is
more an eyeshadow than a highlighter.

Silver Mist (169) You’ll have to look twice to see this
subtle shimmering silver.  Which is why it’s good on
so many women.

dermatologist-tested

hypoallergenic
safe for sensitive skin

Pigments
™

B2B DARK (839) Control Unwanted Blue in Eyeliner.

Black ICE (840) Very dense Black.

Black ICE (840) Very dense Black.

Blackjack (6190) Black eyeliner with orange already
added to cancel blue undertones.

Black Silk (321) MRI safe.  Black eyeliner without blue
undertones when healed.  Very easy to work with.
Black Suede (112) MRI safe.  Black with dimension and
rich “touchable”, almost velvety suede color.
BrownEyes (9138) At last you can have brown eye-
liner without fear of “rabbit eyes” like we’ve all been
taught.  Browneyes is a very rich, dark brown.

Burnt Toast    (8478). Brown/Black.  Ideal on Asian,
Hispanic and black skin.  Deep burnt brown color.
Hazel Khaki (9179) Softens dark eyeliner and good
for bottom eyeliner in fair clients. Yellow base.  Warm
to neutral. For accents & eye shadow “smudgy”.

Kaviar™ (112) Silver-Black quickly become a favorite.
Mix with any brow or eyeliner color for soft black.

Licorice (8475) Heals soft, matte black.  Stays black.
Stays put.  A favorite and can use for black brows.
Mink (3590) Brown trying to be black.  Warm black.
Mixes well with Licorice or any bright color too.
Moss Green (9268) Rich green brown with a hint of
black undertones for depth. Use alone.

NuBlack (9970) MRI safe.  Rich, forest black.

Pansy (9102) Add to other eyeliner colors for a violet
smoke effect.  Add Neutral flesh plus Licorice for eye-
shadow.
Peacock (9201) Beautiful combination of blue and
green with black undertones.

Pitch Black (9781) MRI safe.  Heals black (looks brown)

Purple Suede (639) is a rich, deep purple that can be
used alone or mixed with Kaviar™.  A real favorite.

Spanish Eyes (9178) Warm black. Ideal for hispanic
and black skin. Looks black but if you look carefully
you’ll see brown tones. Good for eyebrows, too.

Storm (8477) Medium charcoal.  Add black to darken for
full or upper eyeliner.  Add Brown Abyss for grayish brown
eyebrows.  Add Pansy (purple),  Bluejeans or Envy Green
for toned eyeliner.  For older gray hair ladies brows add to
Flax 11.  Too gray for a straight brow. Good mixing color
mainly.  Blue-gray undertones.

Warm Black (9139) Warmest, rich black for eyeliner.
Brown undertones add luxurious chocolate color.
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areola colors

Tip: To make translucent
colors more opaque, add
nude lip mix.

dermatologist tested

predictable
hypoallergenic colors

…Break the skin and rub in the

color for camouflage and corrective

procedures..

mixing and fixing colors

Blooper (6955) Buff color pigment.  Iron oxide/Tita-
nium Dioxide (TiO2) particle.  Not a blend.  Absorbs
blue/green and reflects yellow/red.  Mixing color.
BlueJeans (9104) Add to other eyeliner colors for 
a blue smoke effect.  Add white plus Licorice for eye-
shadow.

Bubblegum (4400) Bestseller Bubblegum gets con-
trol of unwanted blue fast and prevents it too. Known
as lip insurance add a drop or two to your lipcolors
and brow colors.

Camelot (163)  Camelot has all the colors in your skin
blended together to make a natural color used to tint
other colors or soften mistakes in brows.

Canary (9106) Add to lips to brighten and to brow col-
ors to give warmth and lighten. Correct Gray brows.

Envy (9103) Add to other eyeliner colors for a green
smoke effect.  Add white plus Licorice for eyeshadow.

Flax 11 (9105) Add to brow colors for more ashed out
ochre or mustard color and to put back yellow where it
has been lightened by time. Add to black for gray color.

Golden Coral (9107) Use alone or mix with desired
color as desired to cancel too much blue.  Like a
golden squash color.

Green Toner Mix & Fix (9641) Use over brow or 
eyeliner that has turned orangy or has too much red.
Neutralizes and ashes out that cantelope color.  Then 
use your desired color.  You can also add Green Toner 
to any brow color to ash out.

Nude Mix (9101) Bestseller Add to Berry Kiss or Red
Cool Kiss for a natural look, to widen a natural lip or
cover a lip scar.  Use as Main Color for Areola. Must have!
NuOlive (332) Universal Additive prevents orange;
ashes out too warm of a color.  Neutralizes red in brow.
Off White (9108) Titanium dioxide.  Mix with Ginger
for flesh colors. Ask about Blooper for a natural buff
color with no blue undertones.  Note: most whites
have blue undertones.

Pansy (9102) Add to other eyeliner colors for a violet
smoke effect.  Add white plus Licorice for eyeshadow.

Red Brow Mix (9110) Use as additive to all other brow
colors.  Mix with Dark Browns to a deep brunette.  

Whisper Mix (9100) Add to any lipcolor to lighten
(tint). Use sparingly so avoid chalky look.

Chocolate Areola (8953) This is a medium brown
color with pink tones; may be used alone or color
washed over with Areola Créme or Areola Red.

Creme Areola (8954) Pale pigment with yellow 
undertone and a “hint” of pink.

Nude Mix (9101) Bestseller I use Nude Lip Mix as Main
Color for Areola. Must have!  DR. DIXON!

Pink Areola (9247) Think young, soft, pink areola.

Red Areola (8952) Dual formula red with iron
oxide/organic balance and yellow to prevent from
turning undesired “blue”.  Wash with Créme or 
Chocolate Areola.

flesh colors
Dark Hawaiian Flesh (9236) Rich warm dark flesh.
How I use this color is to “paint it over” the skin with a
fine tipped makeup brush and then brush it in with 
the Dixon 5 slope (or 3 slope) needle.
Hawaiian Flesh (9166) Rich warm flesh. Smear a 
little over the desired area to see how it matches or 
covers.
Neutral Flesh (9167) Few people realize collagen is
gray so we’ve toned “neutral flesh” with a hint of gray.
You’ll reach for Neutral Flesh often to camouflage or
soften small areas.

Pale Flesh (8950) Adjust sparingly, repeat as 
necessary. Wait 3-4 weeks between sessions.

Peach Flesh (9237) Adjust sparingly, repeat as 
necessary. Wait 3-4 weeks between sessions.
Perfect Flesh (9788) Rich warm flesh without being
too yellow.  Perfect for “rub in the skin” technique.

Pink Flesh (8949) Scar camouflage. Choose closest 
to skin tone. Test small area, wait 3 weeks.
Yellow Flesh (8951) Choose for warm skin tones.  Also,
to make superb flesh tones mix Ginger with White until
desired color is achieved.
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lips

Awesome. (8938) Natural lipcolor with brown warm un-
dertone.  No pink.  It’s the color you want to use if you
don’t want pink lips. Awesome + Ginger + Nude Lips give
MOST natural lipcolor. Add Golden Coral for bronze lip. OW
Baby Lips. (9883)  MOST natural lipcolor blend of warm
and cool pigments. O, N.

Beets Me! (9155) Profoundly rich, deep red color that can
only be described as beet red! My 78 y/o mother named
this color in a heartbeat when she saw it. T, N.

Berry Cool (8941) Med. True Red. Translucent. Deep pink
when healed. Neutral (not cool)  Add 1/8-1/4 Nude or
Whisper Mix to lighten to a 3 yr. old baby’s lip color. T, N. 
BRANDY. (423) Brandy Lipliner is for the woman who
wants to emphasize her lipline in a deep, dark color.
Brandy can be added to desired lipcolor for strong lipliner.
In a few women, Brandy can be used alone.  Definitely a
cool color, Brandy has a hint of “rust” as well. Use alone
for dark  lipliner O.
Candy Apple (9204) Bestseller 
At last!  A lipcolor that won’t go PINK!  Candy Apple stays
a true, soft red.  Safe for all lips and pleasing in all lips.
Add Nude Lip mix for mauve.. O, N.

Coochie Coochie. (9203) Balanced mix of colors to give
pleasing, neutral lip.  Mix 3/4 CC with 1/4 Salmon Paté
for fair redheads. Bright Tangerine! (Milessa Murphy/
Alexandra Nishiki). Nice lipliner color. O, N. 
Crimson (9141) A rich deep color with enough opacity for
people who don’t like to mix pigments. Add a dot of Bub-
blegum for an “every woman” lipcolor—baby lips!  Cool
yet safe color! O, N.

Foxy Red (9387) Vibrant warm, deep red.  Opaque under-
tones are cool for more balanced red.  O, N-W.

Garnet (161) Deep Red, almost wine color.  Instead of a
reddish wine, it’s a wine’ish red.  O, C.

Girls Night Out! (9196) Go ahead and kick up your heals
with this profoundly dark, translucent lipcolor.  
Add a little Nude for opacity or Bubblegum to lighten.
“Lips night out!” See photo toT, C.
Hoochie Mama (8946) Seinfeld coined the “hoochie
mama”.  This color reminds you of someone with lips that
never end.  Luscious red lips. O, N.

Hula Girl (9177) Rich velvety deep balance of warmth and
cool in brown tones with mauve.  A strong yet natural-
appearing color for lip definition & youthfulness. O, N

Kiss Me! (9134) This is a profoundly powerful, dense
warm rose color (on steroids).  Will mauve out over 
normal lip tones. O, N.
Matte Mauve (9267) Everyone wants this color. It’s  pur-
ple trying to be pink. Matte Mauve is a soft, true cool lip-
color that is one of our best sellers. O, C.
Naturelle (9133) Wonderful as a base or highlighter color.
Good alone for an understated lip. Naturelle!  T, N.
Pomegranate (8947) A medium blue/pink. Mix with Kiss
Me for mouth watering vibrant lipcolor.  
Add 1-2 drops of Salmon Paté for melon colors. O, C.
Poppy (8948) Powerful, balance of cool and warm reds
with just enough yellow to stay true. Use alone or add 
Canary to brighten or Nude Lip Mix to add mauve.  O, N.
Red Pepper (8942) Bestseller Bright Red Orange.  Al-
most tangerine.  Powerful color. “Red hot” pepper.  T, W.

Red Sunset (9746) Warm red with yellow hues  T, W.

Safari Red (168) Best used as an “additive” to other lipcol-
ors to avoid going too dark.  Very opaque balance of cool
and warm reds with added warm highlights. O, W.
Salmon Paté (8945) A creamy  coral pink. Beautiful
added to Wine Cooler 50/50. O, W. 
Sassy (9197) Dark “sassy” burgundy tones.  Packed full of
colors so a word of caution to use sparingly or mix with
Salmon Paté or perhaps Hawaiian Flesh to tone down. 
Or Bubblegum. O, C.
Scarlet Kiss (8943) Brighter Red with Orange hues. Red
hot pepper. T, N.
Sedona (9629) Fabulous! Terra Cotta.  Add 2 drops Nude
Lip Mix for beautiful mauvey mango color. T, N.

Surfer Girl (9202) Teenage pinkish lipcolor with “surfer
girl” natural. O, W.

Tutti Frutti (9198) We’ve warmed up a bright pink to look
like fruit punch, hence, the “Tutti Frutti”. O, N.

Very Berry (8940) Deep, cool, red boysenberry.  May 
be used with all lipcolors.  Mix with Nude Lip Mix 1/4 for
deep mauve, or add Nude Lip or Bubblegum (1-2 drops)
to add opacity.  T, C.
Wine Cooler (8944) Deep Blue Pink. Fuschia.  Lighten
with white pigment.  Heals bright pink. Mix 50/50 with
Salmon Paté  for pretty color. O, C. 

Red 742 LipSmart Color (742)  Cool, natural yet rich red.
Best to use Dixon LipSmart Technique. O, C. 
Red 760 LipSmart Color (760) Turns dark Cinnamon. Mix-
ing color.  Best to use Dixon LipSmart Technique. O, C. 
Red 617 LipSmart Color (617)  Profound Red.
Best to use Dixon LipSmart Technique. O, C. 
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O=Opaque, T=Translucent, N=Neutral, C=Cool, W=Warm 

Lip Primer! (9866) A balanced opaque color for every lip.
Make 1-2 passes with Lip Primer and then use desired
color.  Evens out lip undertones for a more pleasing color.
Adds the opacity needed for translucent colors. O, N.

our exclusive microburst technology
micro-pigment
molecules
means fast, easy absorption, gentler on skin
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color correction
techniques

See page 26

Ginger (8480) Neutral, Mix with any brow color for golden tones; use
alone in redheads; mix with white for flesh tones.  Absolutely fabulous
pigment with orangy undertone.

Goldilocks (9205), Warm, Use this for a warm gold.  So useful over
brows that are too ashy or dark.  Good for strawberry blonde types.
No black or red in this formula.  Add to Brown Abyss for golden high-
light

Ja’Mocha (194) Golden Taupe , Named for “Mocha” which means cof-
fee with cream and sugar added.  It’s on the golden side taupe.  Really.
Smear some on your hand or forehead to test color.

Java (9270) Ash/Neutral, This eyeliner shadow color can be used in
brows for a rich neutral to ash brown color with barely a hint of
warmth.
Koa (9136) Ash/Neutral, Dark Ash Brown undertones remain rich in
the skin. Eyeliner Enhancement Color. Can also be used for brow hair-
strokes.
RedBrowHighlighter (9110) Warm, Use over old gray brows in
women who have wine red hair.  Make deep Auburn with Burnt Toast.
Mix with Beechwood to a soft pinkish gray, or with Dream Brow to a
deep brunette.

Smoke Gray (9389) Neutral Grey, gorgeous medium grey with no blue
undertones.  Best for brows or eyeshadow.

Soft Beechwood (9112) Ash, Gray-brown. This color will go pinky with
time.

Coffee (9210) Neutral/Ash, This balanced rich brown is best
for hairstrokes and moderately dark brown brows.  You can
mix other colors, such as Goldilocks or Bubblegum, in with
your Coffee for desired color.

Dark Beechwood (9113) Ash, Dark gray-brown.  For medium
gray-brown mix 1/2 each Light and Dark Beechwood. No un-
wanted red hues.  Add drop Ginger for hint of warmth. New,
non-orangey formula.

W
Strawberry Brown (9718)  Not only for Redheads.  Use to cor-
rect gray brows and to balance any brow that is too ashy.

original
brow colors

Pigments

Ash Blonde 47 NuBrown (9957) Soft, silver blonde.

Auburn NuBrown (9731) Rich deep true auburn.

Blonde NuBrown (9908) Golden neutral blonde. No red.

Brunet NuBrown  (9938) Darkest brown/black Nubrown.
Named for brunettes with rich, brown-black hair.
Coco NuBrown (3311) Universal medium rich brown.
Dark enough to do hairstrokes.  Heals ashy. Add Neutral
Flesh to lighten and to use for blondes.  This is a uni-
versal brow color.  Taupe in blondes and dark in
brunettes.  Corrects orange brows in one-step.

Deep NuBrown (9905) Neutral to warm medium dark
brown depending on how much you implant into brow.

Dream NuBrow (45) Neutral, DARK brown with bal-
anced warm/cool mixture.  New. Non orangey.

Fudge NuBrown (9939) Truly the color of rich fudge.

Golden NuBrown (9371) Controls Gray.  Warm up color.

Honey NuBrow (44), Ash/Neutral, Medium brown with
golden undertones.  A warm medium brown.  Very 
popular.  New.  Non-orangey formula.

Medium NuBrown  (9907)  Rich, neutral brown

Rich NuBrown  (9906) Warm, golden red medium
brow color.
Xpreso NuBrown  (9937)  Dark neutral/warm color.

universal non-orangey
NuBrown shades

36

Almost Black  (9640) Best for dark-skinned clients who
need a black brow.  Dixon Score 8-10.

-
Blonde Moment    (9135), Ash blonde.  Add neutral flesh
to soften. Makes a good base for hairstrokes too with
Dream Brow.  Mix very well before using.

sl
Born Blonde (9596), Neutral blonde.  Mix very well be-
fore using.  Add Neutral Flesh to lighten or Green toner
to make more ash.

+

Brown Abyss (9111) Warm, A dark brown which can be
added to other eyebrow shades.  May be used alone for
deep Brunette tones.  Add red hues with Red Brow
Highlighter.

sl
BronZ (114), Warm to Neutral, A pure golden brown
with no dark undertones.  Good alone for redheads or
as highlighting or corrective brow color.  No red.

sl

Cashmere (9199) Neutral, Rich light brown with few red
hues but enough warmth to stay the rich brown that
you want for many of your clients. Not too ashy or red.
Add few drops of Burnt Toast for suede-like color.

828 StaBrown Warm, Balanced Dark Brown
829 StaBrown Warm, Balanced Medium Brown

830 StaBrown Warm Light Brown

Sta-Brown shades
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- Ash Blonde 47 NuBrown (9957) Soft, silver blonde.  Can mix with other brow colors.
- Auburn NuBrown (9731) Rich deep true auburn.
s Blonde NuBrown (9908) Golden neutral blonde. No red.  Add Ashe Blonde to lighten or Coco to darken.

- Brunet NuBrown  (9938) Darkest brown/black Nubrown.  Named for brunettes with rich, brown-black hair.

-

Coco NuBrown (3311) Universal medium rich brown.  Dark enough to do hairstrokes.  Heals ashy. Add Neu-
tral Flesh to lighten and to use for blondes.  This is a universal brow color.  Taupe in blondes and dark in
brunettes.  Corrects orange brows in one-step.

+
Deep NuBrown (9905) Neutral to warm medium dark brown depending on how much you implant into
brow.

-
Dream NuBrown (45) Neutral, DARK brown with balanced warm/cool mixture.  New formula rich but
won’t go “orangey” on you. 

- Fudge NuBrown (9939) Truly the color of rich fudge.

Golden NuBrown (9371) Controls Gray.  Warm up color. Good for strawberry blondes.

-
Honey NuBrow (44), Ash/Neutral, Medium brown with golden undertones.  A warm medium brown.  Very
popular.  New.  Non-orangey formula.  Used on AREOLA for shading of nipple.

+ Medium NuBrown  (9907)  Rich, neutral brown

+ Rich NuBrown  (9906) Warm, golden red medium brow color.

- Taupe 1 Soft NuBrown  (302) Gray-brown-pink (no orange) brow color for silver haired seniors or blondes

- Taupe 2 Rich NuBrown  (303) Darker, rich brow color for silver-haired women who want NO YELLOW.

- Taupe 3 Warm Blonde NuBrown  (299) Golden taupe. Best for blondes and fair skinned clients.

+ Xpreso NuBrown  (9937)  Dark neutral/warm color.

830 StaBrown Warm Light Brown

829 StaBrown Warm, Balanced Medium Brown

828 StaBrown Warm, Balanced Dark Brown

The NuBrown Eyebrow colors have been
formulated by Dr. Dixon so they don’t

turn orangey or pinkey over time.  And the
colors lasts longer and fades less.  No un-
desired change in color with time.  You can
lighten them with Neutral Flesh or make
any color you wish by mixing them to-
gether.  Shake the bottle real well and then
you can make as many colors as you need.  

To warm up a brow that is too ash, sim-
ply add a couple of drops of Bub-

blegum.

It’s true that you get twice as much color
from a bottle of Kolorsource pigments

than most any other brand.  We have
found ways to compress and concentrate
our pigments yet flow smoothly.   The
result?  Smooth even color with each
stroke and happy clients every time.

The NuBrown Eyebrow colors have been
formulated by Dr. Dixon so they don’t
he NuBrown Eyebrow colors have beenThe NuBrown Eyebrow colors have beenhe NuBrown Eyebrow colors have been
formulated by Dr. Dixon so they don’t

SAY GOODBYE TO Pinky, Orangey Brows
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I have always asked the question to my stu-
dents, "Why do redheads give you the
blues?"  The answer, I learned the hard way,
is because their skin is so translucent that the
blue and/or grey of the underlying collagen
and blood vessels is easily visible and you
can't use regular brow colors because the
"redheads" end up with a purple brow.  So
that began the path to finding colors for red-
heads that would be drop dead gorgeous. It's
ironic that using a red pigment in a redhead
doesn't work.  You'd think that would be the
way to go.  Our Redhead kit includes colors
for every redhead.   Use two or more colors if
you wish.  Tint them with Neutral Flesh if
you need a really light color.  And don't
hesitate to call for help.  888-452-4946

s

Ginger (8480) Neutral, Mix with any brow color for
golden tones; use alone in redheads; mix with white for
flesh tones.  Absolutely fabulous pigment with orangy
undertone.

s
Strawberry Brown (9718)  Not only for Redheads.
Brunettes who want the warmth and richness of red will
enjoy this crossover color.

s
Blue Brow Fix  (9206)  Use this to correct brows that
have gone blue or purple, so common in Redheads.
Gorgeous lipcolor for blondes too.

s
Golden NuBrown  (9371)  Use this to correct gray
brows or for Strawberry Redheads.  Add warmth to
brow colors that have gone “ashy”.

s Red Brow Mix (9110) Use as additive to all other brow
colors.  Mix with Dark Browns to a deep brunette.  

s

Goldilocks (9205), Warm, Use this for a warm gold.  So
useful over brows that are too ashy or dark.  Good for
strawberry blonde types.  No black or red in this for-
mula.  Add to Brown Abyss for golden highlight

s Auburn NuBrown (9731) Rich deep true auburn.ss (9731) Rich deep true auburn.Auburn NuBrown (9731) Rich deep true auburn.Auburn NuBrown Auburn NuBrown Auburn NuBrown Auburn NuBrown (9731) Rich deep true auburn.

6 COLORS JUST FOR Redheads
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Blondes are
hard to come
by unless

you live in Swe-
den or Norway.
The Nordic race is
blonde and the
Mediterranean
race is brunette.

Most blondes
over 30 are “bot-
tle blondes” and
that’s why you
can use Blonde
NuBrown on
most all blondes.

For a lighter blonde, mix Blonde
NuBrown with Ash Blonde NuBrown.
Or, to lighten any color, add a drop or

two of Neutral Flesh.  Add a drop of
Honey NuBrown to darken a blonde color
or to make a contrasting color with alter-
nating colors of hairstrokes.

Don’t try to get a very pale blonde color be-
cause you cannot see it very well.  Some
blondes actually like a Taupe (gray brown) or

Gray color if they are cool and have platinum
blonde hair.

Golden blondes all can wear Blonde NuBrown
easily.  Also, Blonde NuBrown is dark enough for
hairstrokes too.

dermatologist-tested

hypoallergenic
safe for sensitive skin

9957 - Ash Blonde 47 NuBrown Soft, silver blonde.

9135 -
Blonde Moment   Ash blonde.  Add neutral flesh to soften.
Makes a good base for hairstrokes too with Dream Brow.  Mix
very well before using.

299 - Taupe 3 Warm Blonde NuBrown
Golden taupe. Best for blondes and fair skinned clients.

9908 Blonde NuBrown N 
Rich, golden neutral blonde for all skin types. No red.  sl +

9596 Born Blonde Neutral blonde.  Mix very well before using.  Add
Neutral Flesh to lighten or Green toner to make more ash.

114
BronZ Gold Brown Warm to Neutral, A pure golden brown
with no dark undertones.  Good alone for redheads or as high-
lighting or corrective brow color.  No red.

6800 Strawberry Blonde
9371 Golden NuBrown Handles gray brows; a “warm up” color!

BLONDES have more fun
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s Blonde NuBrown (9908) Golden neutral blonde. No

red.  Safe for all skin colors and ages.

-
Taupe 1 Soft NuBrown (302) Gray-brown-pink (no

orange) brow color for silver haired seniors or blondes

-
Taupe 2 Rich NuBrown (303) Darker, rich brow color

for silver-haired women who want NO YELLOW.

-
Taupe 3 Warm Blonde NuBrown (299) Golden
taupe. Best for blondes and fair skinned clients.

+ SMOKE Gray Brow (9937)  Rich, neutral gray.  Add

Neutral Flesh for lighter gray or silver.

Taupe 1

Taupe 2

Taupe 3

GRAY Silver WHITE

TAUPE TRIO
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- Auburn NuBrown (9731) Rich deep true auburn.

s Blonde NuBrown (9908) Golden neutral blonde. No red.

-
Brunet NuBrown (9938) Darkest brown/black
Nubrown. Named for brunettes with rich, brown-
black hair.

-

Coco NuBrown (3311) Universal medium rich brown.  Dark
enough to do hairstrokes.  Heals ashy. Add Neutral Flesh to
lighten and to use for blondes.  This is a universal brow
color.  Taupe in blondes and dark in brunettes.  Corrects or-
ange brows in one-step.

+ Deep NuBrown (9905) Neutral to warm medium dark
brown depending on how much you implant into brow.

- Dream NuBrow (45) Neutral, DARK brown with balanced
warm/cool mixture.  New. Non orangey.

- Fudge NuBrown (9939) Truly the color of rich fudge.

-
Honey NuBrow (44), Ash/Neutral, Medium brown with golden
undertones.  A warm medium brown.  Very 
popular.  New.  Non-orangey formula.

+ Medium NuBrown  (9907)  Rich, neutral brown

+ Rich NuBrown  (9906) Warm, golden red medium brow
color.

+ Xpreso NuBrown  (9937)  Dark neutral/warm color.

Study the shape and hair direction of the Asian brown carefully.  You’ll
notice a very slight arch compared to Caucasian brows.  The hair
grows downward and outward beginning about 1/3 of the way from
the beginning of the brow.  Asians rarely like a solid brow.  They either
like hairstrokes or, as in the case of the Japanese, they like a somewhat

transparent brow.  To get this effect, add a drop or two of EYE WASH to
your pigment cup and stire thoroughly.  Then use the 5 Slope® Needle
to brush in the color.  Do not make it solid color.  Let them heal and see
what they want when they come back.  EYELINER has to be very thick
in order to be visible in the eyelid folds.  Don’t be shy!  Make it thick!

MRI Safe
Black Ice (840) MRI safe. Profoundly black.
Heals black without any blue undertones.

MRI Safe
Black Silk (321) MRI safe. A cold, hard black.
Favorite on Asians.  (See Black Ice)

MRI Safe
Black Suede (409) MRI safe.. A rich dimen-
sional black for eyeliner! Shake bottle well be-
fore use.

Burnt Toast    (8478). Brown/Black.  Ideal on
Asian, Hispanic and black skin.  Deep burnt
brown color.
Mink (3590) Brown trying to be black.  Warm
black.  Mixes well with Licorice or any bright
color too.

NuBlack (9970) MRI safe.  Rich,
forest black.

Spanish Eyes (9178) Warm black.
Ideal for hispanic and black skin.
Looks black but if you look carefully
you’ll see brown tones. Good for
eyebrows, too.

Warm Black (9139) Warmest, rich
black for eyeliner.  Brown under-
tones add luxurious chocolate
color.

ASIAN Brow and Eyeliner Colors
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Step 1 Mark Desired area with fine tip makeup
brush and pigment you are going to use

Step 2 Start at the TOP, the highest point of eye-
shadow and work across and down.  If you start at

the eyelashes and work up then you will have swelling
and a false sense of color placement.  You will think
your eyeshadow is thicker than it actually is.

Step 3 Keep a layer of pigment over desired
area with your fine tip makeup brush and work over

that layer of painted on color.  The assures you are
never working with DRY NEEDLES.

Step 4 Bruising and swelling, even around and
underneath the eye and cheek, happens when

you’re working on the eyelids.  They are very thin and it
is fortunate that they heal quickly because they look like
they need a women’s shelter sometimes.

Step 5 Add as many layers of color as you wish,
each one overlapping the previous layer slightly.  For

example, you may wish to use GRAPE or PANSY on eye-
liner and then use PLUM MIST and finally MAUVE MIST.

Step 6 At your final visit, usually their 3rd visit,
you will want to reinforce their Black Eyeliner eyelash

enhancement area.  Black or a dark color should always
be closest to the eye.  Light colors do not flatter the
whites of our eyes like black does.  However, you can
layer a color over the top of black if they want a softer
effect.  Color choice is important.  GRAPE and SMOKE
make good eyeshadow colors and all the “H’eyelighter
colors go above the darker color.

Step 7 Lower eyeliner is best “shadowed” by a
gray or Khakhi color.  Be conservative on the lower

eyeliner.  Always mark the area with the pigment and a
fine tip makeup brush before you start.

Best Eyeshadow Colors:  Plum Mist, Smoke
Tip:  Add a drop or 2 of Neutral Flesh to Smoke to make lighter
color. To soften black eyeliner, make two passes with Camelot or a
NuBrown brow color.  Brow colors can be used on eyeliner.
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CARAMEL
Medium brown skin, Brow

colors same as Asians, His-

panics and most Caucasians.

CHOCOLATE
Dark black skin.  Lips have a lot of

melanin. Chocolate Areola. 

Brows: Almost Black

Lips: Brandy Lipliner

VANILLA
Very pale black skin, sometimes have blue eyes

THREE Shades of black

VANILLA: Use same colors as Caucasian.  Add Pansy or Envy to Black
eyeliner colors to make them more visible.  Brows: Use Coco or Brunet
or Almost Black.  Lips:  Don’t try to lighten them.  It won’t work.  But you
can enhance the lipline if they want.

CARAMEL: Use darker colors for brows such as Brunet or Almost Black.
Eyeliner blacks, Black Suede- NuBlack- Black Silk- with or without added
Pansy or Envy.  Lips: They have a fair amount of pigment in their lips so
colors can get lost.  Best colors Red Pepper or you can go dark with a
Brandy lipliner.

CHOCOLATE: Use Almost Black for Brows; Lipliner with Brandy; blacks
with added Pansy or envy for eyeliner.  You cannot lighten lips!
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EYESHADOW Smudgy eyeliner

eyelid highlighters
Aqua (171) For those women who love aqua or
turquoise.  Usually blondes who are dramatic
and can wear it well.

Blu’ Moon (173) Subtle, blue whisper of a color

bordering on gray.

Copper (177) For that rare woman who wants

this rich yet earthy tone.

Gold Dust (170) Gold heals soft yet rich for that

subtle highlighting of the eyelid.

Jade Mist (174) Softest green.  Elegant.  Under-
stated.  You’ll never guess it’s permanent cos-
metics.

Mauve Mist (172) By far the most popular color.

Add Plum Mist for more color or in the crease.  A

favorite!

Plum Mist (176) Also very popular, this rich color

is more an eyeshadow than a highlighter.

Silver Mist (169) You’ll have to look twice to see

this subtle shimmering silver.  Which is why it’s

good on so many women.

Blue (9644) Forget about blue being taboo
on eyeliner.  This rich, smokey blue en-
hances blue and brown eyes.

Brown (9646) Great color to smudge over
black eyeliner or use on the bottom eyelid
only.  Softens hard blacks.

Grape (9647) Don’t be afraid to smudge this
rich grape edging on burgundy.  Women
love it.

Green (9645) For those green-eyed beauties
or redheads.  Very soft, rich color.

Pewter (9648) The best smudgy color for
universal use.  Subtle yet visibly enhances
the eyes.  Can use over eyeliner.

Brown SUGAR (472) For Eyeshadow and
Areolas.  Just paint it on and tap it in with
the Shadow FX Needle.

Smoke (9389) Neutral Grey, gorgeous
medium grey with no blue undertones.
Best for brows or eyeshadow. best smudgy
color for universal use.  Subtle yet visibly en-
hances the eyes.  Can use over eyeliner.  Add
Camelot to soften or tint with Neutral Flesh
for lighter gray.

smudgy eyeliner

SHADOW™ FX Needles
SOFTAP 36 POINT ROUND

Special Effects Needle for Eye-
shadow and highlighting.  Paint on
the color and tap it in.  You’re in con-
trol.  Dip needle into pigment and
drag across lid and then tap.

Sterile. Takes FX Handle with hole for
this round needle grouping. ©2011

SHADOW™ NEEDLE
36 POINTS
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CAMOUFLAGE Colors
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9101 Nude Lip Mix

9173 Honey Brow

114 BronZ

9133 Naturelle

4400 Bubblegum
camouflage kit

Control Pain
1-Buff Desired Area:
Apply Cocktail of Ultra-Du-
ration with Numquick
Pink or Mix TAG #45 Gel
and Numquick Pin to-
gether.
2- Use 5 Slope® Needle at
depth of dime or nickel,
depending on scar or lo-
cation
3- Open skin until small

blood drops visible
4- Rub in Ultra-Dura-
tion/NQ Pink or TAG#45
5- Rub in, don’t tattoo, de-
sired color
6- Wait 10 minutes (set
timer)
7-  Repeat but do not over-
work the skin
8-  Wait 4 weeks to assess
area.

1st Visit: Test 2nd Visit and following visits

Scars can resist color or “grab” color.

Camouflage color contain a lot of tita-

nium dioxide and can turn gray or

black from friction.  Use POWER TAP-

PING stroke with 5-Slope®. 

Don’t do vitiligo!

Control Pain

1-Buff Desired Area:  Apply Cock-
tail of Ultra-Duration with
Numquick Pink or Mix TAG #45 Gel
and Numquick Pin together.  Rub
area with Numpot to keep clean
and maintain pain control.  Wipe
off excess blood and ointment.
Apply Cocktail as needed to con-
trol bleeding.
2- Use 5 Slope® Needle at depth
of dime or nickel, depending on
scar or location

3- Open skin until small blood
drops visible
4- Rub in Ultra-Duration/NQ Pink
or TAG#45
5- Rub in, don’t tattoo, desired
color
6- Wait 10 minutes (set timer)
7-  Dot in color or “brush” in color
lightly
8-  When working on a lipline
scar, only do tapping
9-  Send client home with Formula
915 to apply 2-3x daily
10-  Wait 4 weeks to assess area.

Corrective and Camouflage Kit:
Includes Honey Brow, Neutral Flesh, BronZ, Camelot, and Bubblegum
Regular price $145.  Your price $108.50  (Save 25%)

9236 Dark Hawaiian

9166 Hawaiian Flesh

9167 Neutral Flesh

9237 Peach Flesh

9788 Perfect Flesh

8949 Pink Flesh

8950 Pale Flesh

8951 Yellow Flesh

flesh colors

How to CAMOUFLAGE



Baby Lips/Areola 9883
Nude Lip Mix 9101
Kiss Me 9134
Brown Sugar 472
BronZ 114
Naturelle 9133
Bubblegum 4400
Flesh Neutral 9167
Flesh Perfect 9788
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Areola HOW TO

Skin Sparing Double Mastectomy 
Patient: Before Areola Restoration

Bilateral Scarring and Mild Hyperpig-
mentation over removed Areola Sites

Marking for Symmetry; Notice Left
Breast is larger and lower than right.

Brushing on Baby Lips/Areola pigment
[Kolorsource]

Use Dixon Technique™ with 5-Slope™
hygienic needle in digital handpiece.

Make circular motion and also radiate
strokes from nipple area to periphery.

Dressing:oval cotton pads with bar-
rier wrap over 5% Numpot ointment.

Superior Nipple: Neutral Flesh.  Inner
areola Nude Lip Mix. Outer: Baby Lips

Skin Sparing Double Mastectomy Skin Sparing Double Mastectomy Skin Sparing Double Mastectomy Skin Sparing Double Mastectomy Bilateral Scarring and Mild Hyperpig-Bilateral Scarring and Mild HyperpigBilateral Scarring and Mild HyperpigBilateral Scarring and Mild HyperpigBilateral Scarring and Mild HyperpigBilateral Scarring and Mild Hyperpig- Marking for Symmetry; Notice LeftMarking for Symmetry; Notice LeftMarking for Symmetry; Notice LeftMarking for Symmetry; Notice LeftMarking for Symmetry; Notice Left

Drape Suggestion: Cut hole in dental
bib and place breast through hole.

The challenge of our procedures for areola restoration is to restore
a natural appearing areola with dimensional nipple placement.

Areola HOW TOAreola Areola HOW TO
AREOLA Restoration

Areola Chocolate 8953
Areola Creme 8954
Areola Pink 9247
Areola Red 8952
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BROW Rehab™
Too thick, Wrong Color, Blue-Black Ink “post laser attempts”scarred brow

Before Just After

After Healed

Bubblegum

Healed

It’s never too late to do a brow makeover. You’ll improve with time
and see things you couldn’t see at first.  This includes color and
shape and texture or lack of any of the above.  Clients age and their
haircolor and facial features change which also requires attention.
Consider this client who came in 10 years ago to have brow color.
Her brow placement was not ideal and started too high but she

wanted a “flattish” brow and her husband was used to that shape.
He came with her to every session.  I was using flat needles and
pigments that had that tell-tale “orangey-pinkey” hangover.  With
the advent of the Slope® Needles and Kolosource NuBrown Brow
colors, and the help of my colleagues around the world, I have
learned to try my wings and try to get from good to great.

BROW Makeover™
Pinkey, Orangey solid “flat” brow makeover

Old pinkey, orangey outline visible

Brow Buddy marks brow to correct asym-
metry.  See white marks below.

2001 Round Needle Attempts
Step 1. Tried removal with Softap Lightening, Lac-
tic Acid, Glycolic Acid, Rejuvi, Salicylic Acid,  Noth-
ing worked.
Step 2.  Tried Bubblegum with round needles.
Not much lasting improvement
2010 5-Slope® Needle Control
Step 3. Reverse hairstrokes with Bub-
blegum and Yellow Flesh
Step 4.  Brush and scoop peripheral edges with
Bubblgum toward center of brow.
2011 5-Slope® Needle
Step 5.  Go over perimeter of brow with Dark
Hawaiian Flesh
Note: Client likes THICK, THICK Brows.  Looks
much improved
in person.
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Gray-Blue “Ink” Brow: This is the hardest
brow to correct long-term.  Why?  Because it usu-
ally contains carbon black INK.  Carbon black turns
gray or greenish or bluish over time and look dull
and dirty.  Here’s how I approach this brow.

1)  BTB Medium:  Go over brow thoroughly
with B2B Medium using 5 Slope Needle.  Do not
overwork the brow.  Paint in the color with 5 slope.

The brow will keep going back to it’s
original color.  Why?  Because the ink is
always in the skin.  You may have to
warm up this brow yearly.

Attempts at laser removal may not be
successful as in this client below who
had laser four times.  The color may
have to be surgically excised if it is over

too large an area for us
to achieve a pleasing
shape. 

B2B Dark is for darkest
brows and blue eyeliner.

Green Toner Bubblegum

B2B Medium
B2B Dark

BTB Light

Coco NuBrown

Brow Correction

Techniques
Orange Brow: Contains red and yellow or
an organic orange.  Often seen in brow colors
blended with red, yellow and black.  The black
fades over 1-2 years and only the red and yellow
are visible.  Thus the “orangey” brow.  However,
some of the worst bright orange brows are from
organic pigments. 

Be careful to not “push” the unwanted color outside

your brow borders or you’ll get a “halo” of un-
wanted color.  
Work from the outside of the brow inward to-
ward the middle in corrective cases.  You can
use any NuBrown to correct an orange brow:

1.  Use Kolorsource NuBrown of desired color
over entire orange brow.  See brow done below.
Make color adjustments at focus visit.

Purple Brow:  Egglant or purple contains
blue and red. Or, black with a blue undertone and
red.  Either organic or inorganic pigments can be
the culprit. The most common pigment, however, is
an organic (non-iron oxide) brow color which usually
contains blue.  The purple brow is more common in
fair women with transluscent skin (Dixon Scale 1-2).

Step 1:  Use B2B Medium to warm up brow.  May
need to use twice.
Step 2: At focus visit, use Coco or Blonde
Nubrown.  Let heal.  Make color adjustments as
needed.  May make lighter by adding Neutral Flesh
to Coco Nu Brown.  May add darker hairstrokes
with DreamBrow if you wish.   Highlights: Yellow
Flesh

Blue Brow FIX

BROW Corrections
Pink, Purple and Gray-Blue Brows

B2B =  Blue to Brown/Black
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EYE Colors
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eyelid: shadows
Aqua (171) For those women who love aqua or
turquoise.  Usually blondes who are dramatic and
can wear it well.
Blu’ Moon (173) Subtle, blue whisper of a color bor-
dering on gray.
Copper (177) For that rare woman who wants this
rich yet earthy tone.

Gold Dust (170) Gold heals soft yet rich for that sub-
tle highlighting of the eyelid.

Jade Mist (174) Softest green.  Elegant.  Understated.
You’ll never guess it’s permanent cosmetics.

Mauve Mist (172) By far the most popular color. Add
Plum Mist for more color or in the crease.  A favorite!

Plum Mist (176) Also very popular, this rich color is
more an eyeshadow than a highlighter.

Silver Mist (169) You’ll have to look twice to see this
subtle shimmering silver.  Which is why it’s good on
so many women.

Tell me darling, is it Lancombe®?

...or is it Kolorsource™?

50

eyeliner
Black Bean (9552) Cool black brown. The best!  You
can mix Envy, Pansy or Bluejeans with Black Bean too.
Black Berry (166) Blackest Purple. Can mix with Browneyes.

Black ICE (6190) Our blackest black for eyeliner.

Blackjack (6190) Black eyeliner with orange already
added to cancel blue undertones so common in skin
and black pigments. Contains Blooper.

Black Silk (321) MRI safe.  Black eyeliner without blue
undertones when healed.  Very easy to work with.

Black Suede (112) MRI safe.  Black with dimension and
rich “touchable”, almost velvety suede color.
BrownEyes (9138) At last you can have brown eye-
liner without fear of “rabbit eyes” like we’ve all been
taught.  Browneyes is a very rich, dark brown.

Burnt Toast    (8478). Brown/Black.  Ideal on Asian,
Hispanic and black skin.  Deep burnt brown color.

Hazel Khaki (9179) Softens dark eyeliner and good
for bottom eyeliner in fair clients. Yellow base.  Warm
to neutral. For accents & eye shadow “smudgy”.

Kaviar™ (112) Silver-Black quickly become a favorite.
Mix with any brow or eyeliner color for soft black.

Licorice (8475) Heals soft, matte black.  Stays black.
Stays put.  A favorite and can use for black brows.
Mink (3590) Brown trying to be black.  Warm black.
Mixes well with Licorice or any bright color too.
Moss Green (9268) Rich green brown with a hint of
black undertones for depth. Use alone.

Eyeliner Blue Fix (334) Neutralize blue/black eyeliner.

NuBlack (9970) MRI safe.  Rich, forest black.

Pansy (9102) Add to other eyeliner colors for a violet
smoke effect.  Add white plus Licorice for eyeshadow.
Peacock (9201) Beautiful combination of blue and
green with black undertones.

Pitch Black (9781) MRI safe.  Heals black (looks brown)

Purple Suede (639) is a rich, deep purple that can be
used alone or mixed with Kaviar™.  A real favorite.

Spanish Eyes (9178) Warm black. Ideal for hispanic
and black skin. Looks black but if you look carefully
you’ll see brown tones. Good for eyebrows, too.

Storm (8477) Medium charcoal.  Add black to darken for
full or upper eyeliner.  Add Brown Abyss for grayish brown
eyebrows.  Add Pansy (purple),  Bluejeans or Envy Green
for toned eyeliner.  For older gray hair ladies brows add to
Flax 11.  Too gray for a straight brow. Good mixing color
mainly.  Blue-gray undertones.

Warm Black (9139) Warmest, rich black for eyeliner.
Brown undertones add luxurious chocolate color.

9644 Blue
9645 Green
9646 Brown
9647 Grape
9648 Pewter

smudgy eyelinersSm



O=Opaque, T=Translucent, N=Neutral, C=Cool, W=Warm 
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sl

Awesome. (8938) Natural lipcolor with brown warm un-
dertone.  No pink.  It’s the color you want to use if you don’t
want pink lips. Awesome + Ginger + Nude Lips give MOST
natural lipcolor.  Add Golden Coral for bronze lip. O, W.
Baby Lips and AREOLA. (9883)  MOST natural lipcolor
blend of warm and cool pigments. Areolas too. O, N.
Beets Me! (9155) Profoundly rich, deep red color that can
only be described as beet red! My 78 y/o mother named
this color in a heartbeat when she saw it. T, N.

Berry Cool (8941) Med. True Red. Translucent. Deep pink
when healed. But not really a “cool” color. Add 
1/8-1/4 Nude or Whisper Mix to lighten to a 3 yr. old
baby’s lip color. T, N. 

Candy Apple (9204) Add Nude Lip Mix for Mauve.
At last!  A lipcolor that won’t go PINK!  Candy Apple stays
a true, soft, rich natural lipcolor.  Safe for all lips and
pleasing in all lips.  You can’t go wrong. O, N.

Coochie Coochie. (9203) Balanced mix of colors to give
pleasing, neutral lip.  Mix 3/4 CC with 1/4 Salmon Paté
for fair redheads. Bright Tangerine! (Milessa Murphy/
Alexandra Nishiki). Nice lipliner color. O, N. 

Crimson (9141) A rich deep color with enough opacity for
people who don’t like to mix pigments. Add a dot of Bub-
blegum for an “every woman” lipcolor—baby lips!  Cool
yet safe color! O, N.

Foxy Red (9387) Vibrant warm, deep red.  Opaque under-
tones are cool for more balanced red.  O, N-W.

Garnet (161) Deep Red, almost wine color.  Instead of a
reddish wine, it’s a wine’ish red.  O, C.

Girl’s Night Out! (9196) Go ahead and kick up your heals
with this profoundly dark, translucent lipcolor.  
Add a little Nude for opacity or Bubblegum to lighten.
“Lips night out!” T, C.
Hoochie Mama (8946) Seinfeld coined the “hoochie
mama”.  This color reminds you of someone with lips that
never end.  Luscious red lips. O, N.
Hula Girl (9177) Rich velvety deep balance of warmth and
cool in brown tones with mauve.  A strong yet natural-
appearing color for lip definition & youthfulness. O, N

Kiss Me! (9134)This is a profoundly powerful, dense
warm rose color (on steroids).  Will mauve out over 
normal lip tones. O, N.
Lip Primer! (9866) A balanced opaque color for every lip.  Make
1-2 passes with Lip Primer and then use desired color.  Evens out
lip undertones for a more pleasing color.  Adds the opacity needed
for translucent colors. O, N.
Matte Mauve (9267) Everyone wants this color. It’s  pur-
ple trying to be pink. Matte Mauve is a soft, true cool lip-
color that is one of our best sellers. O, C.
Naturelle (9133) Wonderful as a base or highlighter color.
Good alone for an understated lip. Naturelle!  T, N.

Pomegranate (8947) A medium blue/pink. Mix with Kiss
Me for mouth watering vibrant lipcolor.  
Add 1-2 drops of Salmon Paté for melon colors. O, C.
Poppy (8948) Powerful, balance of cool and warm reds
with just enough yellow to stay true. Use alone or add 
Canary to brighten or Lip Mix to add mauve.  O, N.
Red Pepper (8942) Bright Red Orange.  Almost tangerine.
Powerful, popular color. “Red hot” pepper.  T, W.
Red Sunset (9746) Warm red with yellow hues  T, W.
Salmon Paté (8945) A creamy  coral pink. Beautiful
added to Wine Cooler 50/50. O, W. 

Sassy (9197) Dark “sassy” burgundy tones.  Packed full of
colors so a word of caution to use sparingly or mix with
Salmon Paté or perhaps Hawaiian Flesh to tone down. 
Or Bubblegum. O, C.

Scarlet Kiss (8943) Brighter Red with Orange hues. Red
hot pepper. T, N.

sl Sedona (9629) Fabulous! Terra Cotta.  Add 2 drops Nude
Lip Mix for beautiful mauvey mango color. T, N.

SMARTLIPS Red 742 (742)  Universal Lipcolor C,N..  Drop
dead rich lipcolor.  Use with DIXON SmartLip Technique.

SMARTLIPS Red 760 (760)  Balanced, warmer color for
use with DIXON SmartLip Technique.

Surfer Girl (9202) Wholesome “teenage” soft pink. Understated
soft pink. Barely there color for those women who insist on lip-
color but don't want it to look tattooed.  Think natural. O, W. 
Tutti Frutti (9198) We’ve warmed up a bright pink to look
like fruit punch, hence, the “Tutti Frutti”. O, N.

Very Berry (8940) Deep, cool, red boysenberry.  May 
be used with all lipcolors.  Mix with Nude Lip Mix 1/4 for
deep mauve, or add Nude Lip or Bubblegum (1-2 drops)
to add opacity.  T, C.

Wine Cooler (8944) Deep Blue Pink. Fuschia.  Lighten
with white pigment.  Heals bright pink. Mix 50/50 with
Salmon Paté  for pretty color. O, C. 

LIP Colors
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W = WARM     N =  NEUTRAL    C=COOL
T= TRANSLUCENT    O=OPAQUE

DERMATOLOGIST TESTED 
HYPOALLERGENIC P IGMENTS Colors you can trust.

Kolorsource™ is a brand name of pigments.
Dermatologist tested.  Hypoallergenic.

9731 - Auburn NuBrown W

9908 + Blonde NuBrown N

9938 - Brunet NuBrown             C

3312 - Coco NuBrown N 1-6

9905 + Deep NuBrown C

45 - Dream NuBrown C

9939 - Fudge Nubrown W

9371 + Golden Girl Nubrown W

44 - Honey NuBrown C

9907 + Medium NuBrown N 3-7

332 - Olive NuBrown anti-orange N 3-7

9906 + Rich NuBrown N

302 - Taupe 1  Soft NuBrown N 1-3

303 - Taupe 2  Rich NuBrown N 1-3

299 - Taupe 3  Wrm Blonde NuB 1-3

9937 + Xpreso NuBrown N 5-8

B LNuBrowns do not turn pink or
orange; warm with Bubblegum lips

9640 ++ Almost Black

114 ++ BronZ N/W

9111                                         ++ Brown Abyss W

9199 ++ Cashmere N

9156 ++ Chocolate Mousse W

9210 ++ Coffee C

9113 ++ Dark Beechwood C

8480    ++ Ginger N

9205 + Goldilocks W

9389 - Smoke Warm Med Gray N

6800 + Strawberry Blonde W

9718 - Strawberry Brown W

828 - StaBrown™ DARK Wam Brown

829 - StaBrown™ MEDIUM Warm Brown

830                                         - StaBrown™ MEDIUM + Yellow

9220 Black Amethyst  ++

9552 Black Bean ++ [mix with Pitch Blk]

166                                         BlackBerry ++

6190                                         Blackjack  ++

840                                         Black Ice -  NEW! MRI Safe. Very black.

321                                         Black Silk        -

409 Black Suede   +

335 Blue Eyeliner FIX  -

9138 Brown Eyes    -

8478 Burnt Toast  ++

112 Kaviar™ Universal Black  +

9179 Hazel Khaki  -

8475 Licorice  ++

3590 Mink  ++

9268 Moss  +

6570 Navy Blue  ++

9970 NuBlack        +

9102 Pansy  -

9201 Peacock Blue/Green +

9781 Pitch Black   -

639 Purple Suede  -

639 Raven  -  (was Brunet)

9178 Spanish Eyes ++

8477 Storm  ++

9139 Warm Black  +

E eyeliner

9644 Blue   +

9645 Green  +

9646 Brown  +

9647 Grape  +

9648 Pewter  +

smudgy eyelinersSm

StaBrown™ DARK Wam Brown

StaBrown™ Brow Colors are made
with care to fade evenly without

turning orange or ashy.

KOLORSMART LIPCOLORS
846 SMARTLI P Asian Peach 843  - W

617 SMARTLIP Profound Red 617   - CO

742 SMARTLIP Red 742 Favorite Lipcolor

760 SMARTLIP 760 Dark Cinnamon

846 SMARTLIP 846 Rich Peach
ORIGINAL LIPCOLORS

8938 Awesome   + W0 5-7

9883 Baby Lips & Areola    - NO

9155 Beets Me  - CT 1-7

8941 Berry Cool   - NT 1-6

423 Brandy Rich, Dark Lipliner & MIX

9204 Candy Apple  - NO 1-6

9203 Coochie Coochie  - SMARTLIP NO 1-6

9141 Crimson  - NO 1-6

9142 Divine Wine  - CO

9387 Foxy Red   - CO 7-9

161 Garnet     - CO

9196 Girls Night Out   - CO

8946 Hoochie Mama   - NO 1-8

9177    Hula Girl    - NO 1-6

9134 Kiss Me   - NO 1-7

9866 Lip Primer   - NO 1-10

9267 Matte Mauve   - CO 1-4

9133 Naturelle   - NO 1-4

9269 Pixie   - NO 1-6

8947 Pomegranate  - NO 1-8

8948 Poppy   - NO 1-6

617 Profound Red   - CO

8942 Red Pepper    - WT 3-6

9746 Red Sunset   - WO 1-6

9246 Rich Red    - N 1-6

168 Safari    - CO

8945 Salmon Paté -WO 1-10

9197 Sassy    - CO

8943 Scarlet Kiss    - WO

9629 Sedona Terra Cotta   - WO 3-7

9202 Surfer Girl   - NO 1-5

9198 Tutti Frutti   - NO 1-8

8940 Very Berry   - CT 1-8

446 Vino Rosy Violet -        CT 1-8

8944 Wine Cooler          -            CO 1-8

brows



Kolorsource Easy Label Guide
Our labeling system lets

you see how each color is
used...at a glance

Name
and Item
Number

Color Use Code(s)

Lot #

Use
by
Date

Some pigments can be used several ways as indicated by the letters on
the label.  This color can be used for lips (L), areola (A) and mixing (M).

Note: Heat, friction and laser will darken TiO2 (white)  pigment
present in lip and some brow colors.  Disclaimer: Spot Test Re-
quired.  Do not mix Kolorsource with other pigment
brands.  Not for use in people with skin diseases
(Rosacea, Psoriasis, Skin cancer of any kind)

A color for every purpose 

9883
BABY LIPS/AREOLA    For very fair clients with soft,
pale areola color.  Use to soften border of inner
color Nude Lip Mix.

9101 NUDE LIP/AREOLA MIX Best areola color in
most women.  Lighten with Neutral Flesh.

9167 NEUTRAL FLESH Use for highlighting above nip-
ple and to tint colors to lighter color.

8954 AREOLA CREME Very Pale areola color for high-
lights.

8952 AREOLA RED

9247
AREOLA PINK  More color than appears
through the bottle.  Nice soft pink color.

8953
AREOLA CHOCOLATE  (+++)
Darkest Areola color

114 BronZ Gold Brown Warm to Neutral, A pure
golden brown with no dark undertones.  

9133 NATURELLE  Warm, natural areola color.

9134 Kiss Me  Add as final color over NUDE.

4400 BUBBLEGUM  Warms/lightens colors.

472 Brown Sugar  Use to shadow beneath areola
(half moon).  Good mixing color.

9788
Perfect Flesh  Use to highlight nipple and also helpful
for a mixing color.  Good for blending & softening
outer border of areola.

Areola

Brows

Eyeliner

Lips

Mixing

Tattoo Modifier

Flesh

Correct

Shadow

Smudgy

A
B
E
L
M
T
F
C
Sh

Sm

areola colors

9206 Blue or Gray Brow FiX

9641 Green Toner (controls orange) FIX

335 Blue Eyeliner FIX

9207 Pink Brow FIX

flesh colors (-)

corrective colors  (-)

9236 Dark Hawaiian

9166 Hawaiian Flesh

9167 Neutral Flesh

9237 Peach Flesh

9788 Perfect Flesh

8949 Pink Flesh

8950 Pale Flesh

8951 Yellow Flesh

mixing colors (-)
6955 Blooper  MIX

9104 Bluejeans  MIX 

445 Brown Lip/Areola MIX

4400 Bubblegum MIX 

0163 Camelot  MIX

9106 Canary  MIX

9103 Envy  MIX

9105 Flax 11  MIX

9114 Gold Digger  MIX

9107 Golden Coral MIX

9101 Nude Lip/Areola MIX

9108 Off White

9102 Pansy  MIX

9110 Red Brow MIX

9100 Whisper  MIX

0171 Aqua

0173 Blue Moon

472 Brown Sugar

0177 Copper  (+)

0170 Gold Dust

0174 Jade Mist

0172 Mauve Mist

0176 Plum Mist

0169 Silver Mist

Sh

M

F

C

838 B2B Tattoo Blue Modifier LIGHT
844 B2B Tattoo Blue Modifier MEDIUM
839 B2B Tattoo Blue Modifier DARK

Modifier colors  (-) *Only for use over old Tattoo Blue InkT

A

Order Toll free 888-452-4946
Fax 1/800-238-1203

www.kolorsource.com
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eye shadow
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corrective colors

Blue Brow Fix
9206

Use Blue Brow Fix to take Blue or
Gray Brow to Auburn hue. Gor-
geous lipcolor for blondes too!

Bubblegum
4400

Use Bubblegum to control unwanted
blue in lips or eyeliner.  Use it alone to
prime blue lips before doing another
lipcolor.

Camelot
163

Camelot is a harmonious blend of
your skin’s own color. Use it to tint
(lighten) other colors or soften mis-
takes in brows and also camouflage.
Just finished brows too dark?  Just
rub Camelot over both brows and
wait 10 minutes.  Clean brow gently
and apply thin veil of Numpot.

Green Toner
9641

Use over brow or eyeliner that has
turned orangy or has too much red.
Neutralizes and ashes out that cante-
lope color.  Then use your desired
color.  You can also add Green Toner to
any brow color to ash out.  Controls
red on the spot.

Neutral Flesh
9167

Rub in Neutral Flesh after you have
dry needled an area with an unde-
sired color.  “I very rarely tattoo flesh
colors into the skin”, says Dr. Dixon.

Perfect Flesh
9788

Rub in Perfect Flesh after you have
dry needled an area with an unde-
sired color.  Set timer for 10 minutes
and repeat as necessary.  Blend with
brow colors to tint naturally lighter.

sl
Pink Brow Fix

9207

Pink or Peach Brow Fix for mild correc-
tion; can be used alone too.  Helpful in
Blondes because it is not too dark.  Use
Green toner AND remember that the
NuBrown colors will fix pinkey brows.

Strawberry
Brown
9718

Strawberry Brown (9718)  Not
only for Redheads.  Brunettes
who want the warmth and rich-
ness of red will enjoy this
crossover color.

Try this

Tattoo over the area with undesired
color with DRY needles.  Then  RUB a
corrective color into the skin instead of
tattooing the color into the skin.  This is
a good test to see if you will get a good
result.
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Order Toll free 888-452-4946
www.kolorsource.com

Kolorsource Easy Label Guide

Our new labeling system lets you see
how each color is used...at a glance

Our new labels tell you alot about
each bottle of Kolorsource pigment.

The “Use By” date and lot
number are printed on
the label, the name is
printed over a color
swatch and the item
number for reordering
or reference is alsoon

the label.

Since many of our
pigments can be used
for multiple purposes,
we’ve developed an
easy reference that
tells you how each
color can be used.  For

example, the label
below has a BIG “B” which stands for
BROWS.  Some pigments, such as

NUDE can be used for both LIPS and
AREOLAS .  Most BROW Colors can
also be used for Eyeliner; however,
most eyeliner
colors cannot
be used for
brows.  Do
not mix Brow
colors with
Lipcolors.

Questions?
Call us any
time,  Toll Free
at 888/452-
4946

Some pigments can be used several ways as indicated by the letters on
the label.  This color can be used for lips (L), areola (A) and mixing (M).

Name
and Item
Number

Color Use Code(s)

Lot #

Use
by
Date

Areola

Brows

Eyeliner

Lips

Mixing

Tattoo Modifier

Flesh

Correct

Shadow

Smudgy

B
E
L
M
T
F
C
Sh

Sm

A
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+
Ginger (8480) Neutral, Mix with any brow color for golden
tones; use alone in redheads; mix with white for flesh tones.
Absolutely fabulous pigment with orangy undertone.

s

Goldilocks (9205), Warm, Use this for a warm gold.  So useful
over brows that are too ashy or dark.  Good for strawberry
blonde types.  No black or red in this formula.  Add to Brown
Abyss for golden highlight

+

Ja’Mocha (194) Golden Taupe , Named for “Mocha” which
means coffee with cream and sugar added.  It’s on the golden
side taupe.  Really.  Smear some on your hand or forehead to
test color.

+
Java (9270) Ash/Neutral, This eyeliner shadow color can be
used in brows for a rich neutral to ash brown color with barely
a hint of warmth.

+
Koa (9136) Ash/Neutral, Dark Ash Brown undertones remain
rich in the skin. Eyeliner Enhancement Color. Can also be used
for brow hairstrokes.

-
RedBrowHighlighter (9110) Warm, Use over old gray brows
in women who have wine red hair.  Make deep Auburn with
Burnt Toast. Mix with Beechwood to a soft pinkish gray, or
with Dream Brow to a deep brunette.

+ Smoke Gray (9389) Neutral Grey, gorgeous medium grey with
no blue undertones.  Best for brows or eyeshadow.

sl Soft Beechwood (9112) Ash, Gray-brown. This color will go
pinky with time.

+

Chocolate Mousse (9156) Warm, Rich brown/black with
abundance of butter yellow undertones which makes for
a soft yet dark eyeliner or brow hairstroke color.  Has red
undertones so not best in translucent skin types.

+

Coffee (9210) Neutral/Ash, This balanced rich brown is
best for hairstrokes and moderately dark brown brows.
You can mix other colors, such as Goldilocks or Bub-
blegum, in with your Coffee for desired color.

+

Dark Beechwood (9113) Ash, Dark gray-brown.  For
medium gray-brown mix 1/2 each Light and Dark
Beechwood. No unwanted red hues.  Add drop Ginger
for hint of warmth. New, non-orangey formula.

s
Strawberry Brown (9718)  Not only for Redheads. Good
for brunettes who want red tones in their brows.
(See Blue Brow Fix for corrective color}

Almost Black  (9640) Best for dark-skinned clients who
need a black brow.  Dixon Score 8-10.

-
Blonde Moment    (9135), Ash blonde.  Add neutral flesh
to soften. Makes a good base for hairstrokes too with
Dream Brow.  Mix very well before using.

sl
Born Blonde (9596), Neutral blonde.  Mix very well be-
fore using.  Add Neutral Flesh to lighten or Green toner
to make more ash.

+

Brown Abyss (9111) Warm, A dark brown which can be
added to other eyebrow shades.  May be used alone for
deep Brunette tones.  Add red hues with Red Brow
Highlighter.

Almost Black  Almost Black  (9640) Best for dark-skinned clients who
need a black brow.  Dixon Score 8-10.
Almost Black  (9640) Best for dark-skinned clients who
need a black brow.  Dixon Score 8-10.need a black brow.  Dixon Score 8-10.need a black brow.  Dixon Score 8-10.need a black brow.  Dixon Score 8-10.need a black brow.  Dixon Score 8-10.need a black brow.  Dixon Score 8-10.need a black brow.  Dixon Score 8-10.need a black brow.  Dixon Score 8-10.need a black brow.  Dixon Score 8-10.need a black brow.  Dixon Score 8-10.need a black brow.  Dixon Score 8-10.need a black brow.  Dixon Score 8-10.need a black brow.  Dixon Score 8-10.

original,
brow colors

- Ash Blonde 47 NuBrown (9957) Soft, silver blonde.

- Auburn NuBrown (9731) Rich deep true auburn.

s Blonde NuBrown (9908) Golden neutral blonde. No red.

- Brunet NuBrown  (9938) Darkest brown/black Nubrown.
Named for brunettes with rich, brown-black hair.

-

Coco NuBrown (3311) Universal medium rich brown.
Dark enough to do hairstrokes.  Heals ashy. Add Neutral
Flesh to lighten for blondes.  This is a universal brow
color.  Taupe in blondes and dark in brunettes.  Corrects
orange brows in one-step.

+ Deep NuBrown (9905) Neutral to warm medium dark
brown depending on how much you implant into brow.

- Dream NuBrow (45) Neutral, DARK brown with bal-
anced warm/cool mixture.  New. Non orangey.

- Fudge NuBrown (9939) Truly the color of rich fudge.

Golden NuBrown (9371) Control Gray; warm up color.

-
Honey NuBrow (44), Ash/Neutral, Medium brown with
golden undertones.  A warm medium brown.  Very 
popular.  New.  Non-orangey formula.

+ Medium NuBrown  (9907)  Rich, neutral brown

+ Rich NuBrown  (9906) Warm, golden red medium
brow color.

-
Taupe 1 Soft NuBrown  (302) Gray-brown-pink (no or-
ange) brow color for silver haired seniors or blondes

-
Taupe 2 Rich NuBrown  (303) Darker, rich brow color
for silver-haired women who want NO YELLOW.

- Taupe 3 Warm Blonde NuBrown  (299) Golden taupe.
Best for blondes and fair skinned clients.

+ Xpreso NuBrown  (9937)  Dark neutral/warm color.

amazing, universal non-orangey
NuBrown shades No Pinky/No Orangey Formula
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amazing, universal non-orangeyamazing, universal non-orangeyamazing, universal non-orangey

BROW Colors

sl
BronZ (114), Warm to Neutral, A pure golden brown
with no dark undertones.  Good alone for redheads or
as highlighting or corrective brow color.  No red.

sl

Cashmere (9199) Neutral, Rich light brown with few red
hues but enough warmth to stay the rich brown that
you want for many of your clients. Not too ashy or red.
Add few drops of Burnt Toast for suede-like color.

(114), Warm to Neutral, A pure golden brown(114), Warm to Neutral, A pure golden brown
with no dark undertones.  Good alone for redheads or

(114), Warm to Neutral, A pure golden brown(114), Warm to Neutral, A pure golden brown
with no dark undertones.  Good alone for redheads orwith no dark undertones.  Good alone for redheads orwith no dark undertones.  Good alone for redheads orwith no dark undertones.  Good alone for redheads orwith no dark undertones.  Good alone for redheads orwith no dark undertones.  Good alone for redheads orwith no dark undertones.  Good alone for redheads orwith no dark undertones.  Good alone for redheads orwith no dark undertones.  Good alone for redheads orwith no dark undertones.  Good alone for redheads orwith no dark undertones.  Good alone for redheads orwith no dark undertones.  Good alone for redheads orwith no dark undertones.  Good alone for redheads orwith no dark undertones.  Good alone for redheads orwith no dark undertones.  Good alone for redheads orwith no dark undertones.  Good alone for redheads orwith no dark undertones.  Good alone for redheads orwith no dark undertones.  Good alone for redheads orwith no dark undertones.  Good alone for redheads orwith no dark undertones.  Good alone for redheads orwith no dark undertones.  Good alone for redheads orwith no dark undertones.  Good alone for redheads orwith no dark undertones.  Good alone for redheads or

original,
brow colors
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Tip: To make translucent
colors more opaque, add
nude lip mix or salmon pate.

dermatologist tested

predictable
hypoallergenic colors

…Break the skin and rub in the

color for camouflage and

corrective procedures..

Blooper (6955) Buff color pigment.  Iron oxide/Tita-
nium Dioxide (TiO2) particle.  Not a blend.  Absorbs
blue/green and reflects yellow/red.  Mixing color.
BlueJeans (9104) Add to other eyeliner colors for 
a blue smoke effect.  Add white plus Licorice for eye-
shadow.

Bubblegum (4400) Bubblegum gets control of 
unwanted blue fast and prevents it too. Known as lip
insurance add a drop or two to your lipcolors and
brow colors.

Camelot (163)  Camelot has all the colors in your skin
blended together to make a natural color used to tint
other colors or soften mistakes in brows.

Canary (9106) Add to lips to brighten and to brow col-
ors to give warmth and lighten.

Envy (9103) Add to other eyeliner colors for a green
smoke effect.  Add white plus Licorice for eyeshadow.

Flax 11 (9105) Add to brow colors for more ashed out
ochre or mustard color and to put back yellow where it
has been lightened by time. Add to black for gray color.

Golden Coral (9107) Use alone or mix with desired
color as desired to cancel too much blue.  Like a
golden squash color.

Green Toner Mix & Fix (9641) Use over brow or 
eyeliner that has turned orangy or has too much red.
Neutralizes and ashes out that cantelope color.  Then 
use your desired color.  You can also add Green Toner 
to any brow color to ash out.

Nude Mix (9101) Add to Berry Kiss or Red Cool Kiss for a
natural look, to widen a natural lip or cover a lip scar.
Use as Main Color for Areola.  MUST HAVE COLOR!

Off White (9108) Titanium dioxide.  Mix with Ginger
for flesh colors. Ask about Blooper for a natural buff
color with no blue undertones.  Note: most whites
have blue undertones.

Pansy (9102) Add to other eyeliner colors for a violet
smoke effect.  Add white plus Licorice for eyeshadow.

Red Brow Mix (9110) Use as additive to all other brow
colors.  Mix with Dark Browns to a deep brunette.  

Whisper Mix (9100) Add to any lipcolor to lighten
(tint). Use sparingly so avoid chalky look.

+ Dark Hawaiian Flesh (9236) Rich warm dark flesh.
How I use this color is to “paint it over” the skin with a
fine tipped makeup brush and then brush it in with 
the Dixon 5 slope (or 3 slope) needle.
Hawaiian Flesh (9166) Rich warm flesh. Smear a 
little over the desired area to see how it matches or 
covers.
Neutral Flesh (9167) Few people realize collagen is
gray so we’ve toned “neutral flesh” with a hint of gray.
You’ll reach for Neutral Flesh often to camouflage or
soften small areas.

Pale Flesh (8950) Adjust sparingly, repeat as 
necessary. Wait 3-4 weeks between sessions.

Peach Flesh (9237) Adjust sparingly, repeat as 
necessary. Wait 3-4 weeks between sessions.

Perfect Flesh (9788) Rich warm flesh without being
too yellow.  Perfect for “rub in the skin” technique.
Pink Flesh (8949) Scar camouflage. Choose closest 
to skin tone. Test small area, wait 3 weeks.
Yellow Flesh (8951) Choose for warm skin tones.  Also,
to make superb flesh tones mix Ginger with White until
desired color is achieved.

MIXING, FLESH & Areola colors

Baby Lips & Areola 9883

Nude Lip Mix 9101
Kiss Me 9134
Brown Sugar 472
BronZ 114
Naturelle 9133
Bubblegum 4400
Neutral Flesh 91679167

Order Toll Fre         e!  Tel: 888-452-4946, Fax 1/800-238-1203

areola      See page 11

flesh

mix
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COLOR CHART
brows

0171 Aqua

0173 Blue Moon

472 Brown Sugar

0177 Copper

0170 Gold Dust

0174 Jade Mist

0172 Mauve Mist

0176 Plum Mist

0169 Silver Mist

9236 Dark Hawaiian

9166 Hawaiian Flesh

9167 Neutral Flesh

9237 Peach Flesh

9788 Perfect Flesh

8949 Pink Flesh

8950 Pale Flesh

8951 Yellow Flesh

Neutral Flesh 9167

Baby Lips Areola 9883

Choc. Areola 8953

Creme  Areola 8954

Pink Areola 9247

Red Areola 8952

Nude Lip Mix 9101

Kiss Me 9134

Honey Brow 9173

BronZ 114

Naturelle 9133

Bubblegum 4400

B2B Medium: Blue to Brown 844
B2B Dark: Blue to Black 839

B2B Light: Rub over open skin only 838

Blue or Gray Brow Fix: Iron oxides 9206

Pink  Brow Fix: Iron Oxides 9207
Green Toner Controls Orange 9641
NuOlive Universal Additive 332

color modifiers

mixing colors

9552 Black Bean  [mix with Pitch Blk]

840 Black Ice -

6190                                         Blackjack

321                                         Black Silk-

409 Black Suede  -

9644 Blue Eyes Smudgy

9138 Brown Eyes-

8478 Burnt Toast

9179 Hazel Khaki

872 Jade Eyes

112 KAVIAR Universal Silver-Blacks

8475 Licorice

3590 Mink

9268 Moss

335 Eyeliner Blue FIX 

9922 NuBlack -

9102 Pansy

9201 Peacock Blue/Green

9781 Pitch Black-

639 Purple Suede

9178 Spanish Eyes

8477 Storm

9139 Warm Black

eyeliner

6955 Blooper
9104 Bluejeans
472 Brown Sugar

4400 Bubblegum
0163 Camelot
9106 Canary
9103 Envy

9105 Flax 11

9114 Gold Digger

9107 Golden Coral

9101 Nude 

9108 Off White

9102 Pansy

9110 Red Brow Mix

9100 Whisper
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9731 - Auburn NuBrown W

9908 + Blonde NuBrown N

9957 - Ash Blonde 47 NuBrown C

9938 - Brunet NuBrown                        C

3312 - Coco NuBrown N 1-6

9905 + Deep NuBrown C

45 - Dream NuBrown C

9939 - Fudge Nubrown W

9371 Golden Nubrown W

44 - Honey NuBrown C

9907 + Medium NuBrown N 3-7

332 - NuOlive [prevents orange] N 3-7

9906 + Rich NuBrown N

302 - Taupe 1  Soft NuBrown N 1-3

303 - Taupe 2  Rich NuBrown N 1-3

299 + Taupe 3  Warm Blonde NuBrown 1-3

9937 + Xpreso NuBrown N 5-8

areola colors

lips nuBrowns: non-orangey formula

9644 Blue
9645 Green
9646 Brown
9647 Grape
9648 Pewter

smudgy eyeliner

8938 Awesome   + W0 5-7

9883 Baby Lips & Areola    - NO

9155 Beets Me  - CT 1-7

8941 Berry Cool   - NT 1-6

423 Brandy Rich, Dark Lipliner & MIX

9204 Candy Apple  - NO 1-6

9203 Coochie Coochie  - NO 1-6

9141 Crimson  - NO 1-6

9142 Divine Wine  - CO

9387 Foxy Red   - CO 7-9

161 Garnet     - CO

9196 Girls Night Out   - CO

8946 Hoochie Mama   - NO 1-8

9177    Hula Girl    - NO 1-6

9134 Kiss Me   - NO 1-7

9866 Lip Primer   - NO 1-10

9267 Matte Mauve   - CO 1-4

9133 Naturelle   - NO 1-4

9269 Pixie   - NO 1-6

8947 Pomegranate  - NO 1-8

8948 Poppy   - NO 1-6

617 Profound Red   - CO

8942 Red Pepper    - WT 3-6

9746 Red Sunset   - WO 1-6

9246 Rich Red    - N 1-6

168 Safari    - CO

8945 Salmon Paté -WO 1-10

9197 Sassy    - CO

8943 Scarlet Kiss    - WO

9629 Sedona Terra Cotta   - WO 3-7

9202 Surfer Girl   - NO 1-5

9198 Tutti Frutti   - NO 1-8

8940 Very Berry   - CT 1-8

446 Vino Rosy Violet -        CT 1-8

8944 Wine Cooler          -            CO 1-8

KOLORSMART LIPCOLORS

617 SMARTLIP Profound Red 617   - CO

742 SMARTLIP Red 742

760 SMARTLIP Red 760

™

9640 Almost Black

9135 Blonde Moment N/C, Ash

9596 Born Blonde N

114 BronZ N/W

9111                                         Brown Abyss W

9199 Cashmere N

9156 Chocolate Mousse W

9210 Coffee C

9113 Dark Beechwood C

8480    Ginger N

9205 Goldilocks W

0194 Ja’Mocha N

9270 Java C

9136 Koa C

9389 Smoke Gray C/N

9112 Soft Beechwood (turns pink) C

9718 Strawberry Brown W

Original Brow Colors

B2B Medium: Blue to Brown #844
B2B Dark: Blue to Black  #839

modifiers



#10 Pain Control
Answers to your questions about
pain control,  Safe and effective topi-
cals from Unit Dose. 

#16 Quicklips with Slope® Needle
Learn why lips are now everyone’s fa-

vorite procedure! You’ll see the original
and one touch-up procedure

with healed results!

Instructional DVD’s:     

#20  Eyeliner and Brows: 
New! Dixon Technique
includes demonstrations on how to
use the amazing new Dixon Tech-

nique on eyeliner and brows.

Learn directly from Dr. Dixon! These DVDs are 
available only through Microsource. (Ask us about

our FREE introductory package!)

#9 Introduction to Micropigmentation
What is permanent makeup anyway?        10-

minute video for clients and regulatory
agencies, including Dept of Health inspectors.

#15 Areola and Lips
includes instruction on how to use
the amazing new Dixon Technique

on an areola and lips.  Just $19.95

Color Ki tsAccessories

brow

10-Color kit
Includes all 10
NuBrown formula brow
colors.  Stay true colors
don’t turn pinkey or orangey! #10086

1.Deep Nubrown 2.Rich Nubrown 3. Honey Nubrown 4. Blonde
NuBrown 5. Dream NuBrown 6. Brunet 7. Xpress-O 8. Coco
NuBrown 9. Ashe Blonde 10. Auburn NuBrown.  Colors don’t fade to
pinkey-orangey.  Use Coco Nubrown alone to correct pink eyebrows.  
Regular price $209  Your price $177.00

Areola

7-Color kit
Seven Proven colors for natural areolas #9982
Matte Mauve, Brown Sugar, Baby Lips & Areola, Nude Lip Mix, Na-
turelle, Kiss Me, Neutral Flesh. Regular price $210.  Your price $157.50

camouflage 
5-Color kit
Five essential colors for camou!age #9987
Includes Brown Sugar, Neutral Flesh, BronZ, Camelot, and
Bubblegum Regular price $150.  Your price $112.50

New! Online Educational Videos
Go Here for up-to-date educational videos and instructions

http://www.kolorsource.com/educationalvideos.php

MARKET your skills effectively to your
clients and other professionals.
Permanent makeup solutions for cancer
patients experiencing loss from chemo or
breast surgery. Two-sided rack card lets peo-
ple know you do areolas, alopecia and scars.  “It’s
one thing to heal a body; it’s another thing to heal
a soul.”  Send a few to plastic surgeons near you.
Keep in your waiting room for your clients to read.
15 thick cards for $9.99  Order #10158  On back is
room for 1” x 2.5” rubber stamp with your name, address and tel no.  I
order mine from: www.holmesstamp.com (Get self inking stamp)

camouflage 
5-Color kit
Five essential colors for camou
Includes Brown Sugar, Neutral Flesh, BronZ, Camelot, and
Bubblegum 

Five essential colors for camou

Bubblegum 

pain control,  Safe and effective topi

your skills effectively to your

patients experiencing loss from chemo or

one thing to heal a body; it’s another thing to heal

Keep in your waiting room for your clients to read.

room for 1” x 2.5” rubber stamp with your name, address and tel no.  I

pain control,  Safe and effective topipain control,  Safe and effective topipain control,  Safe and effective topipain control,  Safe and effective topipain control,  Safe and effective topipain control,  Safe and effective topipain control,  Safe and effective topipain control,  Safe and effective topipain control,  Safe and effective topipain control,  Safe and effective topipain control,  Safe and effective topipain control,  Safe and effective topipain control,  Safe and effective topi camouflage 
5-Color kit5-Color kit
Five essential colors for camou
Includes Brown Sugar, Neutral Flesh, BronZ, Camelot, and
Bubblegum 

your skills effectively to your

patients experiencing loss from chemo or

one thing to heal a body; it’s another thing to heal

Keep in your waiting room for your clients to read.

room for 1” x 2.5” rubber stamp with your name, address and tel no.  I
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Basics: before you start
Color

Colorants & Color Theory    ……………………… 62

Color Correction Techniques     ……………………63

Dixon Score ………………………………………61
Needles     …………………………………………………78

Pigment Spot Testing ………………………………………76
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Cosmetic Colorants
Important information about the pigments we use everyday

Inorganic Pigments
Iron oxides (Fe2O3 and Fe3O4) lack a carbon mol-
ecule and are therefore “inorganic”. Iron oxides in
nature (dirt) are often combined with toxic metals
like lead, arsenic, mercury, antimony and sele-
nium. The FDA has regulated cosmetic colorants
so the level of toxic metal present are below certain percentages in
order to be used safely.

Synthetic iron oxides are manufactured to eliminate contaminates
found in naturally occurring iron oxides. These metals are basically
inert, although iron oxide blacks (magnetite) do have magnetic
properties.  Iron oxides are a softer metal than titanium
dioxide.Iron oxide molecules are crystals and are in different
shapes. Some are spherical, others are rhomboids and yet others
look like a pencil shaped crystal (long and narrow). Ultraviolet light
can affect the crystalline structure and result in loss of color activ-
ity. Light fastness or “reflectance” describes a particle's ability to
reflect light at a certain wavelength. Most synthetic iron oxides are
manufactured in the visible light spectrum and have maintain
good reflectance. Iron oxides used in cave paintings have endured
thousands of years because of no light exposure.

Particle Size
It is a mistaken belief that pigment particles are 6 microns or
greater. The fact is that the average iron oxide particle size is less
than one micron. However, the particles are attracted to each other
and form “agglomerates”. When the particles are measured in a

suspension it is common to get a particle size measure-
ment of 1-20 microns because the agglomerates are
being measured in addition to the individual particles.

Although iron oxides are inorganic, they are often dispersed in
glycerin or alcohol which are organic substances.

Carbon Black
Common in inks used for tattooing, the carbon black particle is
without shape or “amorphous” and the size is a tiny .03 microns.
This means it is from 10-20 times smaller in size than an iron oxide
pigment particle. My personal belief is that this ultra-small size is
why we will often see migration or “bleeding” of pigment into sur-
rounding tissues when using carbon black based inks. An example
of carbon black ink is Pelikan® Brand Ink. Because lead is no
longer legal in the U.S. as an additive to carbon black, even India

Ink or Pelikan Ink have lost their “black blackness”.
Carbon black is illegal for use in cosmetics in the
United States because of a case of blindness that re-
sulted from its use in mascara.  Carbon black is legal
in other countries, and is used widely in the US by 
tattooists.  Although it is safe to use when alcohol is

present to prevent infections, the law remains to be changed in 
the U.S.

Solubility
By definition, a pigment is a particle and NOT soluble in solution. If
a colorant dissolves in solution then it becomes a dye. Various dis-
persal agents such as glycerin, ethyl alcohol, Witch Hazel, water,
castor oil, propylene glycol and others are used to keep the parti-
cles from forming clumps. Remember that these particles are
weakly attracted to each other.

Organic
Many colorant molecules are organic because they contain a car-
bon molecule. You don't have to look any further than your dinner
table to find examples of organic colors. Spinach, carrots, toma-
toes, beets and parsley are all “organic” colors. We eat these prod-
ucts every day and they are very safe. A few organic colors such as
"coal tar" have been determined to have undesirable effects in-
cluding causing cancer. But this is an exception. Therefore,
whether a color is organic or inorganic does not determine the
safety of that color. Most pigment suppliers utilize both organic
and inorganic pigments, including carmine. You cannot get
“bright” colors unless they are organic in origin. Carmine is a natu-
rally occurring red pigment from cochineal extract (beetles) in
South America. It is “organic” and is an additive in some iron oxide
pigment lip colors. Few cosmetic colorants used in permanent
makeup are free of either organics or inorganics.

Properties of pigments
The smaller a pigment becomes the more translucent it becomes.
This is true of even the most opaque pigment, titanium dioxide.
Science is making “nano particles” which are a thousand times
smaller than “micron-sized” particles. The larger the particle size
the more light it will reflect and the more opaque it will become.

Adverse Effects
Iron oxides contain nickel and a large percentage of the population
tested is allergic to nickel (17.9%). Tattoo needles,including surgical
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Dixon Micropigmentation Score: DMS

Eyes: Blue/Green 1
Hair: Red or Blonde 0
Sunburn:Yes 0
Lips: Pale 0
Skin: Pale 0

Fair, freckeled red-
head or very pale
blonde; lashes and
brows blonde;
translucent pale skin

Eyes: Blue or Green 1
Hair:Lt. or Dk. Brown 1
Sunburn: Not always 1
Lips: Pale
Skin: Fair 1

Blue or green eyes.
Fair skin that usually
burns. Dark hair.

Eyes: Brown 2
Hair: Brown 1
Sunburn: Rare 1
Lips: Pale/Normal 1
Skin: Normal 1

Brown eyes and hair
Tans easily. Normal
lips and skin. May hy-
perpigment slightly

Eyes: Dark Brown 2
Hair: Dark Brown 2
Sunburn: No 2
Lips: Normal 1
Skin: Normal/Brown 2

Dark eyes and hair.
East Indian; Filipina,
Hispanic, Asian
(dark); Light skinned
African Americans

Eyes: Black 2
Hair: Black 2
Sunburn: Never 2
Lips: Dark 2
Skin: Brown/Black 2

African American
Brown to black skin
and eyes. Darkly pig-
mented lips.  Black
hair.

A system to help guide your color choice and predict outcome

WHAT IS THE DIXON SCORE?

At last, we have a score just for permanent makeup to help us make
good color decisions for our clients based upon the following:

•Eye Color: Blue, Green, Hazel, Brn, Blk
•Hair Color: Blonde, Red, Brown, Black
•Sunburn: Yes, Rarely, No
•Lips: Pale, Normal, Dark
•Skin Color: Pale, Fair, Normal, Dark

With this information, we can fairly safely predict what colors to
use successfully and what colors to avoid.

HOW DOES THE SCORE WORK?

Example 1: A client with a Dixon Score of 1-2 will have transparent skin,
have red or blonde hair, sunburn easily, have pale lipcolor and fair skin.
You have to avoid brow colors with red because she can end up with a
“purple” brow.  Why?  Because her skin is transparent and the gray from
the collagen and the blue from her blood vessels will make the “red” ap-
pear purple-gray or eggplant color.  Not pretty.

Example 2:  A client with a Dixon Score of 7-9 will have dark skin with dark
brown or black eyes, dark brown or black hair, pigmented lips and doesn’t
sunburn.  You’ll need to use lipcolors that are bright (Wine Cooler with
Salmon Paté), use dark eyeliner and brow colors and realize they may “hy-
perpigment”.  Unlike black skin (10) you can use most colors on these
clients but realize they have lots of melanin to cope with.

Example 3:  A true TEN (10) client can enjoy eyeliner and brows done in
black.  Some light, warm lipcolors will give them more pink.  They will hy-
perpigment so be aware their lips will turn darker.  In fact, if you just used
dry needles on their lips, their lips would turn dark.  Call for color choices.

Handy Guide to the Dixon Score: Clip on dashed line$
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grade stainless steel needles, contain nickel (8.2%). So sensitivity
to pigments can and does occur, even to iron oxides. The fact that
organic colorants do not contain nickel is good. However, the inert
iron oxides are very safe despite the presence of nickel. Some or-
ganic pigments have caused severe allergic reactions and granulo-
mas that are difficult to treat.  Fortunately, this is rare. Most
adverse effects come from sensitivity to antibiotic oint-
ments applied after the permanent cosmetic procedure. 

Iron Oxide Colors
In nature, iron oxides exist in reds, yellows, blacks, ochre, umber
and burnt umber. Synthetic iron oxides come in several shades of
red, yellow and black. A pigment has both a “top tone” and an “un-
dertone”. So in addition to dealing with the undertones in the
client's skin, you must take into account the “undertone” in the pig-
ment.  I’ve observed the “blue lip” after using some iron oxides in
the lip.

Titanium Dioxide 
Compared to iron oxides, titanium dioxide is very opaque. How-
ever, although white in appearance, it also has undertones
(DuPont) which may be blue on the light spectrum in some cases. It
is often mixed with blacks, reds and yellows to lighten (tint) the
original hue (color) of the cosmetic color.

Loss of color over time:

a) Exposure to sunlight or UV light

b) Body breaks down foreign bodies when possible and elimi-
nates them

c) Use of glycolics, Retin-A and other new products for wrinkle
treatments are having an adverse effect on permanent
makeup.

There are advantages to either inorganic or organic colorants. Al-
lergic reactions to red pigments used in tattoos were actually aller-
gic reactions to the Yellow “Cadmium sulfide” added to the reds.
Often times a claim of an “allergic reaction” is made after lip color
when in fact the culprit was from overworking the lips with the
needles. Bumps will occur in this case.  This should NOT be mistak-
enly diagnosed as an allergic reaction.  A tiny tissue “punch” biopsy
is needed to confirm ANY suspected allergic reaction.  The treat-
ment for allergic reactions ranges from overtattooing with salt
water to topical or systemic
steroids to laser removal at-
tempts. Also, go to
www.fda.gov/ and do a search
on the word “tattoo”. 
By Linda H. Dixon MD ©2000

As PC professionals we spent a

lot of time looking for just the right tools,
perfecting our techniques, and finding the
products that work best. But one of
the most important aspects of our
work is often one of the least talked
about, and that’s color.

Color theory is basically
the  knowledge of mixing col-
ors as well as combining colors in
ways that give you the results you
desire. Color is at the very founda-
tion of our profession yet it’s one of the
areas in which many of us have not had
extensive training.  So lets start with the
basics.

We see color when light strikes an object and reflects back into our
eyes. That’s why we see the stop sign as red and not blue. Al-
though we perceive sunlight as colorless, it actually contains all the
colors in the entire spectrum.When the light hits the stop sign, the

pigments in the paint absorb all the other colors
of the spectrum except the red. The red
bounces off the surface of the sign into your eye
which then sends a message to the brain and
you hit the brakes.

When we talk about color we refer to its:

• Hue is the color itself (red), 

• Saturation is the strength of the color (bright or dull),

• Value is the lightness or darkness of a color (pastel or rich).

Seeing colors in these fundamental terms it makes the art of mix-
ing and combining much more clear. 

The easiest visual representation of these fundamentals is the
color wheel. Sir Isaac Newton first developed the circular configu-
ration of all the colors in the spectrum in 1666. Since then
there have been many variations but they basically divide colors
into 4 quadrants. Cool colors on one side with warm colors on the
opposite; darker colors opposite lighter ones.

The Basics of Color Theory
A glimpse of the science behind the art

by George Davis, Honolulu, Hawaii
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The basic idea is that any two colors of opposite sides of the wheel
work well together. Any three colors equally spaced work well to-
gether as do any four colors forming a rectangle.

You use the color wheel as a guide to help you determine which
colors work together to achieve your goal.

Monochromatic color schemes use a variation in value and
saturation of a single color. Values are most easily

thought of as a scale from 1-10 with 0 being the light-
est and 10 being the darkest. Saturation is the
strength of a color, often determined by the amount
of pigment and or how much “black” is present.
Monochromatic colors easily work together and
produce a soothing and elegant result.    Compli-
mentary color is the most common scheme using

colors of opposite hues (which will be on opposite
sides of the wheel). This scheme has the most con-

trast because you will always end up with a warm
color playing against a cool.

Triadic color schemes use three colors that are evenly
spaced around the wheel. It offers strong contrast but appears

very balanced.

So now that you have a basic idea of how to look at colors let’s dis-
cuss how you put them together. Your final color selection makes
the first impression. It is the first thing the client notices when she
looks looks in the mirror after you’re finished. It’s the first thing
people see when she leaves your office. 

Getting the color just right is absolutely imperative. Not
only do you need to know how colors react to each
other, but also how those pigments react to skin
tones or any existing color already in the skin.

The three primary colors are red, yellow, and
blue. They are the only colors that can not be
made by mixing any other colors. Secondary
colors are mixtures of two primary colors
with hues half way between the primary col-
ors used to make them. Tertiary colors result
when you mix a primary and a secondary
color.

In mixing black and white are not regarded as
true hues but are used to effect the value of a color.
Add black and the value gets darker (a shade of that
color). Add white and the value gets lighter (a tint of that
color). Be careful, black can act like blue; it will make green when
mixed with yellow.

You can also darken a color by use of its complimentary color. This
method gives you a much richer, and often even darker, color than
by just adding black..

The problem is going to far. Mix too many or the wrong combina-

tion of colors and you end up with
mud. 

You must also consider the skin be-
neath the pigment. Using a cool color
on warm skin tones and the end result
may be a little duller than you had antic-
ipated.

Any problem can be anticipated and
planned for if you think about it ahead
of time. And, like everything else, practice makes perfect!
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Color Correction

Techniques

Opposites attract
There are many reasons we need to 
correct color in our profession.  Here are just a few of those reasons in-
cluding an explanation and the best approach to correcting them.

Color Correction Basics
Brown is not a color but is a blend of colors.  
Your basic brown consists of red, yellow and black or red, yellow and
blue.  Colors do not fade equally over time and therefore when black
fades first, you’re left with the typical orangy, pinky brow with inor-
ganic pigments such as iron oxides.  With organic colors, you’re more
likely to see purple “eggplant” brows over time because the red and
blue, minus yellow, create purple.

Sunlight and chemicals fade pigments, period. 
Just remember that each color fades at a different rate and this

is a measure of the color fastness of the pigment.

Red is the opposite of green, so to correct a
red or orangy brow you’ll need a good

bit of green.  
Reach for Green toner to “ash out” red

brows.  Tattoo in the Green Toner and
then “rub in” the desired brow color.

Color Correction Steps
An effective approach to color cor-

rection includes these steps:

Step 1  Control the undesired color
first.  You can do this several ways, de-

pending on your situation.

1.     undesired color

2.  Neutralize undesired color

3.  Add desired color

4.  Fade undesired area
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The Kiss Technique for Lips

Consult with lipstick   Immediately After              Healed

New! Lip DVD 888-452-4946

1.5 years later

Zone 1: Lipline: Wipe Numstick 5% off top lip and mark the lipline with
fine makeup brush and pigment. Make “Quickpass” along
topline with tapping of 5 slope needle in Harmonix or Drag-
onfly machine.  Dab on
ULTRA Duration™ Liq-
uid. Repeat on bottom
lipline. Now start to fill.

Zone 2: Outer 1/3 Lip: Tap with 5 slope about 1/4” thick alone lipline
and then across the lip
in small areas only.
Check for color. Bleeding
means you’re too deep. 

Zone 3: Inner 2/3 of Lip: Using 5 Slope needle, make loops or back-
and-forth fill in shading.
Enter lip at 90º angle
and sweep needle like it
is a makeup brush.
Work slowly and apply
even pressure to your
needle(s).

Zone 4: Highlights: Optional.
Add a little Camelot or
Neutral Flesh to your
pigment. Make concen-
tric ovals in the upper lips and larger central horizontal loops
on the lower lip with a lighter tint of lipcolor. Don’t overdo it.

Zone 5: Corners: Be gentle here. Make sure the top and bottom lines
meet at the corners.  Tapping or Ballerina Single Needle works
here. Baby strokes.  Don’t overwork lips.

Notice the vertical and 
diagonal direction of the lip creases.  

Don’t be afraid to pinch the lip to put in
stubborn color.  Use a Lipguard to prevent

pressing the lips against the teeth.

We recommend:
Machines: 5 slope Needles in Harmonix or
Dragonfly Machines.

Pigments: Kolorsource.  Candy
Apple is No. 1 selling lipcolor!

Handtool for lipline scars only: Victory Classic or
Gemini 928LT. For corrective colors along lipline use a
handtool to avoid friction and darkening.  

Topicals:
Before: Numstick, NumQuick and buffing bars
During: Numpot and Ultra Duration
Aftercare: Liprotek #7

Candy Apple is the only color in this patient’s lips

Zone 1
Zone 2

Zone 3

Lip zones

5-slope needle

1.5 years later1.5 years later1.5 years later

Lipguard
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Pinch vs. stretch—a simple technique that yields great results

“Thou shalt not overwork the lips.”
- Dr. Dixon

Mark Lips:
Dot the outline with a fine tipped makeup brush and pigment (Taklon) or
surgical marker.  I prefer using the actual lip pigment as my dots because it
can be wiped off easily to adjust the line unlike the surgical purple marker.

Lipliner:
Move slowly toward yourself with a Velvet
Needle Victory Classic (handtool) or a #1 or a
#3-prong cartridge or Velvet Needle in a Har-
monix or Infiniti® machine.

Pinch the lips between the thumb and the
index finger and do lipliner again moving to-
ward you. Pinch either horizontally or verti-
cally (see photo at right).  If needed, use a
handtool to get a straight line.

Fill lips:
Use a #1 or #9-magnum in the Permapoint.
First paint the pigment directly onto the lips.
Then dip your needles into the pigment (ma-
chine or handtool). This way you’ll get twice the amount of pigment into the
lip. Pinch the lip horizontally/ Move in a side to side motion overlapping sec-
tions.

Last:
Change directions and move in an up and down motion creating a plaid
pattern. Do the vertical pinch. This cross-hatching technique ensures com-
plete coverage. Make sure to paint on and pick up pigment often.  *Do NOT
over work the slips.  If you get a lot of blood or serum you’re going too deep.

Recommended topicals:
Before:  Numstick 
During: NumPot and Duration 
Aftercare: Liprotek

Index Finger

Index Finger

Index Finger Thumb

Thumb

Darkest color

Lightest color or
no color at all

Thumb

Horizontal pinch Vertical pinch

Horizontal pin

Vertical pinch

Index Finger
Thumb

Common Lip Problems
Poor Color Retention

Blotchy Lips:  wrong needle angle and depth
Bumps in lips: overworking/too much pigment

Pain:  How technique can help!
Blue lips: Wrong pigment or wrong client

Pigment Removal: When you’re outside the line
Laser Problems: Color turns black or gray
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Build brows—one stroke at a time—
in 4 easy steps.

Step 1: Take photographs with and without
brows drawn on.  Draw on designed
shape with pencil.  With Victory or
Gemini Needles in handtool tap in
color lightly.  Apply TAG #45 Gel.  
Go to second brow and repeat.

Step 2: Take Taklon fine tip makeup brush and make 3 hair-
strokes with actual pigment.  Wipe off and try again.
when the stroke is good, pick up your machine and go
over these hairstrokes. Sit or stand to the side and behind
the patient’s ear. Work with a “stroke” motion as a disci-
pline, even if you intend to fill in the color completely,
using 2 colors.

Step 3: Start a little away from the first 1-2 hair strokes of the
brow. Leave until final shaping. Lay down “bare bones”
of brow shape with fine tip makeup brush dipped into
your pigment.

Step 4: Make stripes as desired with the 2nd color using hair
“stripes” rather than fine hair “strokes.” Keep the stripes
apart the width of the #733-L or #3-round Velvet needle.
Use a fine handtool if you need a very fine tail. Keep the
tail at or above the lowest point of the tip.

Note: At the focus visit, you can choose to enhance or soften the effect
by slightly overlapping the dark stripes with the lighter color.
Assure client that “Rome wasn’t built in a day”.

Eyebrows should 
enhance the eyes, 

not be the focal point.

The 5-Point Shift and Shape Technique

before

after

Look carefully at a closeup view of finished strokes

Recommended Topicals:  TAG #45 Gel

Machine:  Permapoint® or DigiPoint™ or KP96

Needles: Handtool slant- Victory Needle. #9 Magnum or 
#5 flat

Pigments: Blonde Moment by Kolorsource™; 
Honey Brow for darker accent hairstrokes.

New Eyebrow Measuring
Device helps get brows
symmetrical at last!  $4.00

888-452-4946

Eyebrows
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Five Actual Brows 
Notice the direction the brow hair grows in
each of the five women at the left.  In only
one case (See E at left) do the hairs grow up-
ward and outward throughout the entire
brow.  Therefore, to get a natural look, our
brow hairstrokes should optimally emulate
the actual hair growth direction which is
usually upwards, then horizontal, and finally
downward.  The hair are not in neat little
rows.  They are randomly placed and we
should place our brow hairstrokes similarly.

Pay attention to the way 
the brow grows!

Old Technique: Upward from
bottom to top from start to 

finish. Notice upward strokes throughout l being
taught but is quickly becoming obsolete.  Having said that,

there are exceptions.  Rarely, you’ll have a client that truly has eye-
brows that all grow “upward”.  They are usually very fair-skinned
and any brow hairs they have are difficult to see.  (See E above)

Improved Technique: The hair-
strokes will go upward and outward

for the first 1/3 to 2/5 of the brow.  Then there is a mid-
transition zone where the hairstrokes take a more horizontal

direction.  At the arch the brow hairs grow from the top downward.
So start your needles at the top of the brow in this area and curve
them “down and out” toward the ear.  The color goes in better, too.

permanent makeup offers a much needed solution to chemotherapy patients
Can you
imagine
having to
rely on
traditional
makeup—

the kind
that smears and rubs off—to look and
feel normal?  In addition to facing can-
cer, what an additional burden that
would be.  But no more, we can offer
the solution in permenant makeup. We
gave this woman back the eyebrows
she lost.

After: right brow

After: left Brow

With permanent makeup 
and wig

After chemotherapy

Different Strokes for Different Folks
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Before a procedure:
Microcaine® is Eye-Safe at a pH of
7.5-7.6. same as human tears.
Works in 20 minutes.  Stays put;
doesn’t melt into eyes.  Very effec-
tive.

NumQuick Spray + Buffing
Blocks
The dynamic duo of pain con-
trol! Use these together for amaz-
ingly effective pain control. Buff area first, then spray
or dab on the NumQuick, wait 3-5 minutes and begin.
Use TAG 45 Gel and Numpot™ to keep area numb
while you work. Great on brows, areola or lips. (Tip:
cut blocks into 4 pieces.)

DOTC Blue (“DOT-see Blue”)
This original formula is a favorite of
thousands of PC  professionals.  Use
before you begin on intact skin.  Apply
with care and keep out of eyes. 

Numpot Gold
A 5% Lidocaine ointment, Keeps the
desired area numb. Use this soothing
ointment before, during & after a procedure. This soothing, mois-
turizing topical is safe for use on eyelids, brows and lips.  Use it

mostly AFTER you've broken the skin and
used TAG 45 Gel once. Numpot keeps the
skin numb and moisturized and tears
don’t wash it away. Good for all proce-
dures: lips, brows, eyes and areolas.

NumStick  
A handy stick that can be applied
often in a 30 minute period before lip procedures.  Single patient
use.  Good for 3-4 procedures.  Patient can apply on the way to
your office.  Follow with TAG 45 Gel when skin is broken. Active in-
gredient: Lidocaine 5%, 

Original
NumQuick Pink   
A botanical topical

containing jojoba oil and
aloe vera, Numquick Pink Original Formula is safe
for use on eyelids before you begin. Squeeze bottle
makes application easy.  Set timer for 12-15 min-
utes.  Do not use occlusive dressing on eyelids. Ac-
tive ingredients: Lidocaine 3%, Tetracaine 2%, 

During the procedure:
TAG #45 Gel and Duration Gel 
Control Pain, bleeding and swelling
once the skin is open. Original profes-
sional formula effective everyone’s
favorite. Contains Lidocaine 4% with
epinephrine (tetracaine free). For
professional use only or export.  

Ultra Duration: Liquid for LIps
A long-lasting local anesthetic
that can be used alone or in addi-
tion to TAG #45. Keeps pain under con-
trol longer. For best results put in a
separate large pigment cup and apply
over lips 2-3 times during lip procedure.
Buff lipline and apply for quick numb.

After the procedure:
Healquick 
Healing ointment stick with botanicals to

soothe  and protect permanent makeup during
the healing period. Safe  for use around eyes, brows and

lips. Skin breathes through  this veil of vitamin fortified balm.  

Liprotek #7 
Liprotek helps soothe and  moisturize full lipcolor procedures and
has the added protection of a herpes 
inhibitor , local anesthetic

and herbal antioxidants for
healing. 
A real favorite!. 
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Comfort Cream
Comfort Cream is the perfect combination of safety and effectiveness. Physiologic pH.
Apply for 20 minutes before you begin for intact skin.  Apply at eyelid crease and spread
toward eyelashes. Wash out eyes if accidental direct contact. #592, 15 gm., $39.00

containing jojoba oil and
aloe vera, Numquick Pink Original Formula is safe

containing jojoba oil and
aloe vera, Numquick Pink Original Formula is safe

Apply for 20 minutes before you begin for intact skin.  Apply at eyelid crease and spread

containing jojoba oil and
aloe vera, Numquick Pink Original Formula is safealoe vera, Numquick Pink Original Formula is safealoe vera, Numquick Pink Original Formula is safealoe vera, Numquick Pink Original Formula is safealoe vera, Numquick Pink Original Formula is safealoe vera, Numquick Pink Original Formula is safealoe vera, Numquick Pink Original Formula is safealoe vera, Numquick Pink Original Formula is safe

Apply for 20 minutes before you begin for intact skin.  Apply at eyelid crease and spreadApply for 20 minutes before you begin for intact skin.  Apply at eyelid crease and spread

New! For eyeliner!
Effective pain control. The key to your success.

° P e r m a n e n t  M a k e u p :  T h e  P r o f e s s i o n a l ’ s  S e r i e s
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Numb brows, lips and areolas in 
3-5 minutes with NumQuick and 
Buffing Bars
Brows, lips and areolas… numb these quick! Just
buff the area, spray or dab on Numquick, wait
five minutes and begin. Gentle exfoliating bars

clear away dead skin comfort-
ably. After you start, use TAG

#45 gel as usual.  For a demon-
stration go to www.painstop-

pers.com and click on “Quick Video
on Brow Anesthesia.”

3-5 minutes with 
Buffing Bars
Brows, lips and 
buff the area, spray or dab on Numquick, wait
five minutes and begin. Gentle exfoliating bars

3-5 minutes with 
Buffing Bars
Brows, lips and Brows, lips and Brows, lips and 
buff the area, spray or dab on Numquick, waitbuff the area, spray or dab on Numquick, waitbuff the area, spray or dab on Numquick, wait
five minutes and begin. Gentle exfoliating barsfive minutes and begin. Gentle exfoliating barsfive minutes and begin. Gentle exfoliating bars

Eye safety is 
assured with these
stay-put  topical

UnitDose topicals stay put
and do not melt or run into
the eye. Before the proce-
dure, remove a small dollop
from the jar and place on

the forehead.  Apply to lower and upper eyelids with clean cot-
ton swab. Microcaine® stays pu and is the same pH as human
tears.  Set timer for 12-15 minutes.
Remove.  Use TAG 45 after the skin
is broken.
Microcaine® is Eye-Safe at a pH
the same as tears, pH 7.5-7.6. Set
timer for 15-18 minutes for Micro-
caine®.

Usage Guide for Topical Anesthetics
eye     brow      lips areola tattoo

Area

Before: Intact Skin or (B) Buffed Skin

Microcaine® n n

NumQuick n

Numpot n

Numstick n

Numquick n n n n

During: Once skin is broken or after “Quick Pass”

Tag 45 n n n n

Ultra Duration n

NumQuick n n n n

Numpot n n n n n

After

Retain n n n n

HealQuick n n n n n

Liprotek 7 n

*B = Buff skin first.  
Watch Dr. Dixon Buff n’ Spray Brows at www.painstoppers.com

FREE Instructional DVDs
Learn how to use the entire line of Unit Dose products, 

Call toll-free 888-452-4946
or order online at www.painstoppers.com
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FREE
Learn how to use the entire line of Unit Dose products, 

Call toll-free 888-452-4946
or order online at www.painstoppers.com
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Learn how to use the entire line of Unit Dose products, Learn how to use the entire line of Unit Dose products, 

Call toll-free 888-452-4946Call toll-free 888-452-4946
or order online at www.painstoppers.com
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E y e l i n e r

Smudgy Eyeliner with the Slope®

Smudgy eyeliner

1.  Have nice base eyeliner color: Black or black/brown

2.  Needle: #5 Slope Cartridge (or regular)

3.  Start at upper outer eyelash with 45º upward angle

4.  Tap in line with machine on

5. Adjust needle depth as necessary (start VERY shallow with
test)

6.  Do back and forth and windshield wiper stroke quickly

7. You will get bruising and swelling.  You should not get 
much if any bleeding.

8.  Grip:  This is very important.  Do not overstretch. Keep fingers
close together and control just a very small area at one time.

9. Clean:  Clean with lotion or Numpot, not water (as water
makes the skin swell).

Two Ways to “Layer In” Color

Option 1: Do eyeliner in dark
black/brown or black.  When 
finished, apply smudgy eyeliner
pigment to desired area with fine
makeup brush. Then use 3 slope
needle to apply smudge color.  This
will mute the eyeliner color.

Option 2: Paint the smudgy eyeliner pigment on desired area.
Use 3-slope needle to apply color evenly.  Then use a dark
black/brown or black in the lashes.  This will give a crisper look
with contrast against the white of the eye.

Note:  You should always have a base of black or brown/black in
between the lashes.

To get brown eyeliner:

1) Lay down two layers of black eyeliner (or
black/brown)  

2) Go over this with eyebrow color
such as Honey Brown.

3)  Use BrownEyes eyeliner pigment

To get Moss Green eyeliner:  use
Moss  Green alone.  Does not need
black layer underneath.

Helpful tips:
1. Work with the needle full width at

the widest point of the smudge

2. Rotate needle to contour and make
thin line at nose

3. Angle needle at outer edge of eye-
lid to about 45º

Definition
smudg·y (smuhj -ee} Pronunciat ion Key
–adject ive ,  smudg· i ·er,  smudg· i ·est .

1. marked with smudges;  smeared;  smeary.

2. emitt ing a  st i f l ing smoke;  smoky.

3. Bri t ish  Dia lect .  humid;  sweltering;  
su l try.

[Orig in:  1840–50;  smudge + -y1]
Dict ionary.com Unabridged (v 1.1)

Based on the Random House Unabridged Dictionary,

© Random House, Inc. 2006.

Blue 9644

Brown 9646

Grape 9647

Green 9645

Pewter 9648
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Use fine-tip makeup brush and pigment to mark eyeliner.  Start at upper eyelid, outer corner with 5-slope needle.  Brush in like a windshield
wiper and then side-to-side.  Start rotating the needle so it become a single line, parallel with the eyelashes toward the nose.  Repeat x 2.
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There are more complications to eye-
lash extensions than meet the eye.

Hormone Effect on Eyeliner: Graves Disease

•Bulging eyeballs result from fat deposits behind the
eyes.  Her left upper eyelid has more skin showing.
• Get good photographs.  The protruding eyeball
makes more of the upper eyelid visible on the left.

Panic disorder, anxiety disorder, or
panic attacks, puffi-
ness and swelling
around the eyes and
face, eyes that seem to
be enlarging, or get-
ting more "bug-eyed"
looking, mood
changes easily, feelings of worthless-
ness, difficulty concentrating or fo-
cusing, more feelings of sadness, and
losing interest in normal daily activi-
ties are just a few of the symptoms of
hyperthyroidism.

What concerns us is the change in the eyeball itself.  The eyelid is
stretched over the protruding eyeball and sometimes cannot close
completely.  This results in “dry eye”.  The larger the eyes, the larger
the surface area for evaporation, the greater the evaporation and
the greater the loss of water.

This client had surgery to remove fat from behind her eyeball but
her left eye still protrudes a fair amount.  She was concerned that
eyeliner would make her look weird because her eyes are so differ-
ent. I shared with her that if we stay within the lashes and just out-

side the lashes then the dif-
ference will not be
noticeable to most
observers.
Also, it is important
to NOT do a wet-
line in these pa-
tients.  The

Meibomian oil-producing
glands are on the tarsal plate and contribute needed lubrication to
maintain the tear film intact.  Take good photographs.  You’ll need a
doctor’s release to proceed in these cases.  You do not want to be
blamed for dry eye.

Dr. Zwerling adds:  “I would add an additional precaution on over-
stretching the lower lids. It is very easy to induce the lower lid to re-
tract spontaneously under the protruding globe giving the "effect"
that the eye "popped-out". If that situation occurs. Have the patient
relax and gently massage the lid back into position. Before I would
perform eyeliner on any thyroid patient with protruding eyes, I
would obtain medical clearance. These patients are at a higher risk
for corneal erosion and abrasions.”

Notice how her Left upper eyelid is more
visible than her Right upper eyelid.

Case Report: Bulging Eyeballs and Hyperthyroidism

• Risk factors for
dry eye include

hyperthyroidism 
(1.9% of females)

Don’t do eyeliner on a client with eyelash extensions because of “fallout!”

Case Report: Eyelash extensions

Eyelash extensions are like false fingernails.  They provide a tem-
porary, but sometimes painful, cosmetic effect.  This client had
her extensions placed three weeks earlier and as you can see

from the pictures, she had the typical “snaggle-toothed” appearance of eyelash
extensions with a hangover.  She now wanted semi-permanent eyeliner.  What
was not apparent is that the technician had not only glued on the extensions but
she had glued this woman’s own eyelashes together in “clumps” that quickly be-
came havens for cotton swab fibers.  Some eyelashes came out in the gentle
cleaning process and she experienced discomfort.  Two weeks earlier she had to
see an eye surgeon to remove some extensions that had twisted into her eye and

scratched her cornea.  Don’t do eye-
liner on clients with eyelash exten-
sions.  They might blame you for
eyelash loss.eyelash loss.

scratched her cornea.  Don’t do eye
liner on clients with eyelash exten
sions.  They might blame you for
eyelash loss.

scratched her cornea.  Don’t do eye

sions.  They might blame you for
eyelash loss.

scratched her cornea.  Don’t do eyescratched her cornea.  Don’t do eye
liner on clients with eyelash extenliner on clients with eyelash extenliner on clients with eyelash exten
sions.  They might blame you forsions.  They might blame you for
eyelash loss.eyelash loss.
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Areolas: Ask 12 vital questions

Measurements

Areola Needle is
5-slope (dixon)

Areola Shading Zones by
Elli Edgar

Areola Ring

Before you start working on areolas, you
need to know the answers to these 12 questions.

1) Is there Scar Tissue and is it raised?
2) Are you working on normal skin?
3) How thin is the skin you’re working on?
4) Has the tissue undergone radiation treatment?
5) Is there hyperpigmentation or hypopigmentation?
6) Is there a breast implant?
7) Has there been a nipple/areola graft?
8) Is one nipple/areola or both involved?
9) Age of Client
10) Is my patient black?  If yes, I need to use Black pigment
for their areola
11) Are the scars mature (white) or still red?
12) Should I use a combination handtool and machine tech-
nique or handtool alone?

A review of medical literature reveals that
areolas fade to orange over time.  So do
not be afraid to start with a Dark Base and
then layer lighter, softer colors as needed.
Ask your manufacturer what they recom-
mend.

Be sure to makes breasts as symmetrical as possible.  The
distance from the sternal notch to each breast, and the dis-
tance between each breast should be the same.

Areola Size:  Between 3.0 and 3.5 cm average.  Don’t make
the areola too big.

Areola Handout & DVD
Call 888-452-4946

Scar

Hyperpigmentation

The power of digital in a beautiful high-tech package. 
5-Slope™ Cartridge needle 5-Slope™ Cartridge needle 5-Slope™ Cartridge needle 5-Slope™ Cartridge needle 

Equipment and Pigments

9135
Baby Lips/Areola  For very fair clients
with soft, pale areola color.  Use to soften
border of inner color Nude Lip Mix.

9101 Nude Lip Mix Best areola color in most
women.  Lighten with Neutral Flesh.

9167
Neutral Flesh Use for highlighting
above nipple and to tint colors to lighter
color.

8954 AREOLA CREME Very Pale areola color
for highlights.

8952 AREOLA RED

9247 AREOLA PINK More color than appears
through the bottle.  Nice soft pink color.

8953 AREOLA CHOCOLATE
Darkest Areola color

9114
BronZ Gold Brown Warm to Neutral, A
pure golden brown with no dark under-
tones.  

9133 Naturelle Warm, natural areola color.

9134 Kiss Me Add as final color over NUDE.

4400 Bubblegum Warms and lightens colors.

472 Brown Sugar Use to shadow beneath
areola (half moon).  Good mixing color.

9788
Perfect Flesh Use to highlight nipple
and also helpful for a mixing color.  Good
for blending & softening outer border.

A r e o l a
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Case Report: Too big for comfort... taming the breast
Steps in Reduction Mammoplasty Surgery:  by Linda H. Dixon MD

Step 1:  The breast is marked
prior to surgery to indicate

how much tissue is to be re-
moved.  This young mother
wanted to be a “C” cup size.

Step 2:  Skin incision along pat-
tern marked with surgical

pen.  Excision of excess skin and
breast tissue including fat.  Con-
trol of bleeding which is in the
subdermal venous plexus and
some arterial bleeding.

Step 3:  Weigh the amount of
breast tissue removed so that

equal amounts are removed
from each breast.  Then begin
closing the wound.  Cut a circle
over area where desired nipple
will be replaced.

Step 5:  Final fine suturing of
incision so that minimal scars

will be present when healed.  A
pressure bandage is applied
around the entire chest to pre-
vent hematomas from forming.

Step 4:  Carefully sew the are-
ola back into place with care

to protect the blood supply.

1.35 mm Dime
1.50 mm Penny

1.70 mm Quarter
2.00 mm Nickel

In God we Trust

If you peer through a micro-
scope at tattooed skin you’ll

see that the color particles are
in the dermis.  To get the color
into the dermis, our needles
need to go through the epider-
mis or top layer of skin.  There-
fore, we need to know just how thick the
epidermis is in different parts of the body so
that we can adjust our needle depth and
stretch (grip) properly.  The epidermal-dermal
junction is injured during our procedures and
tissue literally looks homogenized during the

early healing phases.  Then, after
the epidermal-dermal junc-

tion is restored, we can see
what color remains.  This
process takes approxi-
mately four weeks.  That
is why we wait from four

to six weeks before re-
peating a procedure.

The eyelid epidermis is about 0.5-.75 mm
thick... or should I say “thin”.  Your needle depth
here needs to be no more than a dime.  It’s
tempting to think that deeper is better, but it’s
actually worse because you’re entering eyelid
muscle and you won’t be able to see any color
that’s too deep. Scars result from
going too deeply too.

Eyebrow epidermis is 2-
3 times thicker than

eyelids so your needle
depth will be some-
where between a penny
and a nickel.

Lips are unique because they
are not skin, but rather a transition between skin

and mucous membrane.  Going too deeply in
lips will give poor results because the lips’

own pigments will interfere with the col-
ors you use.  Blue lips anybody?
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C r o s s - C o n t a m i n a t i o n

No One Ever Got Sick From A Contaminated Wall.
The debate over cross-contamination: a final conclusion.   by Linda H Dixon MD

There’s been a lot
of debate on the
topic of cross-con-

tamination in cosmetic
tattooing and how to
prevent it. 

There’s no doubt that
this is a major topic of
concern to our industry,
but like any other hotly
discussed topic there’s
the side driven by emo-
tions and the side driven
by facts.

Cross contamination
refers to the uninten-
tional transmission of
infection from person to
object, then from the
contaminated object to another person. This most commonly oc-
curs as a result of improper procedure during the cleaning and
disinfecting (or sterilizing) of contaminated instruments. And
herein lies the focus of our debate.

This isn’t a new debate, either. Sterilization and disinfection of
equipment has been studied and standardized, dissected and re-
assembled, written and rewritten since surgery’s days of infancy.
Officially, according to the Center for Disease Control, only “items
that contact intact mucous membranes should be sterilized.”1 In
the specific situation of cosmetic tattooing, the needle is the only
piece of equipment that actually breaks the skin. As such it is the
single most important aspect in our discussion of cross-contamina-
tion. 

Since it is more than highly recommended that only single use,
presterilized, disposable needles be used in any permanent
makeup procedure, the issue of cross-contamination via a contam-
inated needle is almost a moot point. 

The other half of our cross-contamination debate involves cleaning
and disinfecting other items and pieces of our equipment that do
not break the skin. The CDC1 says “Items that do not ordinarily
touch the patient or touch only intact skin are not involved in dis-
ease transmission...depending on the particular piece of equip-

ment or item, washing with a detergent or using a
low-level disinfectant may be sufficient when de-
contamination is needed.”2

A senior Health Department official confirms the
CDC position stating that “needles should be sterile
and single use. Everything else is intermediate or
high level disinfectant.” 

As a principal regulator of the healthcare industry,
major health officials deal with issues involving
medical devices on a daily basis. “The first thing to
understand,” says one source, “is that cosmetic tat-
too machines are not considered medical devices by
the FDA. As such, technically, they do not comply
with all OSHA guidelines.”

However, it is imperative that every permanent
makeup professional have a thorough understand-
ing of how to clean and disinfect items that do not
require sterilization. According to the source, those
items need a minimum of 10 minutes exposure to

70% alcohol, or any tuberculocidal disinfectant, with adequate
time to air dry completely after removal. Prior to the disinfecting
procedure the item must be thoroughly cleaned. If it can’t be
cleaned, it can’t be disinfected. 

The official adds that “the emphasis in cleaning and disinfecting is
aimed at microorganisms on horizontal surfaces and areas you
touch with your hands. Work top areas and work bottles are the
most important items to permanent makeup practitioners. Floors
and counters should be cleaned daily. Walls should be cleaned on
an as needed basis. No one ever got sick from a contaminated
wall” states the official with humor.

The biggest advance in permanent makeup has been the
patented3 hygienic cartridge which does not allow for acci-
dental needle sticks.  The needles are in a retracted po-
sition unless in use by the operator.   The digital
handpieces are constructed with a smooth,
hard stainless steel surface that is easy to
wipe clean and disinfect. According to the official, such handpieces
do not need a barrier wrap to avoid the issue of aerosolization (to
disperse as an aerosol; such as when one sneezes).  MTDerm, the
manufacturer, does recommend use of barrier wrap around the
distal handpiece and cord.
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According to the Center for Disease Control, “any questions
about high-level disinfectants (sterilants), or how to clean, disinfect
or sterilize a particular medical device, first contact the manufac-
turer of the device.”*  The official suggests that every practitioner re-
view the literature that comes with any device. There should be
detailed cleaning procedures as well as their recommendations re-
garding disinfecting and sterilization (if needed).

It’s also imperative to know how to use any cleaning equipment
properly. The official recalls an incident with a body piercer. “He was
using an ultrasonic machine to clean every piece of jewelry he used.
He was on the right track, except that he placed the jewelry into a
cup, put the cup in the ultrasonic cleaner, and proceeded to use the
machine sans (without) cleaning fluid. It was a totally useless proce-
dure.

So what is the outcome of the cross-contamination  debate? Only
utilize single use, presterilized, disposable needles. Thoroughly
clean  and disinfect all other parts of tattoo machines and items
that come in contact with intact skin. Be sure to clean and disinfect

any items your hands touch during the
course of your procedures including work
top surfaces and bottles. Which ever tattoo
machine you choose to use, be certain that it
meets barrier wrap standards. Use a Sharps
container that can be returned in a prepaid
postage box for proper disposal. And, finally,

if you have ANY questions regarding steriliza-
tion, cleaning, or disinfecting, always contact the manufacturer of
the device.

Bibliography

1 Center For Decease Control website
(www:cdc.gov/ncidod/hip/Sterile/Sterilgp.htm), Sterilization 
or Disinfection of Patient-Care Equipment: HIV Related, page 1, 
number 4.

2 Center For Decease Control website
(www:cdc.gov/ncidod/hip/Sterile/Sterilgp.htm), Sterilization 
or Disinfection of Medical Devices: General Principles, page 2, 
number 7.

3 MTDerm, Berlin, Germany.  Patented hygienic cartridges for per-
manent makeup application.

This young female Marine came to my office
for eyeliner and eyebrow
micropigmentation (tattoo).
She lost all the hair on body
in a five-day period three
years earlier after her preg-
nancy.

Professionals who work on
alopecia patients agree
there is a strange, rubbery
texture to their skin.  Impor-
tantly, since they do not have eyelashes, the application of topical
anesthetics has to do be with great care.  Unit Dose Topical Anes-
thetics were used on this client because of safety and effectiveness.

While working with a fine tip
makeup brush to mark a desir-
able line to connect the corners, I
decided to make a few upward
eyelash strokes as well.  Then I
picked up my handpiece and
began tattooing in the color. By
varying the pressure on the #9
magnum needles, I could get
thicker, more solid lashes at the

base and more wispy eyelashes
at the top.  I will add dimension
at her followup with a second
color in her eyelashes.  

Recommended: 
Honey NuBrow by Kolorsource.
Eyeliner and Lashes: Spanish Eyes. Technique: #3 and #5 Slope®
Needles with Dixon Technique™.

Case Report: 
Treatment of patients with alopecia
This alopecia patient wanted her permanent
eyeliner to connect at the outer corners.  

Before: R. Brow
Client drew on

brows & eyeliner
with pencil

Digital, “clean” handpiece
with hygienic cartridge

that is EO Gas Sterilized and
comes with Expiration Date on

packaging.   Certificate of Sterilization
Posted online.  www.kolorsource.com

Sharps® Container

After:  R. brow and
eyeliner PLUS eye-

lashes
#9 magnum nee-

dle Permapoint
machine

Because 
alopecia 

patients do 
not have the 
protection of 

eyelashes, the
application of

topical anesthet-
ics to the eyelids

must be done
with care.  

Finished Face

According to the Center for Disease Control, “any questionsAccording to the Center for Disease Control, “any questions
about high-level disinfectants (sterilants), or how to clean, disinfect

Digital, “clean” handpiece
with hygienic cartridge

that is EO Gas Sterilized and
comes with Expiration Date on

packaging.   Certificate of Sterilization
Posted online.  www.kolorsource.com
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Should I spot test?
Dear Dr. Dixon:

I am a licensed aesthetician, and have recently become
trained in micropigmentation.  I work with a group of 5
plastic surgeons. Within our group, five aestheticians are
practicing micropigmentation, and each
of us follows a different protocol for al-
lergy testing prior to permanent make-up
procedures differing from no testing to
twenty to thirty minutes prior to  proce-
dure and testing three days prior.

I would like your feedback as to a docu-
mented "standard of care", or from expe-
rience, what your practice is. I have read on
your website that in some cases the allergy
test has been deferred.  Are you aware of any published docu-
mentation supporting any protocol.  

Thank you for your help.

K.T.

Why should I spot  test?
Dear Kathleen,

1)  I do spot testing but not for the reason most people do it.
Spot testing will not tell you if a client is allergic to the pig-
ment within a useful period of time.  Most if not all of the
sixty claims involving severe allergic reactions to Premier Pig-
ments True colors over the past 15 months were all delayed
onset.  Some were associated with sun exposure; some associ-
ated with a touch-up procedure and others occurred within a
month or two after a single procedure with no provocation.
Some have taken 14 months to occur after a follow-up visit a
year after the initial procedures were done.  Some occurred
after a touch-up of a True Color with a replacement pigment
by Premier when used over the original True Colors.  So
whether you wait 3 minutes, 3 hours, 3 days or 3 weeks after
a spot test it is not of much help in determining if an allergic
reaction will follow.  Dr. Zwerling did have one client imme-
diately allergic to a spot test but that may have been to an in-
gredient other than the pigment.

Where should I spot  test?
This is the “Spot” test protocol I now follow.  

• I begin by implanting the color I’m going to use with a
small, single needle handtool with about 10 dots (pokes) in
the hairline behind the ear.  

• If there is a questionable allergic reaction at some
time on the face, then I can check the spot behind
the ear to see if it is raised or tender.  

• If the spot test is raised, then I can do the punch
biopsy where the spot test is in the hairline rather
than on the face. A punch biopsy is helpful if not
vital to confirming a pigment allergic reaction.  

• If the client has a suspected “allergic” reaction to
their lipcolor, eyeliner or eyebrows within the first weeks,
then you can check the “spot” test and if it is normal then
you know you may be dealing with an allergy to  Bacitracin
(which I never use), perhaps fever blisters if you have blisters
on the lips, or even an infection.

I never did Spot Testing before the past year but I
think it has value when done in the manner and for
the reasons I’ve already outlined.

I DO NOT use a lancet because they are intended
to draw blood. Since bleeding makes the pigment bleed out it
would prevent a good reservoir of pigment from being left be-
hind. So I use I single needle handtool to get color in without
bleeding. Examination of the Spot Test at touch-up reveals
good color retention in a small circle.

Also, because of the allergic reactions of the past year I now
Do Not mix pigments from different manufacturers. So
please, DO NOT mix any other pigments with Kolorsource®

pigments if you choose to use them. The same may well go
for other manufacturers as well.

I believe the standard of care is to act in an abundance of cau-
tion and with the safety of your clients in mind. Do the Spot
Test, make a record or it, and it may serve you well in the fu-
ture.

Pigment Allergy Spot Test—Q&A

S p o t  T e s t

Try to always do your spot tests
in the same location.
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Medication that interferes with the herpes virus ability to replicate are
herpes inhibitors. There is no know medication that kills the herpes
virus.  That is why a patient can still suffer from a herpes outbreak even
though they are on medication.  Note:  Valtrex, 1500mg. should be
taken on the day BEFORE or morning of the lip procedure.  Liprotek #7
should be used several times daily after all lipcolor procedures for seven
days and then once a day (bedtime) to prevent breakouts.  Liprotek does
not require a prescription.

VALTREX
Before Lipcolor:   The new
recommended dosage of
VALTREX for the treatment of
recurrent herpes is 500 mg.
Take 3 tablets at one time
the day before or morning
of procedure.

Herpes Treatment and Prevention

Herpes

Day 1: Before Procedure Day 1: After Procedure Day 4: Bacitracin allergy

Conclusion:  Do not use Bacitracin after permanent makeup procedures.  It can be life threatening in some cases due to the risk of
anaphylaxis.  Anaphylaxis is a medical term used to described severe whole body allergic reaction, not just a localized reaction.

Case Report:  Bacitracin Allergy after Brows
by Linda H Dixon MD

Roughly 50 million Americans suffer
from fever blisters or cold sores with
more than 100 million episodes esti-
mated annually.  The medical term for
the condition is recurrent herpes sim-
plex labialis. It is caused by a virus
(HSV) that lies dormant in the nerve
ganglia. Upon reactivation by various
stimuli, the virus travels along nerve
pathways towards the lips and mouth
where it emerges as a lesion or blister.
The disfiguring lesions typically last 7
to 10 days. 

Approximately 20% of the popula-
tion may not know they suffer from
herpes so don’t be surprised if your
lipcolor client has a breakout after her

procedure.  
Prescription viral
inhibitors such as
Valtrex, Zovirax or
Famvir are not al-
ways effective in preventing a break-
out.  I use LIPROTEK #7 after, and
sometimes before, every lipcolor case.
The herpes inhibitor in Liprotek, as
well as the sunscreen and the topical
anesthetic all work together to ease or
prevent a herpes outbreak.

Mitral Valve prolapse or valvular heart
disease requires the use of antibiotics
prior to any lipcolor procedures.  Ask
the patient if her dentist always pre-

scribes antibiotics.  If yes, then she
needs them.
Implants such as gortex or other syn-
thetic materials in the lip may (or may
not) get infected. It is also possible
that your procedure may not cause the
infection, if one occurs, but you will be
blamed in any case.  I do not put them
on antibiotics to prevent the problem
automatically.

Infections do occur in the lips.  This is
unusual but can be severe.  At the first
sign of painful, cracking and oozing
lips the client should immediately be
referred to a physician.  Staphylococ-
cus aureus is a common offender.
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Characteristics of a needle.
1.  Number  

2.  Configuration

flata)

b) round

c) magnum

d) slope

3. Taper: tip geometry

4. Texture 

5. Size (diameter)

lll

lllll

3-slope needle

5-slope needle

Ocular herpes Case Report

Anatomy of a Needle

Guide to needle “footprints”
The “footprint” of a needle is the pattern or trail of color they make
in the skin.  A 3-flat has a footprint that is either 3 wide (like a rake
or 1 wide if used with the needles behind each other).  A 9-mag-
num can be used 2-wide or up to 5-wide and 2 rows thick.  
A 3-point round needles is only ever 2 needles wide.  Look at it and
you’ll see this fact.  That’s why I rarely use round needles.

Needle footprints

Duo and Ditto™ Needle footprints

Sloped Needles

Sloped Needle Footprint
Look at needle footprint

•  Still

• Angled
• 90º straight up

•  Moving

Slope makes dots in a row 
or lines or rainbow
Important: All needles always at same
depth when parallel with tip in skin

While examining this client’s eyes during consult for lower eyeliner with
wetline I asked about the large scar nearby on her nose.  She said she had
ocular herpes as a 6 y/o child in Mexico and almost went blind.  What would
you do? “As far as ocular herpes is concerned, it is very possible that a child-
hood infection with H. Simplex could present with skin lesions and vesicles. I
have a few patients in my practice with this unusual presentation. One
needs to do the normal precautions with Zovirax etc. because of the poten-
tial of flare-up even these many years later.”  Quote by Dr. Charles Zwerling
This patient did fine with her eyeliner after pre-treatment for herpes.
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The numbering system
of slope needles    
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NOTE:  Treated area should be surface
healed within 3-7 days; however, indi-
viduals vary and lips may take longer.  It
is NORMAL to lose some color during the
eyebrow healing process and up to half
(50%) of the color during the lip healing
process.  When you leave today, the
color may be too dark; in three to five
days it will look too light (on lips, some
believe they have lost all the color); in a
week to ten days following your treat-
ment the color will begin to show more.
The color will appear softer and/or
lighter when healed completely because
the new ‘outer’ skin will contain no color
and you will be seeing the color in the
dermis, ‘inner’ skin through the ‘new’
epidermis.

Client Signature Date

Print on NCR paper and have your client sign it.
Give them the original and keep a copy in their file.
This is important if any problems arise in the future.

Step-By-Step Care Of Your Permanent Cosmetics
10 Pre-Procedure Instructions
1.  Use mild soap (for your skin type) and non-oily moisturizer for
several days prior to your procedure.   Allow 2 hours for your
makeup procedure.  Take your normal medications as needed.
Eat well before your procedure.
2.  If eyeliner procedure, it is advised that you have someone else
drive you home.
3.  You can wear soft contact lenses but not hard contact lenses.
4.  Do not tweeze, wax or have electrolysis or get sunburned for
one week prior to treatment.
5.  Advise Dr. Dixon or your technician if there is any chance that
you could be pregnant or are taking blood thinners.
6.  If you have had fever blisters in the past, you MUST take pre-
scription Valtrex, 1500mg. in a single dose, prior to treatment.
7.  If you are a lip client with Mitral Valve Prolapse you MUST obtain
a prescription for prophylactic antibiotics.
8.  Do not use aspirin or ibuprofen (Advil) for two weeks prior to
treatment.  Use Tylenol if you need pain relief.  Advise your techni-
cian if you are are “blood thinners”.
9.  You can take Vitamin C and calcium prior to your appointment to
help healing but NOT Vitamin E.
10. DO NOT take any pain killers or tranquilizers prior to treat-
ment.  You cannot take Benadryl and drive yourself.  It may be
necessary to call someone to pick you up after your procedure if
Dr. Dixon requests that you do so.

10 Post-Procedure Instructions
1.  Clean area several times a day by splashing cool water, then
reapply Healquick™ lightly.  If any itching occurs, you may use an
over the counter Hydrocortisone cream, but NOT around the eye-
liner.  Apply only a light coating and DO NOT PUT DIRECTLY IN THE
EYES.  It is natural that some flaking will occur.  DO NOT
PICK/SCRATCH FLAKES OR SCABS.
2.  Do NOT go into the sun or swimming pool for a week.  Wear a
sunscreen with an SPF 15-25 to protect your  face.
3.  Take Advil or Tylenol as necessary for discomfort.  Cold packs to
the procedure area can be used 

for the first 24 hours.  After that time,
warm washcloths can be applied to area
to decrease swelling.
4.  You may shower on the day of the
procedure as usual.
5.  You can expect mild to moderate
swelling, redness, bruising and/or
bloodshot eyes following eyeliner proce-
dure. Please call Dr.  Dixon at 263-7747 or
Cellphone 375-5520 for any concerns
you may have 24 hours a day.

6.  Operate a motor vehicle after the procedure at your own risk.
Do NOT look in the rear view mirror at your new make-up.  Wait
until you get home.
7.  If eyeliner procedure is done, a new container of mascara is a
MUST.  Old eye makeup can contaminate wounds.
8.  If you have fever blisters, you may have to repeat your Valtrex
dosage on day three or four if you start to break out.  Valtrex
1500mg.
9.  RETIN-A and facial peels may remove permanent cosmetic
color, so avoid applying these over your permanent cosmetics.
10. If you have any questions or concerns, call or page Dr. Dixon.
You agree to keep your appointment for follow up in two to four
weeks.  Intra-dermal pigmentation is a layering process and re-
quires two or  more procedures for the best possible result.  Modifi-
cation of shape and/or color or pigment lightening may require
multiple sessions.
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Women have two questions in permanent cosmetics:

Does it hurt? 
How much does it cost? 

Pain and fear trigger the release of the body’s own defenses
including release of the adrenal cortex hormone epineph-

rine. The result is an increase in heart rate and blood pressure
and blood supply to the muscles. We all have heard of people
who have had supernatural strength in a crisis such as a
mother who lifted a car off her child who was pinned under-
neath. This is due to the increased blood flow to the muscles as
a result of the body releasing epinephrine. This life-saving hor-
mone is given to children and adults with asthma to let them
breathe, to people in shock from allergic reactions, to patients
in open-heart surgery and by para-medics in the field to
trauma victims in circulatory collapse. Indeed, people without
enough epinephrine, President John F. Kennedy, suffer from a
disease known as Addison1s Disease. In short, we cannot live
without epinephrine.

One of the earliest uses and benefits of epinephrine was to
combine it with local anesthetics so that absorption of the

local anesthetics would be slowed and the local anesthetics
would last longer (longer pain control). Because of the natural
effect of epinephrine on peripheral blood vessels to constrict
them (make them smaller), we can now go to the dentist1s of-
fice or have surgery without the fear of pain. Plastic surgeons
(all surgeons) rely upon local anesthetics with epinephrine to
control bleeding during their procedures and use them for this
reason even when the patient is under general anesthesia. The
safe and effective doses of local anesthetics and epinephrine
have been known for decades. Indeed, epinephrine provides
both safety and prolonged pain relief when used with local
anesthetics.

The absorption of epinephrine in topical anesthetics (TAG
#45) is very slow because epinephrine constricts blood

vessels. So used topically in permanent cosmetics, epinephrine
provides an extra measure of protection to the client because it
slows not only the absorption of the local anesthetics but of the
epinephrine itself. Not to mention the benefit of controlling
pain which makes for a happier, calmer patient (client) and re-
duces stress on the technician.

Because epinephrine shrinks blood vessels, it also reduces
bleeding and swelling. In permanent cosmetics, this is very

helpful  because it allows us to implant color at the proper level
and helps prevent overworking the skin. Overworking the skin
is a topic which I’ve addressed in my next newsletter.

An overdose of
epineprhine would be

possible if someone mistak-
enly or inadvertently in-
jected a concentrated dose
of epinephrine into a blood
vessel directly (dentists
have seen this). But even
then the body metabolizes
epinephrine rapidly and the
effects are short-lived.

For the past five years, it
has been my earnest de-

sire to help control pain in permanent cosmetics. While it is
human nature to think that "stronger is better, and longer is
better", this is not the case when dealing with the delicate tis-
sues of the face. Unit Dose makes topical anesthetics which are
safe, effective and are kinder and gentler than many people
thought possible. Also, technique goes a long way to allay anxi-
ety and pain in our clients. With the added safety AND effec-
tiveness of DOTC Blue and TAG #45 and other topical
anesthetics we can now practice our profession with less pain
and stress to everyone, including ourselves.

Bottom line, we’ve come a long way since my March 1996
survey was published on what women were then using for

pain control. I learned that over 70% of women doing perma-
nent makeup (1996) were cosmetologists, estheticians and
electrologists and they wanted and needed better pain control.

In closing, if a topical anesthetic is effective but not safe then
it’s of no help. Likewise, if it is safe but not effective then it’s of

no help. I never promise my patients that they will have no dis-
comfort but that I can control the pain. Noise (from machines),
stretching and working in vulnerable areas such as the eyes
are all unnerving stimuli during permanent makeup. Patients
(clients) who trust their technician do well. A friendly, pleasing
manner and personality, combined with honesty, go along
way to ease the discomfort which can and does accompany
permanent cosmetics. We’ve all had patients who fall asleep
during procedures (no pain) and patients who are difficult no
matter what we do. We face many challenges in permanent
cosmetics and good pain control allows us to focus on getting
the right color into the right place – no matter what methods
or pigments we choose.        

Linda H Dixon, MD

EpinephrineEpinephrine
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Needle friction
causes camouflage colors to turn grey!
I had heard that metal tubes can be a
problem with some colors but I hadn’t
ever seen it happen until my practice
started attracting many color correction

and camouflage clients.  But guess what?  This grey phe-

nomenum occurs with plastic tubes and tips too. So, at the
first sign of gray appearing in your work, run your needles in
a cup of water and clean them before continuing.  The friction
between needles and the tube tip can and does produce a
metal gray color.  Upon inspection of your needles you can
see the the bottom-most needles can become razor sharp
from wear.  Clean your needles frequently in water.

Micropigmentation, semi-permanent makeup
and cosmetic tattooing are terms used world-
wide. The terms permanent makeup or perma-
nent cosmetics alone may well give the false
impression to clients that their makeup will last
forever.

(PRWEB) February 27, 2006 -- Quick! What do you
think of when someone says "permanent"? Do
you think something is final, completed, over
with, finished, not capable of being reversed and
continuing unchanged?

Webster's Dictionary defines permanent as 1)
"Lasting or remaining without essential change";
and 2) "Not expected to change in status, condi-
tion, or place". 

For this reason the terms "permanent makeup"
and "permanent cosmetics" have come under
scrutiny in the light of day, literally. There are
many things that adversely affect color tattooed
into the skin which include pigment lightfastness
and particle size, the amount of sunlight expo-
sure, anti-aging preparations applied to the face,
the body's immune system and metabolism.
Linda H Dixon, MD, in a future article in Mi-
cronews®, is going to discuss what is known
about the fate of color tattooed into the skin.
"What is sure," she says, "is that no matter what
you call it, cosmetic tattooing is here to stay.
Women, and some men, both want and need the
natural enhancement micropigmentation offers,
even if it is only semi-permanent". The new
Academy Poster entitled "FREEDOM. LOOK
GREAT. LASTING MAKEUP" is available for Acad-
emy professionals to display on their wall. Mem-
bers want their clients to know the colors used
for eyebrows, lips and areolas are not "perma-
nent" by Webster's dictionary standards.

In Australia and Asia, the term "Semi-Perma-
nent" makeup has been adopted to reflect the
long lasting nature of micropigmentation. In
Australia, professionals are not allowed to adver-
tise "permanent makeup" as it is considered
false advertising. Paul C. Howard, PhD, of the na-
tional Center for Toxicological Research, U.S. Food
& Drug Administration, Department of Health
and Human Services writes "...this is not surpris-
ing that different countries would have different
legal-terms for describing this practice. Neither
the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act nor the
FDA by regulation, has established a definition
for these terms."

In the Journal of Toxicology and Applied Pharma-
cology, Volume 209, Issue 2 ,1 December 2005,
Pages 145-158, researchers describe tattooing
hairless mice. Dr. Howard states pigment was
found in lymph nodes as early as 6 hours but
more pronounced amounts of pigment were

present at 24 hours.
Dr. Howard continues, "The objective of the Tox.
Appl. Pharm. Study was to determine if "tattoo-
ing" could be accomplished with dorsal skin of
hairless mice, and if the pigments were de-
posited in a manner consistent with humans (in
the dermis; some degree of longevity within the
dermis)." His Arkansas based research labora-
tory is involved in investigations involving the
breakdown and metabolism of tattoo pigments
to evaluate any potential toxicity.

Charles Davis, a California attorney, states "If you
say 'permanent' I would think it would last a
long, long, long time. Permanent is not appropri-
ate. In fact it may be misleading." Mr. Davis con-
tinues, "If the State of the Art indicated that it
indeed was permanent that would be different.
His advice? Use "semi-permanent or long-last-
ing" and explain to clients that micropigmenta-
tion does different things in different people. It
can depend on the application (too) if applied
differently.

Experienced professionals agree the colors used
for cosmetic tattooing fade with time despite
claims to the contrary. This was confirmed by a
survey completed at the 2005 AAM Convention
in Las Vegas where 66 of 78 professionals said
that eyebrows need to be touched-up every 1-3
years. "Not even the phrase 'Lifetime Guarantee',
which is understood to be seven years, applies
to 'permanent makeup'", says Charles Zwerling,
MD, Chairman of the Board of the American
Academy of Micropigmentation. Unlike "perma-
nent color" applied to hair which is dead and ei-
ther falls out or grows out, cosmetic tattooing is
applied to living tissue. The color is susceptible to
change once placed in the skin and scientists are
discovering more about these changes.

Juliet Verdi of Maryland says micropigmentation
is very good for her orthodox Jewish clients be-
cause it is not very obvious and only lasts 3-5
years depending on their skin. "If you don't have
to put on makeup for 3 years, that beats Botox®
that only lasts six months", she states humor-
ously. "Tattoos are sacreligious to Jewish sects
and this (micropigmentation) is semi-permanent
and does fade. If it's all gone then that's fine too.
This gives women a choice. If you say permanent
and it's not permanent, then people get ... off"
she notes.

In 1985, Dr. Zwerling and Dr. Christensen, both
ophthalmologists, first used the word "Micropig-
mentation" to illustrate the technique of placing
pigment in skin. Micropigmentation is a term to
include color placement into the dermis of the
skin for enhancement but not any procedures in-
tended to damage the skin as in some defini-
tions of "tattoo" which include damaging the

skin such as intentional scars. Micropigmenta-
tion also differs from traditional tattooing in that
it is not intended for adornment, religious, gang
or tribal identity. Even though Micropigmenta-
tion involves placing or replacing color into the
skin, the two disciplines are different. In essence
the primary differences between tattooing and
micropigmentation are the purpose and location
of use. Micropigmentation does not imply dura-
tion of the color so clients are less likely to think
their procedure will last forever.

Dr. Zwerling states, in the second textbook he au-
thored he defined Micropigmentation as 'the im-
plantation of inert pigment granules in a clean,
sterile atmosphere by a trained practitioner for
the purpose of a natural appearing cosmetic en-
hancement'.” The policy statement by the AAM in
2001 included the definition of micropigmenta-
tion as "The procedure in which minute, meta-
bolically inert pigment granules are placed
mechanically or manually below the epidermis
for the purpose of cosmetic and/or corrective en-
hancement." The American Academy of Mi-
cropigmentation® was registered with the
Patent and Trademark office in 1995. Now,
twenty-one years later, the word micropigmen-
tation has gained popularity around the word.

Tattoo inks of carbon black used by traditional
tattoo artists last in the skin although they do
discolor and fade over the years as well. The mi-
cropigmentation profession largely avoids "inks"
as they unpredictably cause streaking or migra-
tion when used around the delicate tissues of
the eyelids.

The Academy recognizes that "permanent
makeup" and "permanent cosmetics" are terms
widely used in America. However, in light of sci-
entific evidence and clinical observation, they ad-
vise members to fully disclose the need for
additional color enhancements (boosts) to their
clients and to avoid the solitary or unqualified
use of the word "permanent" and to include this
in the informed consent that the client signs.
After publishing two textbooks on the subject
and forming two non-profit organizations as
early as 1985 Dr. Zwerling agrees it is time to
submit the term "micropigmentation" to Web-
ster's Dictionary.

"Micropigmentation is an effective tool for anti-
aging", says Dr. Dixon. "No matter what you call
it, you can look better and save a lot of valuable
time".

Note:  South Carolina states in their regulations
that “Medical micropigmentation shall not be
construed to be included in the definition of tat-
tooing as provided in Section 101.00.”

Friction Alert!

Should Micropigmentation Professionals Drop the 'Permanent' out of Permanent Makeup?



Lipcolor Pigments
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Color is Everything.   It’s the essence of our work.

Wouldn’t it be nice to have a crystal ball that would let us predict the
healed result of any pigment we choose? Think about it.  No more worries

about blue lips,purple (or pink) brows, or concerns about undertones.

The answer of course is yes!  But we
live in an imperfect world and work on a
living human canvas that resides in a hos-
tile environment subject to attack by sun
and chemicals.  

As micropigmentation professionals
the most important thing is to know what
to do NEXT when we do not get the de-
sired result.  In other words, we need to
know what colors will solve our problem
or create the desired result on a redhead,
a true blonde or a raven-haired beauty. 

We need to know what to do after their
makeup fades over time and they come
back for help with their purple brows (or
pink or orange for that matter).  

Choosing the right pigment or mixing the
right combination of pigments involves
evaluation of the client’s skin translu-
cency, melanin content, vascularity, thick-
ness, health, age, topography, presence of
scar tissue, disease processes and overall
skin tones.  

So look carefully and closely at the can-
vas you are about to place color INTO!  Do
not harm it or tear it or cause it to bleed
excessively.  Do not overwork it or scar it
or believe everything you hear about what
works and what doesn’t.  Use your sense
of sight and touch and listen to your client
and your gut and you’ll succeed.  See page
59 for the new DIXON SCORE for PC!

The lips have their own pigments before we start.  Many have
melanin in various amounts depending on their ancestry.  Every-
one has hemoglobin in their highly vascular lips and “blue lips’ are
common when we’re cold and shivering as are pale lips when
we’re anemic or sick.  These pigments reflect and absorb light just
like the colors we put into the skin.  Our own lipcolor affects the
final color
Organic pigments, in my own experience, offer nice color without

so much fear of the dreaded “blue lips” so common with iron ox-
ides.  There have been allergic reactions in red colors which are
most often from a yellow pigment used to make them “brighter” or
warmer.  But napthanol reds can be a problem all by themselves.
Clients MUST know that they can have an allergic reaction to
lipcolors and the treatment can range from topical steroid
creams to laser treatment.
Inorganic pigments include iron oxide and titanium dioxide.  In my

experience it is not uncommon to get undesired results with these
pigments such as blue lips.  The lip above was done with organic
colors.  The lip below was done with iron oxides. This is the same
woman.  See the blue?
Mixtures of iron oxides and organic colors such as Carmine (from

dried beetles) are found in some lipcolors which I use on occasion.
One fact is certain... you cannot predict what color your client is
going to develop.  We’ve learned that the same color used in three

different women will result in
three different colors.  Some at-
tribute this difference to the pH of
the lips.  I just don’t know.  But I
do know that pH does change
some colors.  If you lower the pH
of carmine then you’ll get a more
orangy red.  If you raise the pH it
gets darker.
Experience is the only way to de-

termine what lipcolors work for
you.  We cannot tell from the color in the bottle and don’t let your
clients choose their own color if you’ve had a bad experience with
that color.  Unlike choosing lipstick, lipcolor pigments have their
own life.  We need more research.
The same color will appear differently on or outside the Vermillion

border than it appears in the fleshy part of the lip.  Many, if not
most, lipcolors contain titanium dioxide to tint them various shades
of red or pink.  Watch out for the deeply colored burgundy iron
oxide pigments.  And the rust-colored iron oxide pigments can be
trouble.  Orangey pigments can yield a healed result of a nice
mauve in many lips.  The good news is that with Kolorsource Pig-
ments you do NOT need to add warmth (orange) anymore.

Blue, blotchy lower lip below
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The lymphatic system has three primary functions. First
of all, it returns excess interstitial fluid to the blood. Of
the fluid that leaves the capillary, about 90 percent is
returned. The 10 percent that does not return becomes
part of the interstitial fluid that surrounds the tissue
cells. Small protein molecules may "leak" through the
capillary wall and increase the osmotic pressure of the
interstitial fluid. This further inhibits the return of fluid
into the capillaries, and fluid tends to accumulate in the
tissue spaces. If this continues, blood volume and blood
pressure decrease significantly and the volume of tissue
fluid increases, which results in edema (swelling).
Lymph capillaries pick up the excess interstitial fluid
and proteins and return them to the venous blood.
After the fluid enters the lymph capillaries, it is called
lymph.

The second function of the lymphatic system is the ab-
sorption of fats and fat-soluble vitamins from the di-
gestive system and the subsequent transport of these
substances to the venous circulation. The mucosa that
lines the small intestine is covered with fingerlike pro-
jections called villi. There are blood capillaries and spe-
cial lymph capillaries, called lacteals, in the center of
each villus. The blood capillaries absorb most nutrients,
but the fats and fat-soluble vitamins are absorbed by
the lacteals. The lymph in the lacteals has a milky ap-
pearance due to its high fat content and is called chyle.

The third and probably most well known function of
the lymphatic system is defense against invading mi-
croorganisms and disease. Lymph nodes and other
lymphatic organs filter the lymph to remove microor-
ganisms and other foreign particles. Lymphatic organs
contain lymphocytes that destroy invading organisms.

Where does the color go?
Lymphatics.  What are they?

Migration and the Lymphatics

It looks like a bruise at first, or eyeshadow.  But, with time, you
realize that you are looking at migration.  Look at it this way-
Think of pigment as coffee grounds and ink as coffee.  Pig-
ments are always in a particle form.  Carbon black powders
dissolve in water and become inks which can spread under
the skin via the lymphatic drainage system.  Avoid “inks” for
eyeliner.  Also, organic blues and greens and some reds can

“migrate” because some of the color
adhered to the particle separates and
becomes free dye which can move
easily in tissue.  Take your favorite
eyeliner and put two drops in a glass
of water.  If the water stays black then
it contains ink.  If the color settles to
the bottom over time, then it is a
pigment and is safer than an ink
for eyeliner.

Pigment settles
to bottom. Safe
to Use. Usually

Iron Oxides

Ink (carbon black) or
dyes are soluble in
water. Water stays

Black.  Higher risk of
migration with inks.
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(Not for body tattoos.)

Fade is not a pigment removal
agent.  It is a neutral, purified 
mineral paste.  No acids.  You
don’t need to add a thing ex-
cept perhaps a drop of lime juice.  Stir thoroughly to make the
paste a nice consistency that you can dab onto the area you wish.

Fade lets the color heal
out from the “bottom
up” instead of the “top
down”.  When you open
the skin with your nee-
dles and tap in Fade, you

are preventing the rapid restoration of the epithelial barrier.
Therefore, healing does not SEAL in color.  Instead, Fade fills the
spaces temporarily while the skin heals from the bottom up, or
“from the inside out” you might say.  This process lets color work
upward and outward during normal wound healing. Pigment re-
moval agents can be hard on the skin and cause scars. So can
overworking the skin
with your needles in an
effort to try to remove
pigment. 

How to use: Open the
skin and rub it in! Open
FADE jar with care to not
spill. Stir well with micro-
brush. Put a few globs in a

pigment cup.

1) Buff brow or lip area and apply Numquick
spray.  Wait 5 minutes.

2) Open the skin with a handtool or machine
with about 10 taps per area.

NOTE: You should see a few tiny droplets of
blood. 

3) Rub Fade into opened skin with cotton swab
or microbrush. Set timer for  10 minutes.

4) Dab clean with eyewash and inspect the
area. 

5) Repeat one time with care to not overwork
the skin. Rub in more fade or Neutral Flesh or
Camelot.  Leave alone and let dry with FADE.
Repeat  monthly as needed. (Take good before

and after photographs as improvement is gradual.)

Fade contains kaolin, hypertonic saline and glycerin.

afterbefore
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Fade pigment one dot at a time...
from the bottom up!

Step 1: Practice by holding a pencil in your hand.  Place it on the
paper and press firmly as if pressing in a thumbtack...don’t poke or
jab.  Then move slowly and make a scooping, arc shape motion
with each stroke. You’ll soon develop a rhythm with your needles.
“In, in and out” ... all in a scooping motion.  Make long scoops and
short scoops, in a straight line and at any angle, toward you and
away from you.

Step 2: Dip your needles
into color often. The Scoop
is done slowly with firm,
even pressure.   When
practicing to learn the
SCOOP,  do a "test" of sev-
eral SCOOPS closely to-
gether.  Clean and
examine the skin for color.
Make any needed adjust-
ments in your needle
length, angle, pressure or
speed at this time. 

Step 3: Apply a thin veil of
Vaseline  onto the skin
with a cotton swab just
before you work.  Vaseline
makes it easier to clean ex-
cess pigment off the skin
and keeps the pigment
from "staining" the skin.
It also lubricates the tis-
sues and seals the pig-
ment in.  You’ll notice better color retention when you work with
Vaseline.

Step 4: Practice doing the SCOOP in every direction.  Do little short
scoops then lengthen your scoops.  Try varying the depth of your
scoops.  The SCOOP is good for every skin type because it can be
modified to go shallow or deep, long or short.  The SCOOP can be
almost as fine as a dot but more effective or you can get a nice line
with the SCOOP by making it longer and a little more shallow.  It is a
good shading stroke and puts in a large amount of color.  You’ll get
the BEST results when you use the SCOOP technique with Velvet
Needles™.

“The Scoop” — an effective cosmetic
tattoo technique you can use for any
procedure with non-slope needles
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Q.  How do I know how far out to have my needle?  My clients
leave with good color but after a month it’s hardly visible.

A.  How deep to go depends on the thickness of the epidermis
where you are working.  Think of the skin as a peanut butter
and jelly sandwich.  Let’s imagine that the epidermis is
the bread. It can be thin like diet white bread or
thick like whole wheat, 9-grain bread.  f we have
our needle out the same depth for ALL clients
then you will get the color in too shallowly or too deeply on many
of them.  Why?  Because the minute you go too deep, especially in
the eyelid, you are putting color into muscle and you cannot see
the color even if it is there.  So you get discouraged and think you
did a bad job.  No way.  You just need
to go a bit more shallowly with your
needle.

How deep you place color into the
skin depends not only on your needle
length but also on the angle you
work and on your grip.  Keep your
stretch fingers only 1/2” apart so you
can control the area you are working
in and so you do not distort the skin.
Near the corners of the eyelids just
control the skin with a slight press-
ing rather than stretching. This lets you connect the corners (with
a handtool preferably) which used to be considered a no-no.  You
will rarely connect the corners but sometimes a client really wants
them connected.

The technique “make 3-passes and pray” doesn’t work for most of
us.  Grip the skin but do not stretch it greatly as it will distort your
working area and you’ll get color in places you never intended.

If you get a digital, whether it’s a Harmonix or Nouveau Contour,
it’s easy to find the proper depth with just a twist of the handpiece:

• Always start with the needle barely out of the tip, like a turtle
peeking out of its shell

• Paint pigment over a small area with a fine-tipped makeup
brush and go over it with your needles.

• Clean the area with Numpot® ointment, petroleum jelly, 
Lubriderm or Lander’s Lotion, so all pigment is gone.

Is there any color?  If not, twist the handpiece so the needle is
out a little further.  Work over the same area.  Clean skin and
look for color.  If the skin is just red you need to twist the  hand-
piece so the needle is out a little further still.  Work in the small

area again. Usually the
color “grabs” at this point and is

solidly in the skin after you clean it.  Now
you know you’re working at the proper depth

for your grip and style.  Now you can work effectively at
the proper depths for the remainder of your 

procedure.

If the color isn’t going in well, adjust your needle again.  Usually
you’re going in too deeply.

Procedure:
1)    Use a fine-tip makeup brush and paint pigment over a small

area of skin where you will be work-
ing.  This can be eyeliner, brows, lips,
areola or camouflage.

2)  Turn on your machine. Look at
how far out the needles go beyond
the tip of the machine.  Adjust them
so they just barely peek out of the
tip.

3)  Grip skin between your index fin-
ger and thumb.  Only have about
1/2” stretch in

this area. (You’ll look like a chipmunk
holding an acorn).  Do NOT pull the eye-
lid to the earlobe.  That creates distor-
tion and makes the skin like a
trampoline.  Develop your “micro-grip”
and control a small area into which you
put color.

4) Clean skin with Lubriderm or a similar lotion. (Do NOT use
water to clean skin as water causes the skin to swell and does
not remove all the pigment.  You have a false sense of having
put in good color but the color will be gone in a few days.)

5)  Paint pigment back over area.  Adjust your needle out a bit 
further and repeat.  If you have color then you are okay.  
Otherwise adjust your needle out just a bit further.

By the second or third time you will see good color in the skin.  
Now you can start your procedure and work efficiently.
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Three factors which 
determine needle depth

1. needle length from tip

2. angle you enter skin

3. grip or stretch on skin
1/2” stretch in

-

and control a small area into which you

Clean skin with Lubriderm or a similar lotion. (Do NOT use

1/2” stretch in

-

and control a small area into which you

Clean skin with Lubriderm or a similar lotion. (Do NOT use

Finding the Proper Needle Depth Before You Start
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FDA Discusses Safety and Regulation of Permanent Makeup/Tattoo Inks
Science Forum April 2006

Frederick A. Stearns, Esq.
Keller and Heckman LLP (Washington, DC)

Many permanent
makeup inks/pigments

have been used for
many years without

incident.  However,
the wide variety of
new options (and new

materials used to
make them) may
introduce new

concerns
about the
safety of

these materials.  Recent events have shown
that some inks and pigments may raise
safety issues and the U.S. Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) is taking notice.  Pa-
tient safety is the first priority for perma-
nent makeup professionals and, as
discussed at a recent FDA conference, it is
clear that government regulators are look-
ing more closely at potential safety con-
cerns.

FDA has the legal authority to regulate the
inks and pigments used in permanent
makeup procedures.  These products are of-
ficially considered “cosmetics” and “color
additives.”  Although cosmetics can be mar-
keted without pre-review by FDA, color ad-
ditives must be specifically approved for
their intended use.  No color additives are
approved for direct injection into the skin.
Thus, technically speaking, all permanent
makeup and tattoo inks/pigments are used
without appropriate clearance.  However,
FDA has traditionally exercised its enforce-
ment discretion in this area and relied on
local health authorities to regulate the prac-

tice of permanent makeup.  As a result of a
number of highly-publicized adverse events
associated with permanent makeup pig-
ments in 2004, along with other reports
since then, FDA is re-evaluating its handling
of inks and pigments for these purposes.  

At the 2006 FDA Science Forum in late April,
the Agency held a session entitled “Body
Marking: Tattoos, Permanent Make-up and
Laser Removal.”  The primary FDA officials
on the program included Dr. Linda Katz, Di-
rector of FDA’s Office of Cosmetics and Col-
ors, and Dr. Paul Howard, a key scientist at
the Agency.  This session provided an excel-
lent opportunity to meet the personnel at
FDA with regulatory responsibility for per-
manent makeup-related issues.

The presentations made clear that FDA is
very concerned about potential health ef-
fects associated with the pigments/inks
used for tattooing and permanent makeup.
To a large extent, the Agency is hampered
by the fact that it simply does not know
what components (or contaminants) may
be present in all of the various inks and pig-
ments on the market.  There were no spe-
cific recommendations made for changes to
FDA’s regulatory approach, although the
Agency continues to investigate the reports
it has received and collect additional infor-
mation as it decides whether further action
is needed.  As a potential example, a pre-
senter from the Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention (CDC) suggested that FDA

might require that
permanent
makeup/tattoo inks
and pigments be
subjected to al-
lergenicity test-
ing before they
are marketed.  

The safety of
permanent
makeup
inks/pigments will remain an important
focus for FDA.  One of the Agency’s “Pro-
gram Priorities” for 2006, under the head-
ing of “Ensuring Cosmetic Safety,” is to
“distribute information about the health
hazards associated with tattoo inks, espe-
cially permanent make-up inks.”  It is not ex-
actly clear what FDA intends to do on this
front.  However, it is important for all par-
ties in the permanent makeup industry to
be aware of the potential health concerns
with inks and pigments, and take steps to
minimize the risks to clients.  FDA may be
forced to exercise its regulatory authority
more directly if it does not
feel that the public health is
adequately protected.  

For more information go
to: www. fda.gov
keyword: micropig-
mentation

Paul Howard, PhD: FDA
Research Scientist/Toxicology

Rick Stearns, Attorney
Legal Specialist FDA matters

Patient safety is the first priority

Case Report: A&D Ointment Allergy
This lady had an interesting case of sensitivity
to A&D Ointment.  It was unique in that she
only had one eyebrow touched up because
the other brow did not need any color what-
soever. The blistering, weeping and oozing
within a couple of days of your procedure is
most commonly associated with a contact
dermatitis to the aftercare product.  Have

them stop putting anything on their skin and
just keep it clean and dry. Note: Aftercare
products are the most common culprits in
problems occurring within the first week after
a micropigmentation procedure. Avoid Baci-
tracin and learn to appreciate these are not
caused by topicals or pigments.  Avoid Vase-
line® as it contains a fragrance.

Dr. Bhakti Petigara, FDA Director
Office of Cosmetics and Colors
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Step 1 Mark Desired Area in pigment
with fine tip makeup brush.  Wipe off any

pigment that is outside your desire line.

Step 2 Using a handtool, tap in out-
line of shape of mega-eyeliner.

Step 3 Start working inward toward
the eye.  This is simply to fill in the entire

desired area with color.  Do NOT overstretch or
distort the eye when working in the corners.

Step 4 Use the 5-Slope® in the digital
machine to fill in and “brush” in color.  Paint

pigment over the area frequently and “let go”
of grip to examine eye.

Step 5 Pain control is important.
After using Numfast or Microcaine® for 20

minutes, begin with outline.  Maintain pain
control with TAG #45 Gel and wipe with
Numpot

MEGA EyelinerGood to Great EYELINER

It took me two visits to complete this MEGA-Eyeliner.  She wanted COPPER eyeshadow the first
time but didn’t want more copper at her focus visit.  The color has held beautifully.



Photo Guidelines

HOW TO SHOOT
REALLY GOOD PHOTOS
Next to doing good work, the best thing you
can do for your permanent makeup practice
is to have good documentation.
Having accurate and reliable docu-
mentation not only gives you a record
of each client, but also will provide you
with visual and recorded evidence in
case of any disputes or problems.

If you follow these guidelines for each
procedure you’ll be covered in case of
any eventuality.

Consistency will separate good photos
from not-so-good photos. Positioning
is an area that can prove difficult, but
maintaining constant vertical and hori-
zontal lines, as shown here, is really
just a matter of practice. The vertical

line goes from the middle of the fore-
head to mid-chin. The horizontal line
goes right through the pupils.

Notice that the simple, solid back-
ground doesn’t interfere with the
image, and that the lighting is even
with no harsh hot spots or dark areas.

We’re in a visual
profession, which
makes visual docu-
mentation just as
crucial as written
documentation.

Be sure you take both Before
AND After photos. 

Make certain that you always
shoot your photos in exactly the
same way. Before and After
shots have NO SIGNIFICANCE if
they are not standardized.

Standardized means:
•Have a specific place to

shoot the photos against
a simple, solid backdrop.

•Use the same lighting that
you can control-shadows or
highlights can alter the de-
tails in photos

•Position each client in the same
place and at the same angles. One
way is to mark the area to maintain
consistency; a mark for vertical cen-
ter and horizontally for the corners
of the eyes.

Your camera should have the ability
to shoot Macro and Macro Closeup,
in addition to normal photos. Sony
makes small, reliable cameras that
work great.  

Focus and clarity are crucial ele-
ments in good photos. When you’re

shooting macro placing a
finger on the clients

face gives you con-
sistant distance

and position. It
also helps sta-

bilize the cam-
era.

Follow the guidelines for each pro-
cedure and you’ll always have accurate
and reliable documentation.

Order Toll Fre         e!  Tel: 888-452-4946, Fax 1/800-238-1203   

Frontal View

Oblique View Lateral View

Index Finger Rests against Face and thumb stabilizes the
Camera for photos with consistent distance and focus.

© Linda H. Dixon, MD  2009

Frontal ViewFrontal View

Jones Mary
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Full Face with Name Visible Relaxed & Smiling

Closeup Both eyes and brows

Take both BEFORE and AFTER photos in each position, keep-1.
ing the head consistently positioned so that eyes are aligned
thru the pupils and mid-chin is directly beneath the mid-fore-
head. 

2. Have a specific place to shoot the photos against a solid back-
drop. Use the same lighting that you can control.  Shadows or high-
lights can alter details in photos.

3. Focus and clarity are crucial elements in good photos. When you’re
shooting MACRO placing a finger on the clients face gives you consis-
tant distance and position as well as stabilizing the camera while you
are focusing.

4. For Eyeliner it is important to show full face, closeup and macro
images. Full means the entire head occupies the frame. Closeup
means both eyes occupy the frame, and macro means each indi-
vidual eye occupies the frame.

5.  Have the client look straight into the lens as well as looking up 
(to focus on the lower lid) and with eyes closed (especially for eye-
shadow). In addition, shoot a macro view with the upper lid
stretched. Some clients have excess skin on the upper lid which
makes it difficult to see clearly. 

Order Toll Fre         e!  Tel: 888-452-4946, Fax 1/800-238-1203   

Eyeliner
Closeup  

Photo Guidelines

Macro Right Macro Left

Macro

Lower Lid Right Lower Lid  Left

Stretched Lid Right Stretched Lid Left

Closed Right Closed Left

Eyeshadow  As a separate procedure OR with eyeliner

© Linda H. Dixon, MD  2009

Full Face with Name Visible Full Face with Name Visible Relaxed & SmilingFull Face with Name Visible Relaxed & SmilingRelaxed & SmilingRelaxed & Smiling

Jones Mary
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3/4 Face Right 3/4 Face Left

Closeup Both eyes and brows

Glasses On  Helps establish symmetry

Take both BEFORE and AFTER photos as well as closeups with1.
forehead relaxed, frowning, and raised for level and consis-
tency.

2. Have a specific place to shoot the photos against a solid back-
drop. Use the same lighting that you can control.  Shadows or high-
lights can alter details in photos.

3. Focus and clarity are crucial elements in good photos. When you’re
shooting MACRO placing a finger on the clients face gives you consis-
tant distance and position as well as stabilizing the camera while you
are focusing.

4. Keep a pair of glasses with no lenses handy. You’ll know they are level
and squared by laying them on a flat surface and they touch the surface
evenly. This allows you to shoot the client with glasses on to help estab-
lish symmetry between the brows

Frowning To see if eyebrows are level

Full Face with Name Visible Relaxed & Smiling

Order Toll Fre         e!  Tel: 888-452-4946, Fax 1/800-238-1203   

Eyebrows
Full  

Closeup  

Photo Guidelines Brow Right Brow Left

Brow 3/4 Right Brow 3/4 Left

Macro  

© Linda H. Dixon, MD  2009

Full Face with Name Visible Relaxed & SmilingFull Face with Name Visible Relaxed & SmilingRelaxed & SmilingRelaxed & Smiling

Jones Mary
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Photo Guidelines

Full Face with Name Visible Relaxed & Smiling

Macro Frontal Relaxed Macro Frontal Smiling

Macro

Right Oblique Left Oblique

Profile Right Profile Left

Lips

Puckered Frontal Grimace Frontal

Wrinkle Assessment

Order Toll Fre         e!  Tel: 888-452-4946, Fax 1/800-238-1203   

Take both BEFORE and AFTER photos in each position, keep-1.
ing the head consistently positioned so that eyes are aligned
thru the pupils and mid-chin is directly beneath the mid-fore-
head. 

2. Have a specific place to shoot the photos against a solid back-
drop. Use the same lighting that you can control.  Shadows or high-
lights can alter details in photos.

3. Focus and clarity are crucial elements in good photos. When you’re
shooting MACRO placing a finger on the clients face gives you consis-
tant distance and position as well as stabilizing the camera while you
are focusing.

4. Shooting the client with lips puckered and grimaced allow you to
assess wrinkles that may be present. Dry needling can be done to
help smooth out wrinkles by creating more collagen in those areas.

It’s another way to help both your client and your bottomline.Video
kolorsource.com

These are before
and after shots
following one
session using
the Dixon dry
needling tech-
nique for wrin-
kles. Notice the
improvement in
the depth of the
wrinkles.

BEFORE

AFTER

© Linda H. Dixon, MD
2009
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Areolas
HOW TO SHOOT
REALLY GOOD PHOTOS

Photo Guidelines

Bilateral With Top Bilateral Without Top 3/4 View Left 3/4 View Left

Closeup Right Closeup Left Macro Left Macro Right

Order Toll Fre         e!  Tel: 888-452-4946, Fax 1/800-238-1203   

Macro

Closeup  

Closeup  

1. Take both BEFORE and AFTER photos in each position, keeping
the head consistently positioned so that eyes are aligned thru the
pupils and mid-chin is directly beneath the mid-forehead. 

2. Have a specific place to shoot the photos against a solid back-
drop. Use the same lighting that you can control.  Shadows or high-
lights can alter details in photos.

3. Focus and clarity are crucial elements in good photos. When you’re
shooting MACRO placing a finger on the
clients breast gives you consistant distance
and position as well as stabilizing the cam-
era while you are focusing. There’s nothing
worse than discovering your photos are out
of focus...after the fact.

4. It’s often a good idea to shoot photos at different stages during
the procedure. If you have an assistant have them shoot while you
work. If not, wrap your camera in barrier film and shoot on your
own at every stage of the procedure. If you are shooting images
yourself, it is imperative that you protect your camera from cross
contamination by wrapping it in barrier film prior to starting the
procedure. Just be sure the film DOES NOT COVER THE LENS.

An areola procedure has to
be done in stages. Marking
for symmetry prior to the
inital procedure is critical; if
your drawing is off, the tat-
too will be off so be precise.

Brush on the pigment then
work the color in using the
Dixon Technique and a 5-
slope needle. Use circular
motions and radiate strokes
away from the nipple area
towards the periphery.

Allow at least 4 weeks to
heal between procedures.
The challenge is to restore a
natural appearing arola
with dimensional nipple
placement. Plan on at least
3-4 sessions to successfully
accomplish this.

© Linda H. Dixon, MD  2009



At A Glance

Order Toll Fre         e!  Tel: 888-452-4946, Fax 1/800-238-1203   

Quick Reference Guide to 
Permanent Makeup Photography

Eyeliner

Macro Right Macro Left

Macro

Lower Lid Right Lower Lid  Left

Stretched Lid Right Stretched Lid Left Closed Right Closed Left

Eyeshadow  Separate procedure OR with eyeliner

Closeup Both eyes and brows

Closeup  

3/4  Right 3/4 Left

Closeup Both eyes and brows

Glasses On 

Frowning To level eyebrows

Full  

Closeup  

Brow 3/4 Right Brow 3/4 Left

Eyebrows

Macro Frontal Relaxed Macro Frontal Smiling

Puckered Frontal Grimace Frontal

Wrinkle Assessment

Lips

Profile Right Profile Left

Right Oblique Left Oblique

Bilateral With Top Bilateral Without Top

Closeup Areola

Areolas

Closeup Right Closeup Left Macro Left

Full Face with Name Visible Relaxed
(above) & Smiling (below)

Establishes symmetry

RelaxedFull Face with Name Visible RelaxedFull Face with Name Visible Full Face with Name Visible Full Face with Name Visible Full Face with Name Visible Full Face with Name Visible Full Face with Name Visible Full Face with Name Visible Full Face with Name Visible Full Face with Name Visible RelaxedRelaxedRelaxedRelaxed

Eyeliner, Eyebrows, Lips

Macro

Closeup MacroFull

3/4 From Left3/4 From Right

Macro Right

Be sure you take both Before AND After photos.

Make certain that you always shoot your photos in
exactly the same way. Before and After shots have
NO SIGNIFICANCE if they are not standardized.
© Linda H. Dixon, MD  2009

Name Here

Brow Right Brow Left

Macro  



NEEDLING ZONES: SCARS, ACNE, WRINKLES

Blue Zone: Forehead

Green Zone: Glabella

Pink Zone: Smile Lines
Beneath eye area

Orange Zone: Upper Lips

Purple Zone: Marionette
lines

Turquoise Zone: Chin lines

Acne Zone: Cheeks
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1. If any problems occur after your procedure who
should you contact immediately?
q My primary care physician      

q A dermatologist       
q My permanent makeup professional    
q Wait to see what happens 

2. Procedures involving the eyelids have a risk of:
q Inflammation or infection such as “pink eye” 
q Corneal abrasion and/or sensitivity to light
q Redness, swelling, bruising or bleeding
q All of the above

3. After a lip procedure there may be a possibility of:
q Fever blisters          
q Dry, chapped Lips          
q Unsatisfactory color        
q All of the above

4. Some reasons for not having this procedure include:
q There are no reasons, anyone can have it done    
q A history of high blood pressure or heart disease      
q Pregnancy, nursing or taking blood thinners      
q Physical or psychiatric health problems  

5. The final color of a pigment cannot be guaranteed
because of:
q The type of soap you use       
q Tone, color and texture of your skin       
q A history of acne or dry, flakey skin 
q Every color will turn out exactly as it comes out of  

the bottle       

6. The standards of sterilization used by Dr. Dixon 
follows the guidelines of:
q The AMA       
q The FDA       
q The Centers for Disease Control       
q The FCC

7. Multiple procedures are necessary to achieve the de-
sired effect. Lip color procedures usually require:
q Fine color and shaping changes  
q Extra topical anesthetics   
q A lipguard   
q Nothing out of the ordinary

8. Before I signed the informed consent I received
q An outline of the etiology of skin disease       

q FDA statements on pigments     
q The Permanent makeup facts sheet      
q The pre- and post-operative instructions 

9. Hyperpigmentation in certain clients can occur due to:
q Amount of pigment used   
q An increase of melanin in the skin   
q Genetic predisposition   
q Microneedling scars or wrinkles

10. Permanent cosmetic procedures will stop and im-
mediate medical treatment obtained if:
q There is any redness or swelling after 3-7 days       
q The color isn’t exactly like I want it
q Excessive bleeding       
q Keloids or hypertrophic scarring occurs 

11. I need to inform my technician if:
q I take antibiotics at the dentist’s office       
q I have an artifical hip or an artifical heart valve
q I have a history of fever blisters       
q I have allergies to jewelry 

12. Methods for removing tattoos include:
q Laser treatments which can result in scars
q Dermabrasion which may not help much
q Scarification or surgery which may be expensive
q Camouflage an objectionable tattoo with a new one

13. With eyeliner procedures be sure to:
q Have someone drive you or drive at your own risk
q Not wear hard contact lenses
q Always wear dark glasses
q Not apply old mascara

14. One of the most important things to do after the
procedure is to:
q Keep the area clean by splasing with cool water
q Get a new container of mascara
q Apply heat to the area
q Wear a sunscreen with SPF 15-25

15. For one to two weeks prior to procedures do not:
q Tweeze or wax
q Apply eye makeup
q Get sunburned
q Use aspirin or ibuprofen (Advil)

Signature___________________________________

Date_______________________________
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Informed Consent Questionnaire
By now you’ve read and signed the Informed Consent form. Now we’d like to make sure you understood some of
the more important points. Please check each box that most accurately completes the question or statement.
Some questions may have more than one answer. ©2013 LDixon MD



NEW PRODUCTS TO hELP yOU wORK bETTER

Original Products from Kolorsource

MICRONEEDLING SERUM for wrinkles.

Call Toll Free

Order on-line at www.kolorsource.com

WRINKLESERUM

microneedling.com

Don’t send your client home empty-handed after mi-
croneedling those pesky wrinkles or acne scars.
Microneedling Serum™, also known as Wrinkle
Serum, has peptides that help renew, replen-
ish and repair damaged cells.  How?  They
enhance microcirculation which evens
out skin tones and diminishes and
lightens those dark circles
under the eyes.  And bet-
ter yet, it helps enhance the
deposition of  new col-
lagen and diminishes fine
lines and wrinkles.
Last, but not least,
Wrinkle Serum re-
laxes muscles similar
to Botox®.  Call today
for the handy Mi-
croneedling Guide by
Dr. Dixon.  Free
when you purchase
2 New! Wrinkle
Serums.
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NEW PRODUCTS TO hELP yOU wORK bETTER

To order any of our products or for more information call toll free 888-452-4956

7 point Round

9 point Magnum

18 point
Floating Head

MICRONEEDLING Machine wins
votes, helps wrinkles, scars, acne!
Receive Dr. Dixon’s Microneedling Handout
FREE! when you order the Dermatude or
two Microneedling Serum bottles.  SAVE
$40.  Offer good through Feb 15, 2014
888/452-4946

We

tested the

Dermatude

at the Las

Vegas 2012

Bootcamp.

What a pleasant surprise!  The power and

ease of needling was very different than

other machines, including our tattoo ma-

chines. We preferred the #9

and #7 point microneedles.

However, we’re going to keep

testing the #18 point polycarbonate

“floating” needle head as directed.

Worth $1997.00?  Yes.  You have a

choice of speeds and 3 different needle

configurations. #688: Dermatude Kit $1997;

#689 18-point Microneedle 4/ea. $68; #691

9-point $47/box of 4; Item #692  7

point Microneedle 4/box $43.00; #696

Extreme Lifting Serum $73; #695 Active

HydraBooster $73.  Toll Free 888-

452-4946 www.kolorsource.com

Search: Dermatude

™ GIVES YOU CHOICES!

™ MICRONEEDLING DEVICE

97
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by Dr. Dixon

Softap® Brand Product  for Manual Method

Discouraged with lips?  No matter how hard you
try, you can’t good color retention. Designed for
the most stubborn lips in mind, this 84-prong
“micro-needle” cartridge taps or “pats” in the

color quickly and easily.  You can use it along the
lipline too so you only need one needle.  Why

wait?  Try the Lip Needle today.  Best with Kolors-
mart™ Lip colors by Kolorsource.  Video by Dr.
Dixon online. Needle Item # 743  $13.50/ea. 

For use with Click handle shown above.

HealedJust AfterBefore

Smart-Lips™:  Quick, Easy, Less Pain
by Linda H Dixon MD

Prenumb: Comfort Creme or Numstick 5% Lidocaine  20 minutes

Draw shape of lipline with pencil or pigment to establish bor-1.
ders. If you dot with purple marker, let ink dry
before starting.

Click #84 Needle into handle.2.

Dip needles into pigment.  [SmartLips3.
Red 742, 846 and 617 by Kolorsource™]

Using top row of needles only, work4.
lightly along top lip line with the nee-
dles entering vertically. Move back and
forth, a side-to-side movement.  As you
etch the lipline, color will go into skin.

Apply Ultra Duration.  Repeat on lower
lipline.

Always Dip needles into pigment and spread5.
over desired area prior to patting in color (see video).

Clean lips with Numpot ointment and/or Cetaphil cream.  Do6.
NOT clean lips with Wet Wipes as they irritate lips and cause
pain.  Only use Wet Wipes around lips and on face. Stay ahead of
pain with Ultra Duration and Numpot.

Insert Lipguard once outline of lips is largely complete.7.
This is VERY important in order to get full, even lipcolor.

Now PAINT and TAP over lips in a me-8.
thodical manner.  Stretch or pinch
lip to see where color is missing.

Corners:  Special Attention is9.
required in the corners as they
can be challenging.  Use the
#18 round need if you wish in
these tight areas.  Also, for a softer lipline, use the #18
round needle.

Last and final pass to blend lipliner into lips and work in cen-10.
ter sections of the upper and lower lip. (10 minutes) Lips filled
entirely.  No holidays.  Apply Ultra Duration.

Focus Visit required for added color density and to pay attention to
details such as lipline, cupid’s bow and areas missing color.  Your
choice of needles may be finer, including a machine configuration.

Focus Visit required for added color density and to pay attention toFocus Visit required for added color density and to pay attention to

Navy Blue 18 point round Click Cartridge
needle.  For soft lipline or eyeliner border.

#821  $3.50/ea

Don’t overwork lips

LIP Needle 84 prong cartridge 
Discouraged with lips? Designed for the most stubborn lips in
mind, this 84-prong “micro-needle” cartridge taps in the color quickly and
easily.  You can use it along the lipline too so you only need one needle.
Why wait?  Try the Lip Needle today. Item # 743  $13.50/ea. 
For use with Click handle shown above. 

KOLORSMART™ LIPCOLORS

846 SMARTLIP Asian Peach 843  - W

617 SMARTLIP Profound Red 617  

742 SMARTLIP Red 742 Favorite Lipcolor

760 SMARTLIP 760 Dark Cinnamon

846 SMARTLIP 846 Rich Peach

SMART-LIPS™



Change a Life
Adding natural “hairs” to an eyebrow can be chal-
lenging.  For years hairstrokes have been attempted
but ended up looking like picket fences or they
healed into a blur as the color spread and merged.
At last, microblading offers crisp, clean hairstrokes
that offer a more natural, “can’t tell they’re not
real” brow.  Dr. Dixon’s Browmasters™ Microblad-
ing techniques offer the most versatile, novel ways
of microblading.

From Good To Great
Brows, Eyeliner, Eyeshadow, Areola and Corrections

BLADINGBLADINGMICRO
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MICRO Blading

Tina Davies: Toronto, Canada

Slide Presentation: Needle choice,1.
stretching “Sweet Spot”, short video of
technique

Difference between machines and mi-2.
croblading for eyebrow hairstrokes

Live Demo 3.

Hairstroke pattern4.

Sequence of Hairstrokes5.

Build Muscle Memory: Practice pads6.
for one hour in the morning, and again
in the afternoon to build muscle mem-
ory.

Key to success: proper stretching, wrist7.
and finger action, finding the "sweet
spot"

How to identify your bad habits and8.
your mistakes. *This is very important
since most people don't even know that
they are doing things the wrong way
and continue bad technique for years.”

TOPICS
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Linda H. Dixon, MD: Kailua,Hawaii

Joyce Cirasuola, Certified Micropigmentation
Instructor.  Owner: BocaTa2

Guide to MICROBLADING NEEDLES1.
Handtool: Curved Needles
2-in-1 Microblade Needle
MicroSlope® Needle for Nouveau

Pain Control2.

How NOT to do MICROBLADING3.

MICROBLADE Techniques for4.
Areola
Corrections
Eyeshadow
Eyeliner Tails (extensions)

BAS™ Brow Assessment Score5.

MICRONEEDLING Uses and Tools6.
Prepare skin for Microblading

Color Choice7.

Helpful Guide to Microblading: tips8.

Contest : Practice pad9.

Microblading: Testimony10.

Brow Symmetry1.

Brow Measurements2.

Microblading Instructor3.

Brow Color Theory4.

Microblading Experience5.

Role of caliper for measuring6.
Universal brow pencil
Dark pen for marking brows
Stencils
How to use Mirror

Practice Pad Instruction7.

MICRO Blading
TOPICS

TOPICS
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Microblading Techniques102

Control

Preparation of the skin for microblading is important.  And
topical anesthetics can help you get the best possible results.

The secret is pain control with optimal blood vessel
constriction to make the canvas as
compact as possible.  This means
controlling bleeding and swelling.  

Buff brows with blue buffing block.  Go against the1.
hairs to get maximum contact with skin.

Apply Comfort Cream™ for 20 minutes.  Set timer.2.

Draw brow design and mark borders as desired so you3.
don’t lose your shape.  Brows will stay numb.

Make preliminary hairstrokes and apply UltraDuration4.
to broken skin for 7-10 minutes

Begin microblading and dab on5.
Ultra Duration frequently.  Dip

needles in pigment before each stroke.  Use light touch.

Clean skin with Numpot, not water.  It is soothing to the6.
skin and traps any pigment.  Water makes the skin swell
and reduces the effect of the topical anesthetic.

Topicals GET BEST RESULTS AND WHY

Skin needs to be firm and blanched for
optimal brow microblading success

MICRO Blading



Microblading Techniques

BROW Assessment  Score
Browmasters™

103

A B C BAS™
Points 0 1 2

1 Allergies None Makeup Tattoo Pigment

2 Previous Tattoo None Body Brow

3 Shape & Thickness No change Minor Change Major Change

4 Asymmetry None Slight Marked

5 Scars None Tattoo Related Other

6 Color Correction None Minor Major

7 Client Age !18 !30 !55

8 Hair Pattern Caucasian Asian Mixed

9 Brow Hairs !80% "50% Sparse "20% to Absent

10 Hx: Medical Normal Psychological* Medical*

11 Technique Fill: 1 color Hairstrokes Complex*

12 Planned Visits 1 2 3

13 Medications None OTC Rx: Prescription

14 Doctor’s Release No Advisable Required

15 Partner Release No Advisable Required

6C: Major Correction: Color Re-
moval , Camouflage, Laser,
Surgical Excision

10b: Alcohol or drug
use, issues that can
affect outcome

10c: BBP, Diabetes,
Heart Disease, High BP
Pacemaker, Implants

BAS™ SCORE
Total

11c: Complex Hairstrokes, Multi-
ple colors, Background Color

13c: Chemotherapy, Blood thinners, Heart
meds; BP; ALLERGIES, Psych Meds

CoC

Date

Client Signature



Microblading Techniques

13 Two-Edged Graduated
Microblade Needle

16 Softap® Ultra-
fine Curved Needle

U-Shape Curved
Edges Needle

14 Softap® Regular
Curved Needle

14 Curved Microblade 
Needle

MICRO Blading

MICROBLADE NEEDLE

12 Microblade
Needle

7
104



Micro Blading

105Microblading Techniques

WHAT NEEDLE DO I USE?

The age of the skin:  The older the client, the more tissue laxity, collagen and elastin loss you’ll notice.1.
Microneedling this aging skin provides a healthier canvas for microblading and this means your hair-
strokes will stay crisp upon healing.

Previous procedures and corrections:  You can microblade over old colors and even do corrections.2.
You’ll want a bit bigger needle for these cases.

Width of hairstroke desired3.

Pigment you are using4.

Color carrying capacity of the needle: texture and taper of needles, number of needles and curve of5.
needles are important.  More needles, more resistance and you press harder.  Higher likelihood of slic-
ing the skin.

Skin Resistance: Older skin less resistant so use finer needle6.

The Procedure:  Single, curved7.
needles for brow hairstrokes.
Large, multiple needles for are-
ola, corrections and eye-
shadow.  I use #36 Round
Softap® needle.

Practice makes perfect:  You’ll develop your very8.
own unique technique over time.  Sometimes
you’ll switch needles during your case.  As you
practice, you’ll find which needles are the easiest
to control and which ones put in the most color.
You must know your canvas, the skin, very well.



Wrinkles

BABS: BORN
AGAIN BROWS

Micro Blading

106 Microblading Techniques

BABS? What are they? BABS™ are
Born Again Brows. You're going to
see a lot of them as we do Mi-
crostroking (microblading) over
old eyebrows done by us or oth-
ers. It's like giving brows a sec-
ond chance. Go over old color
with contrasting, darker or lighter,
microstrokes. Add a couple of fine
microstroke hairs here and there
to enhance the natural look of
your procedure. Give your old
brow new dimension and a
breath of new life. Every brow de-
serves a second chance!

Did you know that the
line from the nose to
the arch is the same
distance as the nose to
the tail?  Using a chop-
stick or Starbucks stir-
rer, mark the stick in 3
places:  a) At the nose,
and b) At the tip (trunk
or bulb) of the brow,
and c) at the Arch.
Now, keeping the stick
at the same position on
the nose, rotate it
through corner of outer
eye.  The mark you

made for the arch will
be where the tail of the
brow stops and it will
be at the correct height.
Make sure the tail is no
lower than the tip.
Note: If you exaggerate
the arch then the tail
will be shorter and may
not be the same dis-
tance.  However, you
can now make the op-
posite brow identical
by using the marks on
the stick to mark your
brow tip, arch and tail.

AA BB

C

DID YOU KNOW?
QUIZ

C

What needles are best for older skin and why?

What pigment colors are best for microblading?

What is the best way to pretreat your canvas (brow skin) to
ensure good color retention and crisp hairstrokes?

Why do you think microblading has become so popular?

Why is your client bleeding when microblading?  What
should you do?

Why do hairstrokes with machines spread, merge together
and blur during healing?

How should you stretch the skin during microblading?

What does UltraDuration, a liquid topical with lidocaine and
epinephrine, do to the skin that helps microblading?

Have you ever done microblading of the areola or for color
corrections before?  Hairstrokes?



EYESHADOW
Macro Blading

107Microblading Techniques

Combination Microblading and Tapping.  #36 Round Softap® Needle; Kolorsource
Plum Mist.  Pain Control: Numpot Eyelids x 20 min.  Paint pigment over eyelid
crease and fill in down to eyeliner.  Feel nap of skin.  You will want to do some tap-
ping as well.  Color goes in quickly but eyelid very fragile.  Heals in about 5-7 days.



Browmasters™ Microblading and Microneedling Course108

MACROBLADING Blading Corrections

Warm color central brow1.
body with B2B Medium

Neutral Flesh Top Border2.
Left brow

Neutral Flesh Tip R brow3.

Soft Brunet below L brow4.
(color test)

36 Round Softap®5.

BROW ASYMMETRY, SHAPE & COLOR

BEFORE Desired Shape

Color Correction. Microblade Flesh Color Tail of Brow (3) Camouflage, Color Correction,
Shade bottom of brow

Desired Shape



Microblading Techniques

1.  Measure Breasts: Equilateral Triangle 

2.  Buff Areola and apply Comfort Cream

3.  Apply occlusive dressing (barrier wrap)

4.  Set Timer x 20 minutes.  Remove cream.

5.  Mark borders of areola; paint on pigment

6. Test direction of the nap of the skin

7.  Microblade against nap of the skin

8.  Take care to not overwork the skin

9.  Make adjustments to shape

10.  Apply Numpot, cotton round.

11. Barrier wrap over cotton dressing

12. Give client Jar of Retain™ Ointment

13. Have client obtain LARGE Band-Aids

14. Client may shower in morning.

15. Apply veil of Retain and large Band-Aids

MICRO Blading Areola
AREOLA

Microblade: 36 round Softap®
Pigments: Nude Lip Mix, Baby Lips

109

MACROBLADING Areola



Wrinkles

HULA DANCER HAIR LOSS: STRESS
Micro Blading

110 Microblading Techniques

It appears this young mother is suffering from alopecia.  However, her dermatologist is of the opinion that her hair
loss is not of concern.  Notice hair loss at forehead and sides as well as brows.  You can learn from her left brow that
it is important to sit the client up when microblading the final shape.  You can microblade easily when standing in
front of the client.



HAIRSTROKES TOO LONG
Micro Blading

111Microblading Techniques

The take-away of these photos is to avoid making hair-
strokes that connect and become too long.  This is evi-
dent in her Right brow middle one third.  Her tip and
tail are okay but the transition between direction of
natural brow hair growth from upward at the base to
downward from the arch is such that there is one long
stroke.  This is unnatural.  What is natural, is random
hair growth in a certain direction.  Not lines, especially
not long lines, of brow hairs.

At her touchup, I did not let any hairstrokes begin
where the last hairstroke left off.  She was happy and I
learned a lot.

Notice the center 1/3 of this microbladed brow.  You’ll no-
tice the strokes appear to be very long.  This is called a
Jack-in-the Beanstalk effect.  It is avoided by making
shorter strokes that don’t touch each other in a line.

I learned to NOT swab pigment over
completed brow. The color seeps into
any open skin, not just the hairstrokes.



Wrinkles

COLOR CORRECTION
Micro Blading
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These clients both had old permanent makeup.  The top photos show microblading with B2B Medium over old ash
brows.  It is difficult to put in hairstrokes with pale colors.  But B2B Medium allowed a “soft correction” of brow color.
The bottom four photos are of a brow color and shape correction.  Microblading hairstrokes were done for desired
shape.  Above each brow, the #36 round needle was use to microblade with Neutral flesh over the old orange brow.



MATURE SKIN CONSIDERATIONS
Micro Blading
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This 82 year old beauty came to me after having her brows done a year earlier by another technician.  If she had NOT
had her brows done before, I may have had to microneedle them first to get more collagen deposition in order for
her hairstrokes to stay crisp and defined.  She is extremely fair and her skin is very sundamaged.  
Don’t stretch the skin too much or the strokes will be too close together when you release your stretch.
They’ll then look more like a solid brow.
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VIRGIN BROWS
Micro Blading
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This client owns a nail salon.  She had observed the eyebrows of one of her customers who had microblading and
color correction.  The photos in the left colum are how she applied her eyebrow pencil.  The photos in the Right col-
umn are after microblading hairstrokes, following her natural hair growth pattern (direction).



“I DON’T WANT TO SEE IT MICROBLADING!”
Micro Blading
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This client has been coming to me for many years for eyeliner and more recently, lipcolor.  She just got married so
when touching up her lipcolor, I told her I could put a few little hairstrokes into her brows where they were very
sparse and she agreed.  It was a wedding gift.  No one will know her brows have been partially tattooed.  That’s the
way she wants it.
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MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS
Micro Blading
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China Marker: Sharpen with disposable

razor (3-bladed) or Utility Knife on both

edges to make flat surface for marking hair-

stroke placement on brows.  Marks do not

come off with topical anesthetics.

Brow Buddy, White Pencil, Universal Brow Pencil,
Starbucks stirrer stick, Brow Razor, Calipers,
Brow Stencil, Brow Measuring Device, Pizza tool

Microfoam tape teaches you how to use the handtool and mi-
croblade and gauge the pressure you are using.  If you slice
through the tape then you’re pressing too hard and cutting the
skin.  Average Brow about 2” wide so cut tape about 3” wide.

Silicone practice pad with 4 sets of brows.  Asian and Cau-
casian configurations.  Good for practicing microblading hair-
stroke direction and length.  Available at: www.kolorsource.com



SAME CLIENT: DIFFERENT COLORS

CHEMOTHERAPY, TAMOXIFEN TAKE TOLL

Micro Blading
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This brow was a corrective brow which had ashed
out over 15 years.  Medium NuBrown was used on
her Right brow (above).  Warm Dark StaBrown was
used on her Left brow (above).  The hairstrokes are
more crisp and defined on the Left brow compared
with the Right Brow.  So pigment color and consis-
tency definitely make a difference in how well your
hairstrokes heal.  

Note: Do NOT rub color over the brow after you
are completed. Just clean skin with Numpot and
send them home with Retain.  Because the skin has
been opened by buffing prior to the anesthetic and
also by scratching the surface before applying Ultra-
Duration, it will absorb color.

Breast cancer treatment took a toll on this client’s pre-
viously bold, thick brows.  I had done her areolas and
asked her if she would be interested in having her
brows done at half price. [No charge for cancer patient
areola procedures.]  She said, “Ok, I’d like that.”  So I did
her brows and she called to ask me “What’s that proce-
dure you did on my brows?”  I told her “Hairstrokes.”
“Oh,” she said.  “Everyone in my office has commented

how nice my brows look and I forgot what you call it.”
She felt like a million dollars to have her brows back.

She said she lost a lot of her brows during chemother-
apy and that tamoxifen makes them thin and that they
won’t grow back.  Sure enough, one of the side effects
of tamoxifen, which is an estrogen blocker, is hair thin-
ning and loss; probably due to hormonal changes.
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QuickTouch 
Handtool
Autoclavable.  #1080, $12.00 
For use with any of the handtool needles.
See page 22 for product instructions.

14 Curved
#853
$2.00

U-Microblade
#874 
$2.00

16 Curved
Microblade

#822  Softap
$3.50/ea 7- Curved 

Microblade
#873 $1.25

Eye Loupe 10X
Inspect Needles $5.00  

1.  Maintain pain control with UltraDuration to con-
trol any bleeding or swelling.  Swab area frequently
with Numpot Gold ointment to maintain anesthesia
and provide soothing moisturization of the skin and
clean excess pigment.

Step 2: During
broken Skin

1.  Buff  the brow area thor-
oughly.  Apply Comfort Cream
for 15- 20 minutes.  Or, spray
area with Numquick Spray and
wait 8 minutes. 

Apply Comfort cream
for 20 minutes. Abrade
brows with needles and
apply UltraDuration for 5
minutes.  Mark Brow. Begin.

Use Numpot 
During to 
clean & soothe.

Step 3: After
Use Retain after every procedure

to heal and soothe.

Stay ahead of the pain

Prepare the skin 
with a light buffing

brows

Buy this handy brow trimmer
at your local Sephora.

QuickTouch 
Handtool
Autoclavable.  #1080, $12.00 
For use with any of the handtool needles.
See page 22 for product instructions.

QuickTouch 
HandtoolHandtoolHandtool
Autoclavable.  #1080, $12.00 
For use with any of the handtool needles.For use with any of the handtool needles.For use with any of the handtool needles.
See page 22 for product instructions.See page 22 for product instructions.See page 22 for product instructions.

oughly.  Apply Comfort Cream
1.  Buff  the brow area thor-1.  Buff  the brow area thor-1.  Buff  the brow area thor
oughly.  Apply Comfort Cream

Prepare the skin 
with a light buffing

1.  Buff  the brow area thor1.  Buff  the brow area thor-1.  Buff  the brow area thor-1.  Buff  the brow area thor1.  Buff  the brow area thor1.  Buff  the brow area thor1.  Buff  the brow area thor1.  Buff  the brow area thor1.  Buff  the brow area thor1.  Buff  the brow area thor1.  Buff  the brow area thor1.  Buff  the brow area thor1.  Buff  the brow area thor1.  Buff  the brow area thor
oughly.  Apply Comfort Cream

Prepare the skin Prepare the skin Prepare the skin Prepare the skin 
with a light buffingwith a light buffing

Step 1: Before
Intact Skin




